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PREFACE
I am delighted to bring you the latest edition of the FAI Club Licensing Manual. This is the seventh year of
club licensing in Ireland, and since its introduction, the quality system has helped to develop and improve
standards across all areas of business for clubs which participate in the League of Ireland.
In 2009, the highest ever number of licences were awarded, with fifteen clubs having achieved premier
division licences, seven clubs having achieved first division licences, while seven clubs achieved ‘A’
Championship licences, including four clubs who were new to the club licensing process.
The 2010 Club Licensing Manual sets out to ensure that certain minimum standards are in place at all
clubs in order to facilitate the further promotion and continuous improvement of all aspects of football. It is
based on The UEFA Club Licensing System Manual Version 2.0 and the UEFA Club Licensing
Regulations Edition 2008. The implementation of the club licensing process in Ireland is vigorously
checked through a process of annual audit conducted by internationally renowned auditing firm SGS
Europe, which ensures that the FAI Club Licensing Department maintains the required standards set
down by UEFA for licensors.
The 2010 edition of the Club Licensing Manual has been developed following consultation with
stakeholders and the Association is very grateful to all who have contributed to the development of this
Manual. I would especially like to thank the Club Licensing Officers at all the clubs who work tirelessly to
achieve the licence and to maintain standards throughout the year.
While I recognise that we are, as a country, going through uniquely challenging times, I believe that it is
more essential than ever that clubs adhere to these improved quality standards in order to increase the
level of governance and professionalism in club management. This will ensure greater stability and
sustainability in the future. In this context, it is essential that the Club Licensing system is implemented
and applied consistently. We thank you for your continued support.

John Delaney
FAI Chief Executive Officer
August 2009
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Definition
Accounting policies

The specific principles, bases, conventions, rules and practices adopted
by an entity in preparing and presenting its financial statements.

Agreed-upon procedures (“AUP”)

In an engagement to perform agreed-upon procedures, an auditor is
engaged to carry out those procedures of an audit nature to which the
auditor and the entity and any appropriate third parties have agreed and
to report on factual findings. The recipients of the report must form their
own conclusions from the report by the auditor. The report is restricted
to those parties that have agreed to the procedures to be performed
since others, unaware of the reasons for the procedures, may
misinterpret the results.

Amortisation

The systematic allocation of the depreciable amount of an intangible
asset over its useful life. For example, for the capitalised direct costs of
acquiring a player’s registration, the useful life is the contract period.

Annual financial statements

A complete set of financial statements prepared as at the statutory
closing date normally including a balance sheet, profit and loss account,
a statement of cash flows, and those notes and other statements and
explanatory material that are an integral part of the financial statements.

Associate

An entity, including an unincorporated entity such as a partnership, over
which the investor has significant influence and that, is neither a
subsidiary nor an interest in a joint venture.

Assessment process

See core process

Audit

The objective of an audit of financial statements is to enable the auditor
to express an opinion as to whether the financial statements are
prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with an identified
financial reporting framework. The phrases used to express the auditor’s
opinion are “give a true and fair view” or “present fairly, in all material
respects,” which are equivalent terms. A similar objective applies to the
audit of financial or other information prepared in accordance with
appropriate criteria.
In an audit engagement, the auditor provides a high, but not absolute,
level of assurance that the information subject to audit is free of material
misstatement. This is expressed positively in the audit report as
reasonable assurance.
The schedules containing an entity’s future financial information, based
on management’s assumptions about events that may occur in the future
and possible actions by an entity.

Budget

Cash and cash equivalents

Cash comprises cash on hand and demand deposits. Cash equivalents
are short term, highly liquid investments that are readily convertible to
known amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant risk of
changes in value.

Company

Any legal entity according to national law and/or national association
statutes, which has a contractual relationship to a registered member,
which fulfils the obligations set out in 4.1.1.3.

Consolidated financial statement

Financial statements of a group presented as those of a single economic
company.

Control

The power to govern the financial and operating policies of an entity so
as to obtain benefits from its activities.

Core process

Minimum requirements that the licensor has to put in place for
verification of compliance with the criteria described in the manual as
basis for the issuance of a licence to an applicant.

Criteria

Requirements to be fulfilled by the licence applicant divided into five
categories (sporting, infrastructure, personnel and administrative, legal
and financial), each category being split in three grades A-C (mandatory
and best practice recommendation).

Deadline for submission of the list
of licensed clubs to UEFA

The date by which each licensor must submit to UEFA the list of clubs
that were granted with a licence by the national decision-making bodies.
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This date is defined by UEFA each year and announced to the licensors.
Deadline for submission of the
application to the licensor

The date by which each licensor requires licence applicants to have
submitted all relevant information for its application for a licence.

Depreciable amount

The cost of an asset, or other amount substituted for cost, less its
residual value.
Residual value is the estimated amount that an entity would currently
obtain from disposal of the asset, after deducting the estimated costs of
disposal, if the asset were already of the age and in the condition
expected at the end of its useful economic life.

Direct costs of acquiring a player’s
registration

Those payments to third parties for the acquisition of a player’s
registration, excluding any internal development or other costs. Costs to
include:
a)
Transfer fee payable for securing the registration;
b)
Transfer fee levy (if applicable); and
c)
Other direct costs of obtaining the player’s registration (e.g.
payments to agents for services to the club, legal fees,
compensation payments for training and development of young
players in accordance with FIFA and/or domestic transfer
regulations and other direct costs in connection with the
transfer).

Employee benefits

All forms of consideration given by an entity in exchange for service
rendered by employees.

Event or condition
economic importance

of

major

An event or condition is of major economic importance if it is considered
material to the financial statements of the reporting entity and would
require a different (adverse) presentation of the results of the operations,
financial position and net assets of the reporting entity if it had occurred
during the preceding financial year or interim period.

Financial year

The financial reporting period ending on the statutory closing date,
whether this is a year or not, and which is not an interim period.

Future financial information

Information about the prospective financial effects of future events and
possible actions on the entity concerned.

Going concern

A reporting entity is normally viewed as a going concern, that is, as
continuing in operation for the foreseeable future. It is assumed that the
entity has neither the intention nor the necessity of liquidation, ceasing
trading nor seeking protection from creditors pursuant to laws or
regulations.

Group

A parent and all its subsidiaries.
A parent is an entity that has one or more subsidiaries. A subsidiary is
an entity, including an unincorporated entity such as a partnership that is
controlled by another entity (known as the parent).

Historic financial information

Information about the financial effects of past events on the entity
concerned. Historic financial information is in respect of the financial
performance and position prior to the licensing decision.

Independent auditor

An auditor who is independent of the entity, in compliance with the IFAC
Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants. For additional information,
visit www.ifac.org. The term ‘auditor’ may also be used when describing
related services or assurance engagements other than audits.

Intangible asset

An identifiable non-monetary asset without physical substance, such as
the registration of a player.

Interim financial statements

A financial report containing either a complete set of financial statements
or a set of condensed financial statements for an interim period.

Interim period

A financial reporting period shorter than a full financial year.

International Financial Reporting
Standards (“IFRS”)

Standards and Interpretations adopted by the International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB). They comprise:
(a) International Financial Reporting Standards;
(b) International Accounting Standards; and
(c) Interpretations originated by the International Financial Reporting
Interpretations Committee (IFRIC) or the former Standing
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Interpretations Committee (SIC)
International
Standards
Auditing (“ISA”)

on

The International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (“IAASB”)
issues International Standards on Auditing as the standards to be
applied by auditors in reporting on historical financial information.
According to the IAASB, one of its objectives is ‘establishing high quality
auditing standards and guidance for financial statement audits that are
generally accepted and recognized by investors, auditors, governments,
banking regulators, securities regulators and other key stakeholders
across the world.’
For additional information about the IAASB and ISA, visit www.ifac.org

International Standards on Review
Engagements (“ISRE”)

The IAASB issues standards applicable to a review of historic financial
information. Current ISREs are available from www.ifac.org

International Standards on Related
Services (“ISRS”)

The IAASB issues engagement standard that include the application of
agreed-upon procedures to information. Current ISRSs are available
from www.ifac.org.

Joint venture

A contractual arrangement whereby two or more parties (the venturers),
undertake an economic activity that is subject to joint control.
Where an entity included in the consolidation manages jointly with
another entity not included in the consolidation an economic activity that
other entity (Joint venture) may be dealt with in the Group accounts.

Licence

Certificate confirming fulfilment of all mandatory minimum requirements
by the licensee in order to start the admission procedure for UEFA club
competitions.

Licence applicant

Legal entity fully and solely responsible for the football team participating
in national and international club competitions which applies for a
licence.

Licensee

Licence applicant which has been granted with a licence by the licensor.

Licensing administration

Body or staff within the licensor that deals with club licensing matters.

Licensing cycle

See Core process

Licensing season

Season for which a licence has been granted (See also Season to be
licensed)

Licensing process

See Core process

Licensor

Body that operates the licensing system and grants the licence

Management (personnel)

Describes those responsible for the preparation and fair representation
of the financial statements and other financial information. Other terms
may be appropriate depending on the legal framework in the particular
jurisdiction.
For example, in some jurisdictions, the appropriate
reference may be ‘to those charged with governance’ (for example, the
directors).

Material or Materiality

Omissions or misstatements of items or information are material if they
could, individually or collectively, influence the economic decisions of
users taken on the basis of the financial information. Materiality depends
on the size and nature of the omission or misstatement judged in the
surrounding circumstances or context. The size or nature of the item, or
a combination of both, could be the determining factor.

May

Indicates a party’s discretion to do something (i.e. optional, rather than
mandatory)

Must or shall

Indicates an obligation to do something (i.e. mandatory)

National accounting practice

The accounting and reporting practices and disclosures required of
entities in a particular country.

National Club Licensing Manual

Working document which describes the national club licensing system in
a particular country. It includes all minimum requirements of the UEFA
club licensing system as well as any specific national particularities and
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objectives.
Parent

An entity that has one or more subsidiaries.

Recoverable amount

The higher of an asset’s fair value less costs to sell and its value in use.
‘Fair value less costs to sell’ is the amount obtainable from the sale of an
asset in an arm’s length transaction between knowledgeable, willing
parties, less the costs of disposal. ‘Value in use’ is the present value of
future cash flows expected to be derived from the asset.

Registered member

Any legal entity according to national law and/or national association
statutes, which is member of the national association and/or its affiliated
league.

Related party

A party is related to an entity if:
(a) directly, or indirectly through one or more intermediaries, the party:
(i) controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, the
entity (this includes parents, subsidiaries and fellow
subsidiaries);
(ii) has an interest in the entity that gives it significant influence
over the entity; or
(iii) has joint control over the entity;
(b) the party is an associate of the entity;
(c) the party is a joint venture in which the entity is a venturer;
(d) the party is a member of the key management personnel of the
entity or its parent;
(e) the party is a close member of the family of any individual referred
to in (a) or (d);
(f) the party is an entity that is controlled, jointly controlled or
significantly influenced by, or for which significant voting power in
such entity resides with, directly or indirectly, any individual referred
to in (d) or (e); or
(g) the party is a post-employment benefit plan for the benefit of
employees of the entity, or of any entity that is a related party of the
entity.
The registered member and/or company or group which, according to
the rules of this manual, must provide the licensor with respectively
statutory or consolidated financial statements.
The objective of an engagement to review financial information is to
enable an auditor to express a conclusion whether, on the basis of the
review, anything has come to the auditor’s attention that causes the
auditor to believe that the financial information is not prepared, in all
material respects, in accordance with an identified financial reporting
framework.

Reporting entity/entities

Review

A review, in contrast to an audit, is not designed to obtain reasonable
assurance that the financial information is free from material
misstatement. A review consists of making inquiries, primarily of
persons responsible for financial and accounting matters, and applying
analytical and other review procedures. A review may bring significant
matters affecting the financial information to the auditor’s attention, but it
does not provide the evidence that would be required for an audit.
Sanction/s

Sanction/s means any disciplinary action taken by the Club Licensing
Committee and/or Appeals Body and may include but is not limited to the
withdrawal of any Licence, a deduction of points, non issuance of any
Licence, a fine, or any other penalty which the Club Licensing Committee
and/or Appeals Body may deem appropriate.

Season to be licensed

Means the League of Ireland season for which the licence applicant has
applied for the licence.

Significant change

Means an event that is considered material to the documentation
previously submitted to the licensor and that would require a different
presentation if it had occurred prior to the submission of the licensing
documentation.
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Significant influence

The power to participate in the financial and operating policy decisions of
the investee but is not control or joint control over those policies.

Stadium

Means the venue for a competition match including, but not limited to, all
properties and facilities near to such stadium (for example, offices,
hospitality areas, press centres and accreditation centres).

Statutory closing date

The annual accounting reference date of the reporting entity.

Subsequent events

Events or conditions occurring after the licensing decision.

Subsidiary

An entity, including an unincorporated entity such as a partnership that is
controlled by another entity (known as the parent). Control is the power
to govern the financial and operating policies of an entity so as to obtain
benefits from its activities.

UEFA Club Licensing Manual

Working document which describes the UEFA club licensing system.
The guidelines and requirements of the UEFA club licensing system
must be transferred into a “National Club Licensing Manual”.

UEFA Club Licensing system

Consists of five categories of criteria and a core process.

UEFA season

See Season to be licensed

UEFA Stadium Regulation

Working document which describes the requirements to be fulfilled by
the clubs with regard to the Stadium to be used for UEFA club
competition matches.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
1.1. INTRODUCTION

This FAI Club Licensing Manual for the League of Ireland is intended to be a working document that is
easy to read and practical for every user. Licensing requires that those clubs participating in or seeking to
participate in the League of Ireland Premier Division, First Division and ‘A’ Championship achieve certain
standards. This Manual describes the Licensing System and steps involved in the Licensing Core Process
and the required quality standards or criteria necessary for clubs participating in or seeking to participate
in the League of Ireland Premier Division, League of Ireland First Division and League of Ireland ‘A’
Championship. There is also a separate Manual which covers Licensing for clubs who sportingly qualify
for UEFA club competitions or qualify on the basis of the UEFA fair play ranking.
The requirements of Licensing are presented in the form of criteria under five headings:
•
•
•
•
•

Sporting
Infrastructure
Personnel and Administrative
Legal
Financial

A great deal of care and attention has been given to the drafting of criteria, each of which is explained
separately and transparently. All are consistent with required UEFA minimum standards and each has
been categorised into three separate grades (see Section 2.1).

1.2. OBJECTIVES
The FAI Club Licensing System has the following objectives:
•

Further promotion and continuous improvement of the standard of all aspects of football
and continuing priority given to the training and care of young players in each club;

•

Assuring that a club has an adequate level of management and organisation;

•

Assuring that clubs are properly constituted under national laws and in accordance with the
statutes of the FAI;

•

Adaptation of clubs’ sporting infrastructure to provide spectators and media with wellappointed, well-equipped and safe stadiums;

•

Improvement of the economic and financial capability of the clubs, increasing their
transparency and credibility, and placing the necessary importance on the protection of
creditors;

•

Safeguarding the continuity of national and international competitions for one season;

•

Monitoring the financial fair play in the competitions;

•

Allowing the development of benchmarking for clubs in financial, sporting, legal, personnel,
administrative and infrastructure related criteria within the FAI and throughout Europe.

1.3. LEGAL BASIS
The Licensor has jurisdiction to govern the Licensing system by virtue of the FAI rules.
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2.

PROCEDURE
2.1. CRITERIA GRADUATION

The criteria described in this Manual are minimum requirements. Clubs may report attainment of higher
quality standards for any of the criteria if they so wish.
First Division clubs who qualify on sporting merit to be promoted to the Premier Division will be given until
the start of the second season following promotion to comply with the higher level of infrastructure criteria
required for a League Licence – Premier Division.
‘A’ Championship clubs who qualify on sporting merit to be promoted to the First Division must meet the
higher level of infrastructure criteria for a League Licence – First Division. Additional time will not be given
to comply with the higher level of infrastructure criteria.
The criteria in this Manual have been graded into three separate categories. These criteria will come into
effect from the League of Ireland Season 2010 (UEFA Club Competitions Season 2010/11) onwards. The
different grades are defined as follows:
“A” – criteria – “MUST”: However the Manual may offer possible alternatives to fulfil certain criteria.
Non-fulfilment of the criteria will result in the licence applicant being refused a licence and the club
may not be granted admission play in the League of Ireland.
“B” – criteria – “MUST”: Non fulfilment of the criteria will result in the club being sanctioned as
described in this Manual (See Section. 2.2), but cannot lead to exclusion from the League of
Ireland.
“C” – criteria – “BEST PRACTICE”: C-criteria are best practice recommendations. Non-fulfilment of
any C-criteria does not lead to any sanction or to the refusal of the licence. Certain C-criteria may
become “MUST” criteria at a later stage.
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2.2. LICENSING SANCTIONS
The following sanctions may be set by the Club Licensing Committee and/or Appeals Body for breaches of
club licensing regulations (such as submission of falsified documents, non respect of deadlines, sanctions
against deadlines, failure to cooperate with the FAI Club Licensing Committee or the FAI Club Licensing
Department in any way) or non fulfilment of “B” Criteria (See Section 2.1)
a) Caution
b) Extended deadline to fulfil criteria
c) Obligation to fulfil criteria by certain deadline
d) Fine
e) Deduction of points
f) Suspension of personnel
g) Reporting of issues to appropriate bodies within the FAI
h) Obligation to submit guarantees and undertakings
i) Withhold grants/ prize money
j) Seek more financial details
k) Play behind closed doors
l) Reduction of capacity
m) Licence review
n) Licence withdrawal
o) Transfer embargo
This list is not exhaustive.

2.3. SPOT-CHECKS BY UEFA
UEFA and/or its nominated bodies/agencies reserve, at any time, the right to conduct spot-checks with the
licensors and, in the presence of the latter, with the applicant club in order to ensure that its licence was
correctly awarded at the time of the final and binding decision of the licensor. The non-observance of the
minimum mandatory requirements as defined in this Manual for UEFA Club Competitions accredited by
UEFA may result in sanctions defined by the appropriate UEFA body according to the nature and the
gravity of the violations (refer to relevant UEFA competition regulations).
UEFA and/or its nominated bodies/agencies reserve the right, at any time, to conduct spot-checks with the
licensors to verify that the minimum requirements defined in the core process (See Section 5) are
respected. The non-observance of the minimum mandatory requirements may result in sanctions defined
by the appropriate UEFA body according to the nature and the gravity of the violations.
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3.

LICENSOR
3.1. LICENSOR DEFINITION

The Football Association of Ireland is the Licensor in the Republic of Ireland. The Licensor governs the
Licensing System and controls the Licensing Core Process. The FAI Board are responsible for any
changes to the process and the approval of the Club Licensing Manual.

3.1.1.

DECISION-MAKING BODIES

The Licensor is obliged to establish two decision-making bodies, namely:
•
•

FAI Club Licensing Committee; and
FAI Club Licensing Appeals Body.

These decision-making bodies must be independent from each other. Both will receive administrative
support from the FAI.
These Decision Making Bodies will decide whether Licences should be issued or not, and have the power
to issue a variety of sanctions as described in Section 2.2 and in the Glossary to the Manual.

3.1.2.

FAI CLUB LICENSING COMMITTEE

In relation to the powers, duties and operations of the FAI Club Licensing Committee, the following rules
will apply:

Operation and Duties
• The FAI Club Licensing Committee will operate as the first instance body that decides whether a
League and/or UEFA licence should be issued to an applicant or not under this Manual.
• Members of the FAI Club Licensing Committee must act impartially in the discharge of their duties.
The separation of powers between the FAI Club Licensing Committee and the FAI Club Licensing
Appeals Body must be guaranteed.
• Membership of the FAI Club Licensing Committee is governed under Section 3.1.4 of this Manual.
• Members must treat each separate application equally.

Powers
•

The FAI Club Licensing Committee will only review documentation which has been submitted to
the FAI Club Licensing Department on or before the submission date or which has been submitted
after this date by agreement with the FAI Licensing Manager as set out in Section 5.3, step 3.

•

The FAI Club Licensing Committee will decide whether a licence should be issued to an applicant
or not. This decision must be based on the licensing report submitted by the FAI Club Licensing
Department and must be in accordance with the provisions of this Manual. The content and basis
of the report submitted to the FAI Club Licensing Committee by the FAI Club Licensing
Department is set out under Section 5, ‘Core Process’, of this Manual.
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•

In the event of a League Licence-Premier Division Applicant being refused a licence, the FAI Club
Licensing Committee will decide whether a licence for the First Division can be granted.

•

In the event of a League Licence-First Division Applicant being refused a licence, the FAI Club
Licensing Committee will decide whether a licence for the ‘A’ Championship can be granted.

•

The FAI Club Licensing Committee has the power to seek clarification, and to request further
documentation and information in relation to any submission. The Committee can request the
Club Licensing Officer or the FAI Licensing Manager to provide any further evidence or
explanations on behalf of the licence applicant. Any such requests are at the discretion of the
Club Licensing Committee. Licence applicants are reminded that the Committee will only seek
such clarifications in relation to applications on or before the submission date. This power should
not be taken to extend the submission date in any way.

•

The FAI Club Licensing Committee has the power to decide what sanctions (if any) should be
imposed on clubs that fail to fulfil Grade ‘B’ criteria.

•

Each member of the Committee will have one vote. The Chairperson will also have his/her own
vote.

•

In the event of the Club Licensing Committee being unable to reach a majority vote on any matter
the Chairperson will have a casting vote in addition to his/her first vote.

•

The decision must be in writing and include the reasoning as well as the conditions for lodging an
appeal.

•

The FAI Club Licensing Committee has the power to withdraw any licence or apply any sanction
during a season if the Licensee:
o no longer satisfies any single criteria for issuing the licence;
o violates any of its obligations, duties, confirmations or undertakings under this
Manual, Contract or Confidentiality Agreement
o Is involved in a bankruptcy, receivership, examinership or liquidation process, or
is struck off the Companies' Register
The withdrawal of a licence or imposition of a sanction is not mandatory and the FAI Licensing
Committee will have discretion to exercise this power or not.

•

The FAI Club Licensing Committee has the authority to review licensing criteria and to
recommend amendments to the FAI Board.

•

The FAI Club Licensing Committee has the authority to permit licence applicants/licensees to
transfer their membership of the FAI and the League of Ireland from one legal entity to another
(see Section 4.1.1.7).

•

The FAI Club Licensing Committee will not have the authority to define the make up of the
divisions of the League of Ireland.
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3.1.3.

FAI CLUB LICENSING APPEALS BODY

In relation to the powers, duties and operations of the FAI Club Licensing Appeals Body, the following
rules will apply:

Operation and Duties
•

The FAI Club Licensing Appeals Body will only review decisions made by the FAI Club
Licensing Committee and will not rehear the case or review fresh evidence.

•

The FAI Club Licensing Appeals Body decides on all appeals taken by the licence
applicant against decisions of the FAI Club Licensing Committee. The decision must be
in writing and include the reasoning.

•

Each member of the Appeals Body will have one vote. The Chairperson will also have
his/her own vote.

•

In the event of the Club Licensing Appeals Body being unable to reach a majority vote on
any matter the Chairperson will have a casting vote in addition to his/her first vote.

•

Members of the FAI Club Licensing Appeals Body must act impartially in the discharge of
their duties. The separation of powers between the FAI Club Licensing Committee and the
FAI Club Licensing Appeals Body must be guaranteed.

•

Membership of the FAI Club Licensing Appeals Body is governed under section 3.1.4 of
this Manual.

•

Members must treat each separate application equally.

•

The FAI Club Licensing Appeals Body has the power to make a final binding decision on
whether a licence should be issued or not and what sanctions, if any, should be imposed
on the licence applicant

•

In the event of the Appeals Body being unable to reach a majority vote on any matters
within its remit, the Chairperson for the time being will have the power to make a final
binding determination. The full powers and sanctions available to the Appeals Body under
these rules will be fully within the power of the Chairperson in these circumstances.

•

The FAI Club Licensing Appeals Body has the power to seek clarification on any issue
from the FAI Licensing Manager. Any such requests are at the discretion of the FAI Club
Licensing Appeals Body

•

The FAI Licensing Appeals Body has the power to review all decisions of the FAI Club
Licensing Committee and to affirm, reject, vary or replace decisions and/or sanctions
issued by the FAI Club Licensing Committee.

•

In the case of a licence applicant that fails in an appeal to be issued with a League
Licence-Premier Division, the FAI Club Licensing Appeals Body shall decide whether a
licence for the First Division can be granted.

•

In the case of a licence applicant that fails in an appeal to be issued with a League
Licence-First Division, the FAI Club Licensing Appeals Body shall decide whether a
licence for the ‘A’ Championship can be granted.

•

The FAI Rules on Arbitration will not apply to the licensing decisions of the FAI Club

Powers
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Licensing Appeals Body or those of the FAI Club Licensing Committee. The FAI Club
Licensing Appeals Body is the body of last instance and its decisions are final. The Court
of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) in Lausanne is the ordinary court of arbitration of UEFA and
decides on issues between clubs and UEFA (See Article 61 of UEFA statutes)
•

3.1.4.

The FAI Club Licensing Appeals Body will not have the authority to define the make up of
the divisions of the League of Ireland.

MEMBERSHIP OF THE DECISION-MAKING BODIES

In relation to the membership of the FAI Club Licensing Committee and the FAI Club Licensing Appeals
Body, the following rules will apply:
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

The FAI Club Licensing Committee shall have a panel of 10 members and a quorum of 4
members.
The FAI Club Licensing Appeals Body shall have a panel of 10 members and a quorum of
4 members.
Each quorum must have among its members at least one person who is professionally
qualified as a Solicitor or Barrister, and is a member of the Incorporated Law Society of
Ireland or the Bar Council of Ireland.
Each quorum must have among its members at least one person who is professionally
qualified as an accountant and is registered as an Auditor with a professional body
recognised by the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment for the purposes of
financial auditing (e.g. Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland, Institute of Certified
Public Accountants in Ireland, Association of Chartered Certified Accountants).
The FAI Board will appoint the Chair and other members of each body.
Members of the FAI Club Licensing Committee and the FAI Club Licensing Appeals Body
will serve for an initial term of 2 years. Each member will be eligible to be reappointed by
the FAI Board for additional terms of 2 years.
If a vacancy occurs on the FAI Club Licensing Committee or the FAI Club Licensing
Appeals Body, the FAI Board should appoint a replacement for the remaining term of
office. A delay in filling such a vacancy will not prevent either body from continuing with its
duties.
All appointed members must automatically abstain if there is any doubt as to their
independence or if there is a conflict of interests. The independence of a member may not
be guaranteed if this person, or any member of their family, is associated with the licence
applicant in any of the following ways:
o member;
o shareholder;
o sponsor;
o consultant;
o director;
o employee, etc.
One FAI staff member may be appointed to the FAI Club Licensing Committee with the
exclusion of the licensing manager or any other staff or external consultant working as an
expert in the FAI club licensing department. This committee member will have full voting
rights.
Members of the decision-making bodies may not be simultaneously members of any of
the following FAI bodies:
o FAI Board;
o FAI Senior Council;
o FAI National League Executive Committee;
o FAI Rules Compliance Commission;
o FAI Appeals Committee;
o FAI Disciplinary Committee;
o FAI Youth Committee;
o FAI Junior Council;
o FAI Junior Council Appeals Committee;
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o
o
o
o
o
•

•

3.2.

FAI Domestic Committee;
FAI Underage Committee;
FAI Development Committee;
FAI International Committee;
FAI Rules Commission.

Notwithstanding the above exclusion the FAI Board may appoint a member of any of the
above bodies (with the exclusion of the FAI board and FAI judicial committees) onto the
FAI Club Licensing Committee with suitable UEFA/FIFA experience, on the
recommendation of the Licensing Manager.
Members of the decision-making bodies must act impartially in the discharge of their
duties. The separation of powers between the FAI Club Licensing Committee and the FAI
Club Licensing Appeals Bodies must be guaranteed.

FAI CLUB LICENSING DEPARTMENT

In relation to the powers, duties and operations of the FAI Club Licensing Department, the following rules
will apply:

Operation and Duties
•
•

•

•

The FAI will establish an appropriately resourced and equipped Club Licensing Department.
The FAI Club Licensing Department will be led and coordinated by a Licensing Manager. The
Department will employ a number of Club Auditors with expertise and responsibilities for specific
types of criteria. The Department will also employ administrative support staff as necessary.
All FAI Club Licensing Department employees must be independent from licence applicants. The
independence of an FAI Club Licensing Department staff member may not be guaranteed if this
person, or any member of their family, is associated with the licence applicant in any of the
following ways:
o member;
o shareholder;
o sponsor;
o business partner
o consultant;
o director;
o employee, etc.
If an employee is deemed not to be independent of a licence applicant, this person must not be
involved in any assessing, auditing, recommending or reporting of that licence applicant.
At least one member of the FAI Club Licensing Department (an employee or an external advisor)
must be professionally qualified as an accountant or have at least 5-years experience in
accountancy or auditing (a 'recognition of competence')

Powers and Tasks
•

The tasks of the FAI Club Licensing Department will include:
o preparing, implementing and further developing the FAI Club Licensing System
and Core Process;
o providing administrative support to the FAI Club Licensing Committee and the FAI
Club Licensing Appeals Body;
o assisting, advising and monitoring licensees during the licence period;
o serving as the contact point for and sharing expertise with the licensing
departments of other UEFA member associations and with UEFA itself; and
o conducting assessments and audits to verify whether licence applicants have
fulfilled quality standards according to the criteria described in this Manual.

•

The FAI Club Licensing Department will report to the FAI Club Licensing Committee any
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cases where a licensee fails to maintain the conditions for the issuance of a licence. The FAI
Club Licensing Department may delegate responsibility for aspects of monitoring licensees to
other departments within the FAI or to the League of Ireland.
•

The FAI Club Licensing Department will have the power to seek clarification, further
documentation and information from the Club Licensing Officer and can invite the Club
Licensing Officer to provide any further evidence or explanations on behalf of the licence
applicant. Any such requests are at the discretion of the Licensing Manager

•

The Licensing Manger will have the power to carry out spot checks on clubs by attending at
the club or grounds without prior notice and shall be entitled to examine all documentation
relating to licensing and to carry out checks on any aspect of Club Licensing Requirements.

•

The FAI Club Licensing Department will determine the timetable for the Club Licensing Core
Process on an annual basis, taking into consideration the start date for the League of Ireland
season and the deadline set by UEFA for admission to UEFA Club Competitions.

•

The Licensing Manager will have the power to make recommendations to the Club Licensing
Committee on any matter pertaining to the issuance of a Licence, sanctions, withdrawal of
licence or other related licensing matters.

•

The Licensing Manager, and any other advisors requested by the Licensing Manager, will
have the right to attend meetings of the FAI Club Licensing Committee and the FAI Club
Licensing Appeals Body. The role of the Licensing Manager in these meetings will be to
facilitate and this person will have no voting rights.

•

UEFA, or a third party entrusted with the task on UEFA's behalf, is entitled to examine the FAI
Club Licensing procedures with respect to UEFA's minimum criteria and to submit
corresponding recommendations. UEFA will also be empowered to perform spot checks on
licensees via the FAI Club Licensing Department.

3.3.

CONFIDENTIALITY

The Licensor guarantees the licence applicant/licensee full confidentiality as regards all non-public
information disclosed during the Licensing Core Process. In this regard:
• The FAI must conclude an annual confidentiality agreement with each licence applicant.
• Members of the FAI Club Licensing Committee, the FAI Club Licensing Appeals Body, the FAI
Club Licensing Department and any other individual engaged by the Licensor in the licensing
process must sign a confidentiality clause before starting his or her tasks.
A copy of the contacts sheet, which is attached to the Club Licensing Application Pack, will be sent to the
League of Ireland administration for their records. Data regarding Infrastructure will also be shared with
the FAI and League of Ireland to facilitate match delegates in completing their reports and for Health and
Safety reasons. No enclosures (e.g. Legal or Financial Information) will be forwarded and these will
remain subject to the confidentiality clause. Any decision of the Club Licensing Committee or Club
Licensing Appeals Body may be communicated to the media.
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4.

LICENCE APPLICANT AND LICENCE
4.1. DEFINITION OF LICENCE APPLICANTS

4.1.1.

PRINCIPLE

The licence applicant is defined as being the legal entity fully responsible for the football team participating
in national and international club competitions and which is either:
a) any legal entity according to national law and/or FAI statutes, which is member of the
FAI and/or the League of Ireland (hereafter, registered member), or
b) any legal entity according to national law and/or FAI statutes, which has a contractual
relationship to a registered member (hereafter, company).
4.1.1.1.

Only a registered member or a company can apply for / receive a licence. Individuals
may not apply for / receive a licence.

4.1.1.2.

The licence applicant is fully responsible for the participation in national and international
football competitions as well as for the fulfilment of the club licensing criteria.

The licence applicant is, in particular, responsible for ensuring the following:
a)

that all players are registered with the FAI and/or the League of Ireland and, if
professional players, that they have a written labour contract with either the registered
member or the company (see Article 2 and 5 of the FIFA Regulations for the Status and
Transfer of Players);

b)

that all the compensation paid to the players arising from contractual or legal obligations
and all the revenues arising from gate receipts are accounted for in the books of either
the registered member or the company;

c)

that the licence applicant is fully responsible for the football team composed of
registered players participating in national and international competitions;

d)

that the licensor is provided with all necessary information and/or documents relevant to
proving that the licensing obligations are fulfilled, as these obligations relate to the
sporting, infrastructure, personnel and administrative, legal and financial criteria set out
under Sections 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 respectively;

e)

that the licensor is provided with information on the reporting entity/entities in respect of
which sporting, infrastructure, personnel and administrative, legal and financial
information are required to be provided (See Sections 4.1.1.4, 4.1.1.5 and 4.1.1.6
below). In turn, the licensor must assess whether, in respect of each licence applicant,
the selected reporting entity/entities is appropriate for club licensing purposes.
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4.1.1.3.

If the licence applicant is a company, it must provide a written contract of assignment
with a registered member that must be approved by the FAI and/or the League of
Ireland and must include the following minimum content:

a) The company shall comply with the applicable statutes, regulations and decisions of FIFA,
UEFA, the FAI and the League of Ireland as amended from time to time. This system of
rules shall constitute an integral part of the contract of assignment. This company shall
also comply with decisions made by the said football bodies.
b) The company must not further assign the rights to participate to the competition on
national or international level.
c) The right of this company to participate in the competition operations shall cease to apply if
the assigning club’s membership of the association ceases.
d) If the company is put into bankruptcy or enters into liquidation, the right to apply for a
licence in the international and/or national competition shall revert to the registered
member. For the sake of clarity should the licence already be granted to the company,
then it cannot be transferred from the company to the registered member (See Section
4.1.1.7.); only the right to apply for a licence in the following season shall revert to the
registered member.
e) The FAI shall reserve the right to approve the name under which the company participates
in the national competitions.
f)

The company shall, on request of the competent national or international arbitration
tribunal, provide views and information, as well as documents on matters regarding the
company’s participation in the national and/or international competition.

g) Confirmation (e.g. share register) of the fact that the registered member has the majority of
the voting rights of the company. The company may not be owned directly or indirectly by
anyone who also has a decisive influence over another registered member or company
entitled to participate at the same level in the association leagues system.
h) The contract of assignment and any amendment to it shall be approved by the appropriate
body of the FAI to become valid.
4.1.1.4.

If the licence applicant is a company it must provide the licensor with the financial
information of the company and the registered member (e.g. consolidated financial
statements as if they were a single company).

4.1.1.5.

If the licence applicant has control on any subsidiary, then consolidated financial
statements shall be prepared and submitted to the licensor as if the entities included in
the consolidation (“the group”) were a single company.

4.1.1.6.

If the licence applicant is controlled by a parent, which may be controlled by another
parent or which may have control over any other subsidiary or may exercise significant
influence over any other associate, any transaction with the parent of the licence
applicant or any parent or subsidiary or associate of such parent must be disclosed in
the notes to the financial statements to draw attention to the possibility that its financial
position and profit or loss may have been affected by the existence of related parties
and by transactions and outstanding balances with such parties.
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4.1.1.7.

CHANGE OF LEGAL ENTITY

If any licence applicant/licensee wishes to change its legal entity, which is the recognised
member of the FAI and the League of Ireland (for example, if a licensee that is an incorporated
company wishes to dissolve itself at the end of the season, then reincorporate itself as a new
incorporated company and apply for a licence for the following season), it must submit full
details of the proposed change to the FAI Club Licensing Committee.
All of the following rules apply in order to change a legal entity:
a) Licensee's applications to transfer its membership of the FAI to a new entity must be
submitted in writing and by registered post to the FAI Club Licensing Department before
the FAI Submission Date in order for any transfer of membership to be effected.
Applications must be accompanied by a Bank Draft or Postal Order of €500, made
payable to FAI. This fee will be refunded if the application is successful.
b) Licensee's membership of the FAI may only be transferred to the new entity with the
permission of the FAI Club Licensing Committee.
c) Licensee will not be permitted to transfer its membership of the FAI to a new entity during
the League of Ireland season.
d) Licensee will only be permitted to transfer its membership of the FAI if all the liabilities of
the old entity are fully taken over by the new entity or if all the liabilities of the old entity are
resolved (e.g. By payment in full or via a creditors' voluntary arrangement) to the
satisfaction of all creditors.
4.1.1.8.

In addition, the licence applicant shall:

a) be based legally in the territory of the FAI and play its home matches only in that territory
(An exception to this rule is allowed in the case of Derry City FC);
b) have the right to use the name and the brands of the club and not change the name of the
club for advertising/promotional purposes;
c) accept no clauses in contracts with television, sponsors or other commercial partners
which could restrict the club in its freedom of decision or affect its management;
d) provide together with the financial (consolidated) accounts the overall legal group structure
(presented in a chart) duly approved by management. This chart must include information
on: any subsidiary, any controlling entity up to the ultimate controlling parent company, any
associated company and subsidiary of such parent.
The legal group structure shall clearly identify the entity which is the member of the
licensor and also mention for each licence applicant’s subsidiary: name of the legal entity;
type of the legal entity; information on main activity and any football activity; % of
ownership interest (if different, % of voting power held); share capital; total assets; total
revenues; total equity.
It is best practice that the above key information is provided for each entity of the group
and that any change to this legal group structure is promptly communicated to the licensor.
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4.2. LICENCE
4.2.1.

PRINCIPLE
4.2.1.1.

Licences must be issued according to the provisions of the FAI Club Licensing Manual.
The following types of licences will be awarded.

a) UEFA Licence – Grants admission to play in UEFA Club Competitions. (See FAI Club
Licensing Manual for UEFA Club Competitions 2010/11)
b) League Licence – Premier Division
c) League Licence – First Division
d) League Licence – ‘A’ Championship
4.2.1.2.

The licensor must issue an invitation to the football clubs concerned to apply for a
licence punctually and in writing. The club applying for a licence (i.e. licence applicant)
must submit a written application to the licensor. In this application, the club must, in
particular, declare that it will fulfil the obligations of the licensing system.

4.2.1.3.

Only clubs which fulfil the criteria set out in this Manual at the deadlines defined by
UEFA and which have qualified on the basis of their sporting results or on the basis of
the UEFA fair play ranking, may be granted a licence by the FAI to enter the UEFA club
competitions of the coming season.

4.2.1.4.

A licence expires without prior notice:

a) at the end of the calendar year of the season for which it was issued for, or
b) on the dissolution of the division in question.
4.2.1.5.

A licence may be withdrawn during a season by the Club Licensing Committee or Club
Licensing Appeals Body if:

a) for any reason a licensee becomes insolvent and enters into liquidation during the season,
as determined by the applicable national law (where a licensee becomes insolvent but
enters administration during the season, for so long as the purpose of the administration is
to rescue the club and its business, the licence should not be withdrawn);
b) any of the conditions for the issuing of a licence are no longer satisfied; or
c) the licensee violates any of its obligations under the National Club Licensing Manual.
4.2.1.6.

As soon as a licence withdrawal is envisaged the FAI must inform the UEFA Licensing
Unit.

4.2.1.7.

If a club has its licence withdrawn, a decision concerning the elimination of the club from
the current UEFA competition in question must be made by the UEFA Organs for the
Administration of Justice.

4.2.1.8.
4.2.1.9.

A licence cannot be transferred.
UEFA reserves the right to sanction a club or eliminate a club from the future UEFA club
competitions based on the applicable UEFA club competition regulations.
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4.3. ADMISSION TO UEFA CLUB COMPETITIONS
4.3.1.

PRINCIPLE
4.3.1.1.

The licence applicant must further fulfil all the requirements according to the relevant
UEFA club regulations to be admitted to the relevant UEFA club competition.

4.3.1.2.

The admission process falls under the sole jurisdiction of UEFA and its competent
bodies (CEO, Club Competitions Committee, etc.).

4.3.1.3.

The competent bodies of UEFA make the final decision regarding the admission of a
club to participate in any UEFA club competition.

4.3.1.4.

Such decisions are subject to all the statutes-based jurisdiction of UEFA including the
Court of Arbitration for Sport in Lausanne as ordinary court of arbitration (Art 61 UEFA
Statutes).

4.3.1.5.

If a club fails to obtain a licence to play in the League of Ireland they will not be allowed
to play in UEFA Club Competitions (this does not include clubs eligible for extraordinary
admission to UEFA club competitions. See Section 4.4)

4.4. EXTRAORDINARY ADMISSION TO UEFA CLUB COMPETITIONS
4.4.1.

4.4.2.

PRINCIPLE
4.4.1.1.

If a club qualifies for a UEFA competition based on its sporting results, but has not
undergone a national licensing process because it belongs to a division not subject to
such a licensing process, the national association of the club concerned may - on behalf
of such a club - request the extraordinary application of the club licensing system.

4.4.1.2.

In practice, such a club could for example be the winner or the runner-up of the FAI Cup
playing in a division not subject to Licensing.

PROCEDURE
4.4.2.1.

The UEFA administration defines the minimum criteria for the extraordinary procedure
(according to Article 8) and communicates them to the member associations at the
latest by 31 August of the year preceding the season to be licensed.

4.4.2.2.

The concerned member association must notify UEFA of the possibility of such
extraordinary application in writing, by 15 April at the latest, stating the name(s) of the
club(s) concerned.

4.4.2.3.

The UEFA administration defines the necessary deadlines and forwards these to the
concerned member association.

4.4.2.4.

The member association in question is responsible for submitting the criteria to the
club(s) concerned for the assessment for the extraordinary procedure at national level. It
also has to take immediate action with the club(s) for the preparation of that procedure.

4.4.2.5.

The club(s) concerned must provide the necessary documentary proof to the member
association. The licensor will assess the club(s) against the fixed minimum standards
and forward the following documentation in one of the UEFA official languages to UEFA
within the given deadline:
a) A written request to apply for special permission to enter the corresponding UEFA
club competition;
b) A recommendation by the licensor based on its executed assessment (including the
dates and names of the persons having assessed the club(s));
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c) All documentary evidence provided by the club(s) and the licensor as requested by
UEFA;
d) Any further document requested by the UEFA administration during the
extraordinary procedure.
4.4.2.6.

The UEFA administration bases its decision on the received documentation and grants
special permission to enter UEFA club competitions if all the set criteria are fulfilled and
if the club(s) ultimately qualifies on the basis of their sporting results. The decision will
be communicated to the member association, which has to forward it to its concerned
club(s).

4.4.2.7.

If a concerned club is sportingly eliminated during this extraordinary procedure, the
member association has to notify the UEFA administration immediately, and this
procedure is immediately terminated, without further decision. Such a terminated
procedure cannot be restarted at a later stage.

4.4.2.8.

Appeals can be lodged against decisions made by the UEFA administration in writing
before the Court of Arbitration for Sport in accordance with the relevant provisions laid
down in the UEFA Statutes.

4.5. QUALIFICATION TO THE UEFA CLUB COMPETITIONS
PLAY COMPETITIONS

VIA THE

UEFA FAIR

If a club qualifies for a UEFA club competition based on the UEFA fair play competition, it must, for
entering UEFA competitions, fulfil all the minimum mandatory criteria defined by the FAI Club Licensing
Manual for UEFA Club Competitions. Such a club needs a licence granted by the FAI.
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5.

CORE PROCESS
5.1. INTRODUCTION

The Core Process describes the procedures to be followed by the Licensor in order to control the issuance
of a licence to a licence applicant. The emphasis of the Core Process is for licence applicants to perform
self-assessment and for the Licensor and UEFA to verify that quality standards have been fulfilled
according to the criteria described in this Manual. The core process has been broken up into three parts
for clarity;
• Application Steps – Covers the procedures for the licence application stage and lead up
to the decision making process.
•

Decision Steps – Details the decision making process including any possible appeals.

•

Compliance Steps – Highlights how compliance will be monitored throughout the period
of the licence.

There is a separate Core Process for Domestic Licences and for UEFA Licences.

5.2. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the Core Process are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

to establish an effective, efficient and consistent Licensing Core Process according to the needs
of UEFA, FAI, League of Ireland and League of Ireland clubs;
to ensure that licensing decisions are taken by impartial and expert bodies (FAI Club Licensing
Committee and FAI Club Licensing Appeals Body);
to ensure equal and transparent treatment so that licence applicants undergo the licensing
process in the same manner at national and international levels;
to create a relationship of trust between UEFA, FAI, League of Ireland, League of Ireland clubs
and other stakeholders in all matters relating to the issuance of licences;
to ensure that the decision-making bodies receive adequate support from the FAI Club Licensing
Department; and
to ensure that licence applicants and decision-making bodies are supplied with all necessary
information and documentation in a timely and accurate manner.
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Core Process
3

page 1

2

Applications Steps
1. LM prepares
documents for
distribution

1. LM produces FAI Club Licensing Application Pack.

2. Documents sent
to applicants to
complete

2. LM distributes documents to applicants by registered post and email.

3. LA returns
application with
supporting
documents to LM

3. Applicant completes and returns information within the agreed deadlines.

4. LM checks that
documents are
complete

4. LM checks that documents are complete.

5. ok

no

(A). Contact
applicant and
agree action

(A).
- From step 5: LA does not provide all necessary documents. LM contacts
Club Licensing Officer to request information that is missing or
- From step 8: Club Auditors identify areas that require further information and
clarification from the applicant.

yes
6. Documents
sorted, logged and
forwarded to Club
Auditors

6. The LM sorts the information received, records it and forwards to appointed
Club Auditors with expertise in the specific area of criteria.

7. Club Auditors
review and report
back to LM
no

7. Club Auditors review applicant submissions (e.g. legal auditor checks the
legal criteria, the financial expert checks the financial criteria, etc. The checks
have to be justified by supporting documents (evidence that the criteria have
been fulfilled). Decision by LM based upon the opinion of the relevant experts
on whether to proceed to next stage with applicants' documents as they stand
or refer documents back to the applicant for improvement.

8. ok

yes
9. LM reviews
report of Club
Auditors

9. LM reviews the reports and the opinion of the Club Auditors.

1

licensor's administration

decision-making bodies
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license applicant / licensee
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5.3. CORE STEPS
The core steps are the minimum requirements defined by the Core Process. The chronological order of
the core steps are described below and summarised in the charts following this section.

Application Steps
1.

The FAI Licensing Manager (LM) produces an FAI Club Licence Application Pack. This will include
application forms, audit checklists for the criteria and a toolkit required for the production of required
evidence.

2.

A written invitation and application pack are sent by registered post and emailed to licence
applicants. The licence applicant will be requested to acknowledge receipt of these items.

3.

The licence applicant completes the application form and produces the required evidence for each
criteria as necessary. The licence applicant must return its application to the FAI Club Licensing
Department on or before the FAI Submission Date (See Section 5.4). The licence application must
be addressed to the LM and submitted by registered post or personal service. The submission date
will be strictly adhered to. Any supporting documentation must be enclosed with the Application
Pack. Where the Manual indicates that originals or certified copy documents are required then
these must be submitted as indicated. All supporting documentation must be received on or before
the FAI Submission Date, with the exception of financial documentation, which must be received by
the stated extended deadline. If a licence applicant is experiencing difficulty in obtaining
documentation or information from any third party (e.g. Accountant, Auditor, Solicitor) the licence
applicant can make a written request for an extension of the submission date on providing proof of
such delay to the LM. The proof required would consist of evidence by way of correspondence that
the information was requested by the licence applicant in sufficient time or an explanatory letter by
the third party setting out the reasons for the delay. It is entirely a matter for the LM to decide
whether or not to agree to such an extension based on the proof provided.

4.

The LM checks that the documents returned by the licence applicant are complete and returned by
registered post or personal service before the FAI Submission Date or extended deadline for
financial documentation. The LM will respond to the licence applicant within ten business days of
receiving the Application Pack with an initial report. This report will detail any documentation which
is still outstanding. This is a preliminary report and is still subject to inspection by criteria experts.

5.

Decision.
Two alternatives: step 6 or step (A)

6.

The LM sorts the information received, records it and forwards it to the appointed Club Auditors.
The
Club
Auditors
will
have
responsibilities
for
specific
types
of
criteria.
(E.g. legal documents will be forwarded to the legal expert, financial information to the financial
expert, etc).

7.

Having received the licence applicant's documents from the LM, the Club Auditors review the
documents, check the fulfilment of the criteria and then report back to the LM within the agreed
deadline and according to prepared forms. The checks have to be justified by supporting
documents (the required evidence that the criteria have been fulfilled) or be performed during a site
visit if necessary (e.g. for infrastructure criteria).

8.

Decision.
Two alternatives: step 9 or step (A)

9.

The LM verifies that the reports of the experts are complete and returned within the agreed
deadline. The LM reviews the reports and the opinion of the experts. The LM then assesses the
licence applicant on the basis of the Club Auditors' reports.
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10.

The LM assesses the licence applicant. On the basis of the reports of the experts he may identify
areas of concern that may require further investigation.

11.

Decision.
Two alternatives: step 12 or step (B)

12.

The LM prepares a report for consideration by the FAI Club Licensing Committee. This report will
contain analysis of the application form and supporting documentation, analysis of the reports
received from Club Auditors, records of contact with the Club Licensing Officer and any additional
reports as outlined in step 1 above. It will also include a recommendation by the LM on whether to
issue a licence, issue a licence with sanctions, refuse a licence, or apply other sanctions as laid
down in Section 2.2. The LM will send a copy of the report and a meeting notice to each member of
the FAI Club Licensing Committee and to the Club Licensing Officer at least five business days
before the meeting of the FAI Club Licensing Committee.

13.

The LM obtains a management representation letter from licence applicant stating whether or not
any significant and/or material events or conditions have occurred, that may have an impact on the
licence applicant’s financial position since the balance sheet date of the preceding audited annual
financial statements (See FIN 1.05). This is included in the LM report. According to the results of the
review the report will include the recommendation to grant or to refuse the licence.

Decision Steps
14.

The FAI Club Licensing Committee receives the report of the LM, reviews it and, if necessary, asks
the LM to contact the Club Licensing Officer for further clarifications; the burden of proof rests with
the licence applicant. The Club Licensing Committee meet to decide on the licence applications.
The Club Licensing Officer or other specified officers of the club may also be invited to represent
the licence applicant to provide any final evidence or explanations if requested by the Club
Licensing Committee. The FAI Club Licensing Committee then makes its decision on whether to
issue the licence, issue the licence with sanctions, refuse the licence or apply any other sanctions
as laid down in Section 2.2.

15.

Decision.
Two alternatives: step 16 or step (D).

16.

The licence is granted. The licence may or may not detail areas for future attention of the applicant
and state whether or not financial indicators have been breached.

17.

The LM receives the report of the decision-making body. The LM will communicate the decision to
the licensee by email and registered post. On the basis of the decision made by the decisionmaking body, the LM prepares the list of the successful licence applicants and sends it to the
League of Ireland Director.

Compliance Steps
18.

After it has been issued a licence, up until the expiry of the licence, the licensee must promptly
notify the licensor in writing of any subsequent event, that it is aware of at any time, that may cast
significant doubt upon the licensee’s ability to continue as a going concern until at least the end of
the season for which the license has been granted (See FIN 1.09).

19.

If the licensee is in breach of one or more of the indicators, then the licensee must prepare and
submit an updated version of the future financial information. The future financial information must
be prepared, as a minimum, on a six-month basis.
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20.

On an annual basis, the Club Licensing Committee will issue a catalogue of sanctions, detailing the
sanction for non compliance with each criterion. This catalogue of sanctions will be communicated
to the licensee via the LM. The licensee must maintain compliance with all criteria until the end of
the period of the licence. The Club Licensing Department will monitor compliance throughout the
season through various methods (e.g. Match Delegates Reports). If any non compliance issues are
identified by the Club Licensing Department the licensee may be sanctioned (See Section 2.2). In
the case that a licensee is in breach of criteria the LM will communicate the relevant sanction to the
licensee as per the catalogue of sanctions. The LM communicates the sanction to the Club
Licensing Officer by email or post. If the licensee appeals this sanction, go to Step J.

21.

The licensee must comply with PAD 4.01 Duty to notify significant changes; if there is a change in
personnel relating to criteria PAD 1.00 to PAD 3.07 the licensee must notify the FAI within seven
business days. The licensee must comply with PAD 4.02 Duty of replacement during the season; if
a position defined in PAD 1.00 to PAD 3.07 becomes vacant during the licensing season the
licensee must ensure that the position is taken over by a person who holds the necessary
qualifications within four weeks. The duty of notification must be undertaken and communicated to
the Club Licensing Department within seven business days.

(A)

From step 5:
In the event that a licence applicant fails to submit documentation on or before the FAI submission
date, or in the subscribed manner, or in the event that an applicant does not cooperate with the LM,
or any dispute arises of any kind during the core process, the LM can either (1) contact the Club
Licensing Officer in order to agree on the next actions to be taken and/or (2) agree a new timescale
(e.g. to complete an Application Pack or to deliver a missing item of required evidence within 1
week) and/or (3) the LM can prepare a report for consideration by the FAI Club Licensing
Committee. This report will set out any problems encountered by the LM in relation to a clubs
Application, subsequent submissions or difficulties in relation to any lack of cooperation between
licence applicants and the FAI Licensing Department. This report can accompany or be
incorporated into the final report of the LM at step 12 above. Any supporting documentation (due on
submission date, See Section 5.4) submitted within two weeks of the decision meeting will incur a
€100 fine per criteria affected but will be included in the report to the Club Licensing Committee.
Any supporting documentation (due on submission date, See Section 5.4) submitted within five
business days of the decision meeting is not guaranteed to be presented to the committee.

(B)

From step 11:
If the reports of the Club Auditors identify areas that require further information and clarification from
the licence applicant, the LM discusses those areas of concern or non-compliance with the licence
applicant. The LM may require further explanations or supporting documents or may decide to
perform a site visit to conduct further investigation. The LM will contact the Club Licensing Officer in
order to agree on the next actions to be taken and a timescale (e.g. to erect ground regulations
within one week).

(C)

Decision.
Two alternatives:
• If the licence applicant agrees with the LM on the actions to be taken, then go back to step 10.
•

(D)

If the licence applicant does not agree with the LM's report and refuses to deliver new
information or to take the necessary actions, then go back to step 12.

After careful review of the Licence Application and report of the LM, and consideration of any final
submissions from the Club Licensing Officer, the FAI Club Licensing Committee find that the licence
applicant has not fulfilled a category ’A’ licensing criterion. In case of non-fulfilment of a category ‘A’
licensing criterion the FAI Club Licensing Committee must refuse to issue a Licence. The report of
the FAI Club Licensing Committee must detail all of the reasons for refusing the licence and make
specific reference to particular conditions and/or criteria that have not been fulfilled. The LM
communicates the decision to the Club Licensing Officer by registered post and is provided with
information about instigating the appeals process. This communication is deemed effective from the
date of postage of the registered letter. If the licence applicant decides to appeal the first instance
decision, the club must lodge a letter of appeal with the LM.
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(E)

The licence applicant lodges an appeal (The LM can also appeal a first instance decision.). A
licence applicant who is awarded a licence with sanctions can also appeal the sanctions imposed.
Appeals against club licensing decisions must be sent by registered post to the FAI Club Licensing
Department within five business days of when the first instance decision was notified to the licence
applicant. Appeal applications must be accompanied by a Bank Draft or Postal Order for the Appeal
Fee of €500, made payable to FAI. This fee will be refunded if the appeal is successful. Failure to
comply with the time limits or failure to enclose the correct Bank Draft or Postal Order will invalidate
any appeal. The AB is notified and the meeting date is set by agreement. The unavailability of the
Club Licensing Officer or the fact that the Club Licensing Officer has not read the registered letter
will not be grounds for extending the appeals deadline. It is a matter for the licence applicant to
ensure that their own postal procedures take into account the appeals time limits. An appeal can be
abandoned at any stage prior to the hearing by notifying the LM in writing by registered post.

(F)

The LM prepares a report for consideration by the Appeals Body. This report will contain the letter of
appeal from the licence applicant, the reasons for the decision of the Club Licensing Committee and
any other information necessary for the appeal hearing. The report will also be sent to the licence
applicant.

(G)

The Appeals Body meets and considers the appeal. The Appeals Body will only review the decision
of the Club Licensing Committee and will base its decision solely upon the documents furnished to
that Committee. The Appeals Body will assess the decision of the Club Licensing Committee
having regard to several considerations such as the following examples:
a)
Did the Committee adhere to Fair Procedures?
b)
Did the Committee act within its own powers?
c)
Were the sanctions or decisions excessive or inappropriate?
d)
Were the facts and evidence not considered properly?
e)
Was the decision generally flawed based on the evidence before it?
(This list is not exhaustive)
No new evidence can be submitted to the Appeals Body for review. However if necessary, it may
ask the LM and the Club Licensing Officer for further clarifications. The licence applicant is entitled
to representation at the Appeals Body meeting. The original decision of the FAI Club Licensing
Committee will be deemed to be final and binding in the case of the withdrawal of any appeal. The
appeal fee will be forfeited and the Club may be held liable for any expenses incurred at the
discretion of the Appeals Body.

(H)

Decision.
Two alternatives: step 16 or to step (I).

(I)

After careful review of the Licence Application and report of the LM, the FAI Club Licensing Appeals
Body refuses to issue an FAI Club Licence. The report of the Appeals Body must detail all of the
reasons for refusing the licence and make specific reference to particular conditions and/or criteria
that have not been fulfilled. The LM communicates the decision to the Club Licensing Officer by
registered post. This communication is deemed effective from the date of postage of the registered
letter.

(J)

Appeals against sanction decisions must be sent by registered post to the FAI Club Licensing
Department within ten business days of when the decision was notified to the licence applicant.
Appeal applications (to the Appeals Body) must be accompanied by a Bank Draft or Postal Order
for the Appeal Fee of €500, made payable to FAI. This fee will be refunded if the appeal is
successful. Failure to comply with the time limits or failure to enclose the correct Bank Draft or
Postal Order will invalidate any appeal. The AB is notified and the meeting date is set by
agreement. The unavailability of the Club Licensing Officer or the fact that the Club Licensing
Officer has not read the registered letter will not be grounds for extending the appeals deadline. It is
a matter for the licence applicant to ensure that their own postal procedures take into account the
appeals time limits. An appeal can be abandoned at any stage prior to the hearing by notifying the
LM in writing by registered post.
The LM prepares a report for consideration by the Appeals Body. This report will contain the letter
of appeal from the licence applicant, the reasons for the decision of the Club Licensing Committee
and any other information necessary for the appeal hearing.
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The Appeals Body meets and considers the appeal. The Appeals Body will base its decision solely
upon the documents furnished to the LM.
No new evidence can be submitted to the Appeals Body for review; however if necessary, it may
ask the LM and the Club Licensing Officer for further clarifications. The licence applicant is entitled
to representation at the Appeals Body Meeting. The original decision of the LM as per the
Catalogue of Sanctions produced by the Club Licensing Committee will be deemed to be final and
binding in the case of the withdrawal of any appeal. The appeal fee will be forfeited and the Club
may be held liable for any expenses incurred at the discretion of the Appeals Body.
After careful review of the appeal and report of the LM, the FAI Club Licensing Appeals Body will
either;
•

uphold the decision of the Club Licensing Committee; or

•

change the decision.

The report of the Appeals Body must detail all of the reasons for its decision. The LM communicates
the decision to the Club Licensing Officer by registered post. This communication is deemed
effective from the date of postage of the registered letter.
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5.4. TIMETABLE FOR LEAGUE OF IRELAND LICENSING PROCESS
The FAI Club Licensing Department will determine the timetable for the Club Licensing Core Process, this
considers the start date for the League of Ireland season and the deadline set by UEFA for admission to
UEFA Club Competitions.
A guideline for the key dates in the annual timetable is shown below:
Date

Action

31 August

FAI delivers Application Pack to League of Ireland clubs.

1 September

League of Ireland clubs begin to complete Club Licence Application
(club self-assessment).

30 October

FAI Submission Date — Deadline for League of Ireland clubs to
submit completed Licence Application to FAI Licensing Manager (see
below for extended deadline for Financial Information).

November –

FAI Club Auditors verify Licence Applications.

February

FAI Club Licensing Department meets and/or visits clubs as
necessary.

21 December

Submission Date for final salary cost protocol declaration for the 2009
season

29 January

Extended Deadline for League of Ireland clubs to submit financial
documentation if not already received by submission date.

February

FAI Club Licensing Committee makes first instance decision for
awarding of League Licences.
League of Ireland clubs not granted a League Licence in first instance
submit an appeal.

March

Start of League of Ireland Season (TBC)

15 April

Deadline for application for Extraordinary Admission to UEFA Club
Competitions (see Section 1.7).

31 May

FAI informs UEFA as to which clubs have been granted a licence.
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6.

SPORTING CRITERIA
6.1. CRITERIA

SP0
1.01

Description

A

B

A C’ship

First

Grade
Premier

No.

C

APPROVED YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
The licence applicant must have a written youth development programme
approved by the FAI. This football education programme must include at
least the following:
a) Objectives and youth development philosophy;
b) Organisation of youth sector (organisational chart; bodies
involved, relation to club, youth teams etc.);
c) Personnel (technical, medical and administrative etc.) and
required minimum qualifications;
d) Infrastructure available for youth sector (training and match
facilities, others);
e) Financial resources (available budget, contribution by club,
players or local community etc.);
f) Football education programme for the different age groups
(playing skills, technical, tactical and physical);
g) Education programme on the “Laws of the game”;
h) Medical support for youth players (incl. medical checks);
i) Review and feedback process to evaluate the results and the
achievements of the set objectives;
j) Timeframe of the programme (at least 3 years but maximum 7
years).
The youth development programme must further show the commitment
and support of the licence applicant for mandatory and complementary
school education of youth players through the introduction of the
following mandatory provisions:
a) the licence applicant ensures that every youth player involved in its
youth development programme has the possibility to follow regular
school education;
b) the licence applicant ensures that every youth player involved in this
youth development programme is not prevented from continuing his
non-football education (complimentary school education or
profession).

SPO
1.02

A

B

C

YOUTH TEAMS
The licence applicant must at least have the following youth teams within
its legal entity or affiliated to its legal entity:
a) at least two youth teams within the age range of 15 to 21;
b) at least one youth team within the age range of 10 to 14;
If a licence applicant has an affiliation in place it must provide a copy of
the written affiliation agreement which is signed by both parties.
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Description
A C’ship

First

Grade
Premier

No.

The youth teams in the above age ranges a) and b) must take part in
official competitions or programmes recognised by the FAI (in the case of
Derry City FC, youth may also take part in official competitions or
programmes recognised by the Irish Football Association).
Each youth player must be registered with the FAI (in the case of Derry
City FC, youth players may also be registered with the Irish Football
Association).
SP0
1.03

A

A

C

MEDICAL CARE OF PLAYERS
The licence applicant must ensure that all players in its first team squad
undergo an annual general medical examination. The applicant must also
ensure that all players in its first team squad undergo cardiac screening
at least every three years.
The full requirements of these medical examinations are specified in the
2010 FAI toolkit for medical care of players.
Evidence of these examinations being completed must be provided by
31st March or within one month of the player signing a contract with the
club.
The medical examination must be carried out by a doctor who is
registered with the Medical Council of Ireland.

SPO
1.04

B

SPO
1.05

A

SPO
1.06

C

B

B

REFEREEING MATTERS AND LAWS OF THE GAME
The licence applicant must prove that at least the captain or his
replacement, the first team manager or the assistant manager of the first
team squad have participated in an FAI Program of Mutual
Understanding. This programme will encourage all match participants to
uphold fair play on and off the pitch and share a common understanding
of refereeing matters. The criterion is fulfilled if those persons have
attended the session or event.

A

C

B

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION POLICY

C

The licence applicant must sign up to and implement the UEFA Ten Point
Plan. The licence applicant must also implement the football intercultural
standards as set out in the Intercultural Football Plan Implementation
handbook and Scheme.
WOMEN’S FOOTBALL
The licence applicant should have an adult women’s team and at least
one underage girls team. The underage girl’s team can cover any age up
to under 16.
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7.

INFRASTRUCTURE CRITERIA
7.1. CRITERIA

A C’ship

INF
1.00

Description

Grade

First

No.

STADIUM CRITERIA

Premier

7.1.1.

A

A

A

CLUB INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT PLAN (CIDP)
The licence applicant must have in place a Club Infrastructure
Development Plan (CIDP).
The CIDP must be drawn up in accordance with a facility strategy which
attains the approval of the FAI Club Licensing Department.
The CIDP should be revised and updated to take account of any works
carried out during the last year
The commitments, plans and proposals addressed in the CIDP must be
adhered to and cannot be continuously rolled over in an attempt to
satisfy Licensing Requirements. It will be a matter for the Licensing
Manager to satisfy himself that genuine efforts are being made to
ensure the CIDP is progressing. The CIDP forms the basis for all future
Government Grants.
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First

A C’ship

INF
1.01

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

A

A

A

STADIUM CERTIFICATE
The licence applicant must obtain an FAI Stadium Certificate.
In order to be issued with an FAI Stadium Certificate, the licence
applicant must;
(a) provide evidence that all parts of the stadium (including buildings,
stands, terracing, boundary walls, fencing, stairways, passageways,
etc) comply with safety standards as defined by Irish law, the Local
Authority, Gardai, Fire Service and Health Board.
(b) provide a letter from a qualified Chartered Engineer before work has
been commenced stating that they have been engaged by the licence
applicant to supervise all Works, that planning permission has been
granted and they will issue a Certificate of Compliance with Planning
and Building Regulations on completion of the works if they are
satisfied the work is in compliance.
(c) provide all Planning Permissions, Certificates of Compliance with
Planning Permission and Building Regulations, Fire Safety Certificates
and Commencement Notices for all new works carried out from the
submission date.
(d) provide evidence of the Engineers Qualifications and a copy of the
Professional Indemnity Insurance.
(e) ensure that structural fire protection of all parts of the stadium
(including entrances, exits, stairways, doors, passages, roofs, all public
and private areas and rooms) is adequate.
(f) conduct a risk assessment to define the safety status of the stadium
and the necessary measures for improvement.
(g) obtain adequate public liability insurance cover for the staging of
football events at the stadium.
The FAI will issue Stadium Certificates to the licence applicant based
on endorsements by the Local Authority, Gardai, Fire Service and
Health Board.
The FAI Stadium Certificate must be reviewed and re-issued on an
annual basis by FAI.
See
Sections
2.4,
2.8,
2.10,
2.28,
11.20,
13.16 – 13.17 and 26.5, and Chapters 6, 7, 12, 15 and Appendices A, B
and C of The Code.
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Description

First

A C’ship

Grade

Premier

No.

INF
1.02

A

A

B

INF
1.03

A

SAFETY POLICY AND GROUND EMERGENCY PLAN
The licence applicant must have in place a Safety Policy and a Ground
Emergency Plan.
The Safety Policy and Ground Emergency Plan must comply with the
terms of the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act, 2005, Fire Safety
in Places of Assembly (Ease of Escape) Regulations, 1985 and the
Code of Practice for the Management of Fire in Places of Assembly,
1991.
The Safety Policy and Ground Emergency Plan are certified by FAI
through the FAI Stadium Certificate process. The FAI will issue Stadium
Certificates to the licence applicant based on endorsements by the
Local Authority, Gardai, Fire Service and Health Board.
The minimum content of the Ground Emergency Plan is defined in
Appendix F of The Code.
See Sections 2.2 – 2.4, 2.17 – 2.20, 2.27, 3.12, 7.6 and 8.12 – 8.13,
and Appendices A and F of The Code.

A

A

SAFE HOLDING CAPACITY
The stadium must have an approved Safe Holding Capacity;
Premier Division – Safe Holding Capacity of at least 3,000.
The Safe Holding Capacity must be relevant and safe for all
competitions.
The Safe Holding Capacity should be defined in terms of individual
seats, standing places and total number for each section of the stadium
and for the stadium in total.
The Safe Holding Capacity is certified by FAI through the FAI Stadium
Certificate process. The FAI will issue Stadium Certificates to the
licence applicant based on endorsements by the Local Authority,
Gardai, Fire Service and Health Board.
See Sections 1.24, 9.4, 13.5 and 19.3, and Chapters 8, 21 and 22 of
The Code.
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First

A C’ship

INF
1.04

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

A

A

B

CENTRAL CONTROL ROOM/ AREA
The stadium must have a Central Control Room.
The Central Control Room must ensure an overall view of the inside of
the stadium.
For First Division and ‘A’ Championship licence applicants, if the
stadium is not equipped with a Central Control Room it must have as a
minimum a suitably designated Control Area.
The location, size, configuration and equipment for the Central Control
Room are certified by FAI through the FAI Stadium Certificate process.
The FAI will issue Stadium Certificates to the licence applicant based
on endorsements by the Local Authority, Gardai, Fire Service and
Health Board.
The Central Control Room must accommodate the Event Controller
and/or Safety / Security Officer, Public Address Announcer, Senior
Garda Officer and other emergency service personnel as necessary.
See Sections 2.5 – 2.7, 2.28, 15.19 – 15.22, 15.24 and 16.2 – 16.4, and
Appendices F and I of The Code.

INF
1.05

A

INF
1.06

A

A

B

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM
The stadium must be equipped with a Public Address System.
The Public Address System must be reliable and have sufficient power
to allow the Event Controller and/or Safety / Security Officer, Gardai on
duty and other emergency service personnel to communicate with
spectators within each section of the stadium and immediately outside
the stadium. The Public Address system must not be vulnerable to
failure of the main power supply.
See Sections 7.4, 11.11, 16.6 – 16.8, 16.12 and 17.17, and Appendix F
of The Code.

A

B

PASSAGEWAYS
The stadium must have clearly indicated unobstructed and correctly
positioned passageways.
All public passageways and stairways in the spectator areas must be
painted in a bright colour (e.g. yellow).
The licence applicant must establish procedures so that all public
passageways, corridors, stairs, doors, gates, etc. are kept free of any
obstructions that could impede the free flow of spectators during an
event.
See Sections 9.3 – 9.9, 11.8 – 11.16 and 13.6 – 13.9 of The Code.
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Description

First

A C’ship

Grade

Premier

No.

INF
1.07

A

A

B

INF
1.08

A

DOORS AND GATES
All exit doors and gates in the stadium, and all gates leading from the
spectator areas into the Playing Area, must open outwards away from
the spectators and must remain unlocked while spectators are in the
stadium.
Each and every exit door and gate in the stadium must be attended at
all times by a specially appointed steward, to guard against abuse and
ensure immediate escape routes in the event of any emergency
evacuation. Under no circumstances must they be locked with a key
during the time that spectators are in the stadium.
All exit doors and gates leading from the spectator areas into the
Playing Area, and all exit doors and gates leading out of the stadium,
must be painted in a bright colour (e.g. yellow).
See Sections 9.15 – 9.25 of The Code

A

C

STADIUM SECTORS AND SEGREGATED AREAS FOR ACCOMMODATION OF
VISITING SUPPORTERS

At least 5% (five percent) of the certified total stadium capacity must be
made available for accommodating visiting supporters in a separate
area.
The method of segregation should be agreed between the club, the
Gardai and the FAI.
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First

A C’ship

INF
1.09

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

A

A

B

FIRST AID ROOM
Each stadium must be equipped with a first aid room to care for
spectators in need of medical assistance. The location, size,
configuration and equipment for the first aid room are certified by FAI
through the FAI Stadium Certificate process. The FAI will issue Stadium
Certificates to the licence applicant based on endorsements by the
Local Authority, Gardai, Fire Service and Health Board.
The licence applicant must be in possession of a practical First Aid Box
and stretcher.
See Chapter 23 of The Code.

The first aid room should:
• be located on ground floor level, in a position which allows easy
access from both inside and outside the stadium to spectators and
emergency vehicles;
• have doors and passageways leading to them which are wide
enough to allow access for a stretcher or a wheelchair;
• have bright lighting, good ventilation, heating, electric sockets, hot
and cold water, drinking water and have adjacent male and female
toilet facilities;
• have walls and floors (non-slip) constructed of smooth and easy to
clean material;
• have a lockable cabinet for medicine;
• have storage space for stretchers, blankets, pillows and first-aid
materials;
• be clearly signposted throughout the inside and outside of the
stadium;
• be equipped with folding stretcher, spinal stretcher, carry chair and
first aid bag containing bandages, dressings, plasters, disposable
ice packs, etc.
First Division and ‘A’ Championship licence applicants must have, as a
minimum, a designated First Aid Area if the stadium is not equipped
with a First Aid Room.
It is recommended that the first aid room is equipped with a defibrillator,
oxygen, first aid kit, and splintage equipment.
INF
1.10

C

C

C

LIGHTNING PROTECTION
The stadium must be equipped with Lightning Protection.
The Lightning Protection must protect those in the Playing Area and in
other parts of the stadium from lightning strikes.
Note: Lightning Protection must be equipped in all new stadia
construction.
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Description

First

A C’ship

Grade

Premier

No.

INF
1.11

A

B

C

INF
1.12

B

INDIVIDUAL SEATS
The stadium must be equipped with Individual Seats.
Each individual seat in the stadium must be:
• Comfortable;
• fixed in position;
• separate from the others;
• numbered;
• in accordance with minimum backrest height of 30cm when measured
from the seat;
• in accordance with minimum seating dimensions as described in The
Code.
th
Seating installed prior to 11 December 2003 without backrests or with
backrests less than 30cm will fulfil the criterion.
See Sections 13.11 – 13.5 of The Code.

B

C

FLOODLIGHTING SYSTEM
The stadium must be equipped with an operational Floodlighting
System. The licence applicant must ensure that all bulbs are
maintained in working order.
The Floodlighting System must have a minimum average lux level of
500 Ev obtained from 88 readings taken on a grid system provided by
the FAI Club Licensing Department (see FAI Floodlighting
Measurement Procedures).
First Division and ‘A’ Championship
The Floodlighting System must have a minimum average lux level of
250 Ev obtained from 88 readings taken on a grid system provided by
the FAI Club Licensing Department (see FAI Floodlighting
Measurement Procedures).
The licence applicant must produce a Floodlighting Certificate issued
within the past two years stating the lux values of the stadium
floodlighting system.
Note: It is recommended that licence applicants upgrading their
floodlighting system or installing a new floodlight system ensure
the new system has a minimum average lux level of 800 Ev.
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First

A C’ship

INF
1.13

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

A

A

A

STADIUM FOR LEAGUE OF IRELAND AND UEFA CLUB COMPETITIONS
The licence applicant must have a stadium available to play in the
League of Ireland and UEFA club competitions. The licence applicant
either
a) owns the stadium, or
b) can provide a written contract with the owner(s) of the stadium
or with owners of different stadia it will use. This contract must
guarantee the use of the stadium for all League of home
matches for the coming season.
To play in UEFA competitions the stadium must fulfil all minimum
requirements defined in the “UEFA Stadium Regulation” and be
approved by the national association. Furthermore it must be based
within the territory of the FAI (with the exception of Derry City FC’s
Brandywell Stadium).

INF
1.14

A

INF
1.15

B

A

B

EMERGENCY SERVICES ACCESS TO THE PLAYING AREA
Emergency services’ vehicles, including ambulances and fire engines,
must be able to gain access to the Playing Area.
Access for emergency vehicles is certified by FAI through the FAI
Stadium Certificate process. The FAI will issue Stadium Certificates to
the licence applicant based on endorsements by the Local Authority,
Gardai, Fire Service and Health Board.
See Sections 15.45 – 15.47 of The Code.

B

C

TURNSTILES
The stadium must be serviced by an adequate number of Turnstiles to
provide a safe, secure and, if necessary, segregated environment.
The relevant price of admission for each category of spectator must be
displayed at the entrance to each Turnstile and/or at ticket office
booths.
Turnstiles must admit all spectators (except players and officials).
Turnstiles and all other entry points to the stadium must be metered at
a rate of 600 people per hour.
See Section 16.4 and Chapter 8 of The Code.
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First

A C’ship

INF
1.16

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

B

B

C

REFRESHMENT FACILITIES
The stadium should be equipped with Refreshment Facilities for
spectators and a sufficient number of permanent drinking water fonts.
The Refreshment Facilities must consist of an outlet for hot and cold
food, and for hot and cold beverages on both sides of the ground,
including segregated areas (see INF 1.08).
Each outlet must serve food of a good standard at a reasonable price.
Each outlet must be attended by trained staff, be clean, easily
accessible, comply with Food Hygiene Regulations and hold a Licence
issued by the relevant Health Board.

INF
1.17

B

B

B

CRUSH AVOIDANCE AT ENTRANCES
Preventive measures must be taken to avoid crushing at turnstiles and
any other public entrances.
This may be accomplished by having a system of barriers designed to
funnel spectators individually towards the entry points or have in place
a suitable written management plan.
All public entrances must be used only for the purpose of entry and
must not be used simultaneously for exit.
Once through a turnstile or other entry gate, clear and unmistakable
signs must point spectators to their sector, row and seat.
Public Amenities, such as toilet facilities, refreshment facilities, etc,
inside and outside the stadium must not be situated so as to obstruct
turnstiles, entrance or exit routes.
See Section 8.12 of The Code.

INF
1.18

A

INF
1.19

B

A

C

EMERGENCY LIGHTING SYSTEM FOR SPECTATORS
The stadium must be equipped with an Emergency Lighting System for
Spectators. This must illuminate spectator areas and allow for the safe
evacuation of the stadium in case of light failure.
See Sections 7.4 and 17.8 – 17.16 of The Code.

B

C

SPECTATORS WITH DISABILITIES
The stadium must be equipped to accommodate spectators with
disabilities and accompanying persons safely and comfortably.
Disabled Spectators and accompanying persons must have:
• safe, covered, unobstructed, integrated viewing facilities;
• own separate entrance gate (if necessary);
• direct access to their viewing area;
• ramps for wheelchairs; and
• toilet facilities (see INF 1.25).
A minimum of 5 places per 1,000 individual seats must be provided for
spectators with impaired mobility, up to a maximum of 15 places (plus
spaces for accompanying person) in stadia with a Safe Holding
Capacity in excess of 3,000.
See Chapter 5 of The Code.
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First

A C’ship

INF
1.20

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

C

C

C

PLAYERS ACCESS TO STADIUM
The licence applicant must ensure that players, referees and other
officials can access the stadium safely and privately.
The stadium must be equipped with a private entrance for use by
players, referees and other officials. This entrance should lead into a
protected area, which can only be accessed by players, referees and
other officials.
Players, referees and other officials must be able to enter and leave the
stadium safely, protected from the public, media or any unauthorised
person.
If direct access to the stadium by car or bus cannot be provided to the
players, referees and other officials, then Match Stewards must be
present to afford protection.

INF
1.21

B

INF
1.22

B

INF
1.23

A

B

C

BOUNDARY WALL / FENCE
The stadium must be completely and adequately enclosed by an
outside Boundary Wall and/or Fencing of solid construction.
See Section 8.11 of The Code.

B

B

LOOSE SURFACES
The stadium must not contain any terraces, passageways, stairways or
precincts with surfaces containing shale, stones, gravel, grass or other
loose material.
All public passageways and stairways in the spectator areas must have
slip-resistant surfaces and be of sufficient width for the seating and/or
standing accommodation served.
All surfaces should be of concrete or tarmacadam, and be in good
condition.
See Section 11.22 of The Code.

A

A

GROUND REGULATIONS
Each stadium must issue ground regulations and affix them to the
stadium in such a way that the spectators can read them. The ground
regulations must be displayed in suitable areas of the stadium,
including outside turnstiles, in precincts, seating areas and terraces.
The Ground Regulations must also be printed in the licence applicant’s
match day programme.
These rules must provide at least information on:
- admission rights;
- abandonment or postponement of events;
- description of prohibitions and penalties, such as entering the field
of play, throwing objects, use of foul or abusive language,
discriminatory or any racist behaviour, graffiti, etc.;
- restrictions with regard to alcohol, flares, smoke canisters,
fireworks, banners, etc.;
- seating rules;
- causes for ejection from the ground;
- risk analysis specific for the stadium.
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INF
1.24

A

A

B

INF
1.25

B

INF
1.26

B

FIRE SAFETY EQUIPMENT
The stadium must be equipped with adequate Fire Safety Equipment.
The Fire Safety Equipment must include:
• fire detection and warning systems as necessary, that are correctly
installed and properly maintained to relevant standards; and,
• suitable fire-fighting equipment that is properly maintained to relevant
standards.
The licence applicant must also ensure that structural fire protection of
all parts of the stadium (including entrances, exits, stairways, doors,
passages, roofs, all public and private areas and rooms) is adequate.
See Sections 2.10 – 2.12, 2.27 – 2.28 and 7.4, and Chapter 15 of The
Code.

B

B

TOILET FACILITIES
The stadium must be equipped with adequate Toilet Facilities.
The Toilet Facilities must be in accordance with the Health Board and
Local Authority requirements.
The Toilet Facilities must include;
• toilets with seats and/or urinals (male only);
• hot and cold water;
• hand-washing and hand-drying facilities;
• Facilities for male and female spectators on both sides of the ground,
including temporary toilets for segregated areas (INF 1.08).
Toilet Facilities must be provided for disabled spectators in the
immediate vicinity of the accommodation for spectators with disabilities
(INF 1.19).
The Toilet Facilities must be bright, clean, hygienic and adequately lit. A
procedure should be established to keep facilities in good condition
throughout each event.
See Chapter 24 of The Code.

B

B

SIGNPOSTING
The licence applicant must ensure there is adequate Signposting inside
and outside the stadium.
Clear, comprehensive signposting must be provided, pointing out
approaches to the stadium, routes to various parts of the stadium and
the location of all stadium exit and entrance gates. Signs must be
presented with internationally understandable pictographic language.
Large-scale wall maps must be provided for the guidance of spectators.
See Sections 5.5, 8.9 and 9.14 of The Code.
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A C’ship

INF
1.27

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

A

A

C

SEATING CAPACITY
Premier Division
The stadium must be equipped with a minimum number of 1,500
individual seats of which at least one third of the total individual seating
capacity must be covered
Or
There must be provision in the CIDP to meet this criterion within a
timeframe agreed with the FAI Club Licensing Department.
Documentary evidence such as an approved submission for planning
permission may be requested by the FAI Club Licensing Department.
First Division and ‘A’ Championship
The stadium must be equipped with a minimum number of 500
individual covered seats
Or
There must be provision in the CIDP to meet this criterion within a
timeframe agreed with the FAI Club Licensing Department.
Documentary evidence such as an approved submission for planning
permission may be requested by the FAI Club Licensing Department.
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INF
1.28

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

B

B

B

DRESSING ROOM AREA
The stadium must be equipped with a Dressing Room Area.
All dressing rooms must be heated, well-ventilated, free from damp,
secure and maintained at all times in a good state of decoration.
Teams
The stadium must be equipped with separate and equivalent dressing
room accommodation for the home team and the visiting team.
This

dressing

room

accommodation

must

meet

the

following

minimumrequirements:
• seating and clothes-hanging facilities for at least 25 persons;
• shower area with at least 5 shower heads;
• adequate toilets (Recommend 3 toilets with seats);
• hot and cold water;
• hand-washing and hand-drying facilities;
• 1 massage table;
• 1 refrigerator;
• 1 tactical demonstration board;
• Drinking Water.

Referees
The stadium must be equipped with separate dressing room
accommodation for referees. This should be close to other dressing
rooms and must meet the following minimum requirements:
• seating facilities for at least 5 persons;
• clothes-hanging facilities or lockers for at least 5 persons;
• shower area with at least 1 shower head;
• 1 toilet with seat;
• hot and cold water;
• hand-washing and hand-drying facilities;
• 1 table with 2 chairs;
• Drinking Water.
Procedures must be in place to accommodate both male and female
referees if necessary.
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A C’ship

First

Grade

Premier

No.

Signage
All corridors should have clear and easily understandable signs,
directing players and match officials to their respective rooms.
Each room should be clearly marked, for example:
• Home Dressing Room;
• Visitors’ Dressing Room;
• Referees’ Dressing Room;
• Match Delegates’ Room;
• Drug-Testing Room.

Safety
The route between the private entrance for players, referees and other
officials and the dressing rooms must not have any narrow or tight
passageway corners that would inhibit the transportation of kit hampers,
injured person on a stretcher, etc.
The surfaces of the corridors in the dressing rooms’ area and, in
particular, stairs, must be of material that protects players, referees and
other officials from the risk of slipping.
Location
The Dressing Room Area should ideally be located in the main stand.
The Dressing Room Area must be inaccessible to the public and media.
The licence applicant must comply with UEFA’s specific Dressing Room
regulations when hosting matches in UEFA club competitions.
INF
1.29

B

B

B

DUGOUTS AND TECHNICAL AREAS
The stadium must be equipped with dugouts.
There must be separate dugouts for the home team, the visiting team
and the fourth official.
It is recommended that these are located at the side of the Field of
Play, on the same side as the main stand and close to the half way line.
Where possible the dugouts and technical areas for both the home and
away teams must be of equal distance from the half way line. Dugouts
must be covered and equipped with seating facilities for at least 13
persons. The dugouts should be situated at pitch level and ideally
positioned at least 5 metres from the side of the field of play.
Each club must be equipped with a working set of electronic flags and a
th
working electronic 4 Official board.
The Technical Area must be marked with a line set 1m from the side of
the dugout, extending forwards up to a distance of 1m from the edge of
the touch line.
A warm-up area for substitutes must be made available along the touch
lines or behind the advertising boards behind the goal.
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A C’ship

INF
1.30

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

B

B

C

MEDIA AND PRESS FACILITIES
Press Facilities
The stadium must be equipped with Press Facilities.
The Press Facilities must be comfortable and allow for the coverage of
matches.
The Press Facilities must consist of a permanent seated area for at
least 25 persons that is centrally located and covered.
First Division licence applicants must provide Press Facilities for at
least 15 persons that is centrally located and covered. Each seat must
be equipped with:
• a lit desk, large enough to accommodate a laptop computer,
• an individual power supply.
The press area should be equipped with at least 2 exclusive phone
connections.
Radio Facilities
The stadium must be equipped with Radio Facilities.
The Radio Facilities must be safe, comfortable and allow for the live
coverage of matches.
The
Radio Facilities
must
consist
of
a
minimum
of
5 separate and permanent radio commentary positions (a minimum of 2
for First Division). These must be centrally located and covered.
Each commentary position must be equipped with the following:
• a lit desk, large enough to accommodate a TV monitor and other
essential broadcast equipment and laptop, (2m x 70cm desk top);
• 3 individual seats;
• an individual power supply;
• an exclusive phone connection;
• an ISDN line connection.
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First

Grade

Premier

No.

TV Facilities
The stadium must be equipped with TV Facilities.
The TV Facilities must be safe, comfortable and allow for the live
coverage of matches.
Commentary Position
The TV Facilities must consist of a minimum of 1 permanent TV
commentary position. This must be centrally located and on the same
side as the main TV camera platform.
The commentary positions must be weather-proofed, with removable
windows, open during commentary and with a commanding view of the
entire pitch.
Each commentary position must be equipped with the following:
• a lit desk, large enough to accommodate a TV monitor and other
essential broadcast equipment, and a laptop, (2m x 70cm desk top);
•
•
•
•

individual seats;
an individual power supply;
an exclusive phone connection;
an ISDN line connection.

Camera Platform
The stadium should be equipped with at least 1 TV camera platform.
This must be exactly in line with the half-way line and be at a height
which forms an angle with the horizontal plane of 15-30° to the centre
2
spot and is recommended to be at least 6m .
A cable duct should be provided to link the OB Van Area to the
stadium’s TV Facilities.
Additional space should be made available to permit the installation of
cameras:
• in line with the outer edge of both penalty areas, either at the level of
the Field of Play or an elevated position 3m – 5m above the level of
the Field of Play;
• behind each goal (for replay cameras).
Outside Broadcast Van Area
The stadium should be equipped with a designated Outside Broadcast
(OB) Van Area.
The OB Van Area should offer ample parking space for OB Vans, be
secure and be provided with a power supply with back-up.
An area should also be reserved for Satellite Uplink Vehicles. This
should be in the open air, adjacent to the OB Van Area, with an
unobstructed view of the southern horizon, and be supplied with an
electrical power supply from the same source as the OB Van Area.
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INF
1.31

B

B

C

INF
1.32

B

INF
1.33

B

TICKET DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
The licence applicant must have in place a modern Ticket Distribution
System.
The Ticket Distribution System must be used to distribute tickets for allticket matches and UEFA Club Competition matches.
The Ticket Distribution System must be capable of recording every
ticket sale and of providing official FAI and UEFA delegates with the
exact number of spectators and the exact figure for gate receipts as
required.
When tickets are issued, these must clearly identify the location of the
seats for which they have been issued. Information on the tickets must
correlate with signposting inside and outside the stadium. Retained
ticket stubs must contain information that will guide spectators once
they are inside the stadium.
Colour-coding of tickets to assist the entry process is recommended.

B

B

GOALPOST SAFETY
The licence applicant must meet the two standards for goalpost safety
set out in the National Standards Authority of Ireland (NSAI) standards;
a) IS 357:2007 Playing Field Equipment Goals – Code of Practice on
the Procurement, Installation, Maintenance, Inspection and
Storage.
b) IS 356:2007 Playing Field Equipment Goals – Functional and
Safety Requirements – Test methods for Portable and Fixed Goals.

C

C

TV INTERVIEW AREA
The stadium must be equipped with a designated TV Interview Area, for
the purpose of TV interviews with players and coaches.
The TV Interview Area must be large enough to accommodate 6
persons. It must be equipped with a backdrop that clearly displays the
logo of the FAI, the logo of the League of Ireland, the logo of the
League of Ireland broadcaster and other club sponsors as necessary.
The TV Interview Area should be located in the main stand and with
easy access to and from the Dressing Room Area.
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INF
1.34

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

B

B

C

DRUG-TESTING FACILITIES
The stadium must be equipped with a Drug Testing Room (also referred
to as Doping Control Station) which is separated into 3 areas; a Waiting
Area, Administration Area and Sample Collection Area. The Drug
Testing Room must be located in vicinity of the Dressing Room Area
and be inaccessible and out of view to the public and the media. This
must meet the following requirements:
Waiting Area
• seating and clothes-hanging facilities for at least 8 persons;
• 1 refrigerator;
• water and Minerals must be made available;
• rubbish bin.
Administration Area
• 1 table with 4 chairs;
• sink with running water;
• soap and towels;
• lockable cabinet;
• 1 toilet with seat (adjacent to the room or in the room itself).
If separate rooms are not available for waiting and administration areas,
a single room can be separated by a partition or screen.
Sample Collection Area
• 1 toilet with seat;
• sink with running water.
First Division and ‘A’ Championship licence applicants do not need to
provide a Drug Testing Room. The stadium must however be capable
of accommodating a mobile Drug-Testing Unit.

INF
1.35

C

C

C

PHOTOGRAPHERS’ RECEPTION ROOM
The stadium should be equipped with a Photographers’ Reception
Room.
The Photographers’ Reception Room should be at the level of the Field
of Play and have access to and from the Playing Area.
The Photographers’ Reception Room should be used to allow
photographers to report for accreditation and to collect bibs. The room
should contain refreshment facilities.

INF
1.36

C

C

C

FLAGPOLES

The stadium must be equipped with at least 5 Flagpoles.
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INF
1.37

C

C

C

SPARE GOAL
A spare goal, which can be easily installed if the circumstances so
require, must be available within the stadium.

INF
1.38

C

C

C

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

INF
1.39

C

INF
1.40

C

INF
1.41

C

The licence applicant should arrange for Public Transport to the
stadium.
Public Transport should be arranged to connect the town centre, main
railway station, main bus terminal and airport to the stadium.
C

C

TRAFFIC SIGNPOSTING
The stadium access roads should have adequate traffic signposting.
All main access roads should be clearly signed with directions leading
spectators to and from the stadium. The traffic signage should be
checked from time to time with the Local Authorities.

C

C

CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION SYSTEM
The stadium should be equipped with a Closed Circuit Television
System.
The Closed Circuit Television System should allow for surveillance of
public areas inside and immediately outside the stadium.
The Closed Circuit Television cameras should be colour, be mounted in
fixed positions, have pan-and-tilt capabilities and be recording footage
during each match as agreed between the Event Controller and the
Gardai. The Closed Circuit Television System should be operated and
controlled from the stadium’s Central Control Room (see INF 1.04),
where monitor screens should be situated.

C

C

OUTER PERIMETER FENCE
The stadium should be equipped with an Outer Perimeter Fence when
required.
The Outer Perimeter Fence should be situated some distance from the
stadium.
The purpose of the Outer Perimeter Fence is to allow for initial security
checks to be made of spectators approaching the stadium.
There should be sufficient space between the Outer Perimeter Fence
and the stadium turnstiles to permit the free movement of spectators
without crushing.
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INF
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Description

Grade

Premier

No.

C

C

C

PARKING.
The following minimum number of parking places should be made
available for players, referees and other officials:
• 2 coach parking space; and
• 10 car parking spaces.
Players, referees and other officials should be able to alight from their
vehicles and enter their dressing rooms directly, without coming into
contact with the public. Parking should be located inside the stadium.
VIPs
Parking for VIPs should be provided near the VIP entrance and
separate from public parking. There should be sufficient parking space
for the buses and cars used by VIPs. Parking should be located inside
the stadium.
Media
Parking for media representatives should be separate from public
parking. It should be as near as possible to the Media Working Room.
Emergency Services
Parking facilities for police vehicles, fire engines, ambulances and other
vehicles of the emergency services should be provided immediately
adjacent to or within the stadium. These parking places should be
situated to provide a direct, unrestricted means of entry to and
departure from the stadium. This parking may also be made available to
disabled spectators’ vehicles.
Public
All parking places should afford spectators direct entrance to the
stadium. These areas should be guarded against illegal intrusion.
The various car parks around the stadium should be sign-coded to
relate to the stadium sector concerned.
The location of the car parks and bus parks should make it possible for
the supporters of both teams to have separate parking facilities.
All car parks should be brightly lit, of hard-standing material and clearly
signposted.
Where sufficient on-site public parking is not possible, parking should
be provided, in principle, no further than 1,500m from the stadium.
The licence applicant’s public parking strategy should be agreed with
the relevant local authorities to ensure an efficient flow of traffic before
and after each event.
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Description
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No.

B

B

C

MEDICAL EXAMINATION ROOM FOR PLAYERS AND REFEREES
The stadium should be equipped with a Medical Examination Room for
players and referees and which in certain circumstances (emergencies)
could also be used for injured spectators.
The Medical Examination Room should be close to the Dressing Room
Area and the Field of Play, with easy access to the outside entrance.
The doors and corridors leading to the Medical Examination Room
should be wide enough to allow stretchers and wheelchairs through.
The following minimum equipment should be provided in the medical
examination room:
• 1 examination couch with adequate overhead lighting;
• 1 washbasin with hot and cold water;
• Written emergency pitch side protocol (including the numbers of the
local hospital/general practitioners and dental practitioners);
•
•

Drinking Water;
Good ventilation, heating, electric sockets, and have adjacent male
and female toilet facilities;

The following equipment must be available on match nights but can be
provided by an ambulance in attendance:
• 1 spinal stretcher with adult and paediatric cervical collars (in
addition to those at the side of the Field of Play);
• 1 scoop stretcher;
• 1 oxygen cylinder with mask;
• Suction;
• Oropharyngeal Airways;
• Cardio-respiratory equipment including 1 blood-pressure gauge;
• Automatic External Defibrillator;
• Needles/ Syringes;
• Nebuliser;
• Emergency Drugs e.g. 1:10,000 Adrenaline/Athropine/Epipen;
• Intravenous fluids/ sets/ cannulae;
• Hypothermic blanket;
• Upper and lower limb splints, frac pack;
•
•

Fully equipped sharps kit and sharps disposal box;
Tourniquet, sterile dressings, disposable gloves and eye packs.

The room should have easy-to-clean floors and walls of hygienic
material, non-slip floors and bright lighting.
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INF
1.44

C

C

C

MATCH DELEGATES’ ROOM
The stadium should be equipped with a Match Delegates’ Room.
The Match Delegates’ Room should be located within the Dressing
Room Area.
The following minimum equipment should be provided:
• 1 table;
• 1 chair;
The Match Delegates’ Room must have easy access to Team and
Referees Dressing Rooms.

INF
1.45

C

C

C

VIP AREA

INF
1.46

C

INF
1.47

C

INF
1.48

C

The stadium should be equipped with a VIP Area.
The VIP Box should have 70 individual, covered seats with backrest. It
should be located in the centre of the main stand, in an elevated
position above the Playing Area and be partitioned off from the public
seating areas.
The VIP Box should have its own private entrance from outside,
segregated from public entrance points, leading directly to a reception
area and from there directly to the viewing area.
C

C

ELECTRONIC SCOREBOARD
The stadium should be equipped with an Electronic Scoreboard.
The Electronic Scoreboard should be capable of displaying the match
result, goal scorers and short public messages.
Generally, there should be 2 screens, to provide spectators in all areas
with a comfortable and relatively direct view.

C

C

LANDING AREA FOR AIR AMBULANCES
The stadium should be equipped with a Landing Area for Air
Ambulances.
The Landing Area for Air Ambulances should be a sufficiently large,
clear area near the stadium.

C

C

TV STUDIOS
The stadium should be equipped with at least one TV Studio.
The TV Studio should encompass an area of approximately 25m2, with
a minimum height of 4m.
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INF
1.49

C

C

C

INF
1.50

C

PRESS CONFERENCE AREA
The stadium should be equipped with a Press Conference Room
capable of accommodating at least 50 people.
At one end of the Press Conference Room, a platform should be
erected to accommodate players, coaches, press officers and
interpreters, as required. The platform should be equipped with a
backdrop that clearly displays the logo of the FAI and the logo of the
League of Ireland and other club sponsors as necessary.
At the other end of the Press Conference Room, facing the platform, a
podium should be erected where television crews can set up cameras
and tripods.
The Press Conference Room should have easy access to and from the
Dressing Room Area.

C

C

MEDIA WORKING ROOM
The stadium should be equipped with a Media Working Room.
The
Media
Working
Room
should
be
divided
into
2 areas:
• a working area with desks, power and phone/modem facilities;
• refreshment area.
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A
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FIELD OF PLAY CRITERIA

B

FIELD OF PLAY – PLAYING SURFACE
The playing field must be:
Alternative 1:

natural grass

Alternative 2:
Artificial Turf.

Artificial turf, which is in accordance with the FAI Guidelines for

It must also be:
a) absolutely smooth and level;
b) in good condition;
c) playable during the whole League of Ireland season;
d) green in colour (in the event of artificial turf);
e) equipped with a drainage system so that it cannot become unplayable due
to flooding;
f) equipped with an effective irrigation system.
The grounds man should have a written annual maintenance program in place
for the Field of Play along with access to suitable equipment to maintain the
Quality of the Field of Play.
The Equipment to maintain the Quality of the Field of Play, and other available
technical solutions, should prevent the soil from:
• flooding during rain;
• freezing during cold weather;
• drying out during hot weather;
Measures should also be employed to maintain the quality of the pitch markings
on the Field of Play.
There must be a training and development programme in place for
Groundsmen.
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B

SIZE OF FIELD OF PLAY
For Premier Division licence applicants the field of play must measure:
Alternative 1:

105 m x 68 m exactly.

Alternative 2: It is recognised that in some stadiums, for technical reasons of
a construction-related nature, it is impossible to increase the field of play to the
required dimensions. In this case only the licensor may grant an exception within
the following ranges):
- Length:

min. 100 m to max. 105 m (110 yds to 115 yds)

- Width:

min. 64 m to max. 68 m (70 yds to 75 yds)

For First Division and ‘A’ Championship licence applicants the field of play must
measure:
- Length:

min. 95 m to max. 105 m (105 yds to 115 yds)

- Width:

min. 60 m to max. 68 m (65 yds to 75 yds)

The pitch measurements for the Field of Play must comply with the IFAB Laws
of the Game.
Note: Dimensions of 105 m x 68 min will apply for all new stadia
construction.
INF
2.03

C

C

C

SIZE OF PLAYING AREA
The Playing Area must incorporate a minimum distance between the Field of
Play and the Advertising Boards (or other perimeter boundary).
The minimum distance between the Field of Play and the Advertising Boards (or
other perimeter boundary) must measure:
• on touch lines
2.25 m (2.5 yds)
• on goal lines
2.25 m (2.5 yds)
The minimum size of the playing area is therefore:
• Width
68.5 m (75 yds)
• Length
104.5 m (115 yds)
For First Division and ‘A’ Championship licence applicants, the minimum size of
the playing area is therefore:
•
•

Width
Length

64.5 m (70 yds)
99.5 m (110 yds)
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C

PLAYERS TUNNEL
The stadium must be equipped with a fireproof Players’ Tunnel.
It is recognised that in some Stadia, for technical reasons of a construction
related nature, it may not be possible to provide a players tunnel. In these
circumstances an exception may be granted by allowing a sterile area which is
totally inaccessible to the public and the media.
The Players’ Tunnel must provide for direct and protected access to and from
the Playing area for players, referees and other officials.
The Players’ Tunnel must be inaccessible to the public and the media. Players,
referees and other officials must be provided with adequate protection from
verbal or physical threat when entering the Playing Area (and at all other times
while at the stadium).

INF
2.05

C

INF
2.06

B

INF
2.07

C

C

C

ENCROACHMENT OF SPECTATORS ON THE PLAYING AREA
The licence applicant must prevent Encroachment of Spectators on to the
Playing Area before, during and after each match, except in an emergency.
There should not be any security fencing surrounding the perimeter of the
Playing Area.

B

C

ADVERTISING BOARDS
The Advertising Boards situated on or adjacent to the Playing Area must be
safe. They must not be positioned so as to create a hazard to players or
referees. They must not obstruct any passageways, entrances or exits. They
must not be made of any sharp or otherwise dangerous material, or have a
reflective surface that could distract players, referees or spectators.

C

C

GRASS VERGE
There should be a grass or artificial turf verge outside the perimeter of the Field
of Play.
This grass or artificial turf verge must extend a minimum distance of 2.25 m (2.5
yds) from both the touch lines and the goal lines.
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TRAINING FACILITIES CRITERIA

A

TRAINING FACILITIES – AVAILABILITY
The licence applicant must have training facilities available throughout the year
for its first team squad, and all teams in the licence applicants youth
development programme. The licence applicant either
a) owns the training facilities, or
b) can provide a written contract with the owner(s) of the training facilities.
This contract must guarantee the use of the training facilities for the
coming season.

B

B

TRAINING FACILITIES – APPROVED INFRASTRUCTURE
The licence applicant must have available training facilities which comply with
the requirements set by the licensor taking into account the approved youth
development programme (See SPO 1.01).
The training facilities must include;
a) 1 full-size grass pitch;
b) 1 grass or artificial turf training area with floodlights;
c) 1 dressing room with showers;
d) 1 medical room (If First Division and ‘A’ Championship licence applicants do
not have a medical room they must have first aid equipment available on
site.)
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8.

PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATIVE CRITERIA
8.1. CRITERIA

Description
A C’ship

PAD
1.00
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First

No.

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF CRITERIA

Premier

8.1.1.

A

A

A

CLUB LICENSING OFFICER
The licence applicant must appoint a club licensing officer.
This person may be a full-time or part-time employee or a volunteer.
The club licensing officer should be responsible for the licence applicants
fulfilment of Club Licensing criteria.
The club licensing officer must confirm that he/she has sufficient time to
execute their tasks.
The rights and duties of the Club Licensing Officer must be detailed in a job
description.
The Club Licensing Officer must act as the point of contact between the
licence applicant and Licensor. This person must be readily contactable via
email, telephone and/or fax during normal business hours.
Working Group
The Club Licensing Officer should set up a Club Licensing Working Group to
manage and implement the Club Licensing system within the licence
applicant. This person should delegate tasks and responsibilities among the
members of the Working Group and monitor the performance of the licence
applicant in fulfilling the licensing requirements.

PAD
1.01

A

PAD
1.02

A

A

B

ORGANISATION OF CLUB
The licence applicant must define and regulate the rights and duties of all its
organs and executive positions (Board of Management, Chairman, etc) by
way of an organisational chart.

B

C

GENERAL MANAGER
The licence applicant must have appointed a General Manager being
responsible for running its daily business (operative matters).
The rights and duties of the general manager must be detailed in a job
description. The licence applicant may incorporate the duties of the general
manager into the role of secretary, chief executive, managing director or any
other similar title.
The general manager should be full time and based at an office within the
stadium or at an alternative location which can accommodate the
administrative staff.
The general manager must confirm that he/she has sufficient time to execute
their tasks.
The appointment must have been done by the appropriate body (e.g.
Executive Board) of the licence applicant.
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Description

First

PAD
1.03

Grade
Premier

No.

A

B

B

CLUB ADMINISTRATOR
The licence applicant must have sufficient office space available to run its
administration; this should ideally be based within the stadium. It must
ensure that the office is open to communicate with the FAI and the public.
The licence applicant must have appointed a club administrator. The duty of
the club administrator is to support the general manager, the other organs of
the licence applicant, the players and all other staff in administrative matters.
The club administrator must be available during normal office hours.
The rights and duties of the club administrator must be detailed in a job
description.
The club administrator must be equipped with;
a) telephone
b) fax machine
c) personal computer with email

PAD
1.04

A

B

C

FINANCE OFFICER
The licence applicant must have appointed a Finance Officer being
responsible for its financial matters who can be either a person working in it’s
administration or an external partner mandated by the licence applicant
through a written contract.
The rights and duties of the finance officer must be detailed in a job
description.
The finance officer must confirm that he/she has sufficient time to execute
their tasks.
The Finance Officer must hold as a minimum one of the following
qualifications:
a) a diploma of certified public accountant; or
b) a diploma of qualified auditor; or
c) a “recognition of competence” issued by the licensor based on its
financial background and a practical experience in financial matters of at
least 3 years’.
The appointment must have been done by the appropriate body of the
licence applicant.
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First

PAD
1.05

Grade
Premier

No.

A

B

C

MEDIA OFFICER
The licence applicant must have appointed a Media Officer being responsible
for media matters.
The rights and duties of the media officer must be detailed in a job
description.
The media officer should hold one of the following;
a) a qualification in public relations, journalism or communications from a
recognised awards body, such as the Public Relations Institute of
Ireland, the National Council for Educational Awards; Or
b) an appropriate third level qualification; Or
c) a “recognition of competence” approved by the FAI. This may be issued
depending on the relevant media working experience of the individual. In
this case the licence applicant must submit a detailed CV for
consideration by the FAI Communications Department.
The Media Officer must also participate in a media officer workshop
organised by the FAI, at the earliest opportunity.
The appointment must have been done by the appropriate body of the
licence applicant.

PAD
1.06

B

B

C

COMMERCIAL OFFICER
The licence applicant must appoint a Commercial Officer.
This person may be a full-time or part-time employee or a volunteer. The
Commercial Officers duties may be incorporated as part of another post.
The Commercial Officer should deal with all marketing and sales issues such
as negotiating contracts, selling advertising, raising ticket sales, leasing out
club facilities, merchandising and developing future initiatives.
The rights and duties of the Commercial Officer must be detailed in a job
description.
Sponsorship/Commercial Agreements
The Commercial Officer must be responsible for ensuring that the licence
applicant complies with their obligations under all sponsorship or commercial
agreements.
The licence applicant is obliged to comply with sponsorship and commercial
commitments and failure to do so may result in a sanction.

PAD
1.07

C

C

C

I.T. OFFICER
The licence applicant should appoint an I.T. Officer to be responsible for the
management and development of the licence applicant's I.T. activities.
This person should be a member of the licence applicant's administrative
staff who has advanced I.T. knowledge and experience.
The rights and duties of the I.T officer should be detailed in a job description.
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Description

First

PAD
1.08

Grade
Premier

No.

A

C

C

CLUB PROMOTIONS OFFICER
The licence applicant must have appointed a club promotions officer
responsible for marketing, branding and advertising. The club promotions
officer should;
• take an active role in the network of club promotions officers in
implementing national programmes at local level;
• be released by the licence applicant to attend workshops, training,
programmes and information exchanges as requested by the FAI, if the
position is being subsidised by the FAI;
• be encouraged to attend workshops, training, programmes and
information exchanges as requested by the FAI, if the position is not
subsidised by the FAI.

PAD
1.09

B

PAD
1.10

A

B

C

GROUNDS MAN
The licence applicant must have appointed a grounds man being responsible
for maintenance of the field of play and the playing area.
The grounds man must have undergone a training programme approved by
the FAI.

A

A

INFRASTRUCTURE COORDINATOR
The licence applicant must have appointed an infrastructure coordinator
being the point of contact between the licence applicant and the Club
Licensing Department for all infrastructure related issues.
The infrastructure coordinator must be involved in and have knowledge of all
infrastructure issues within the club, including all aspects of the Club
Infrastructure Development Plan (INF 1.00).
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2.01

Description

A

A

A C’ship

Grade

Premier

No.

FOOTBALL STAFF CRITERIA

First

8.1.2.

A

FIRST TEAM MANAGER
The licence applicant must have appointed a team manager being
responsible for football matters of the first team squad.
The first team manager must fulfil at least one of the following qualifications:
Alternative 1: hold a valid ‘UEFA Pro-licence’ or any valid foreign coaching
diploma, which is equivalent to this one and acknowledged by
UEFA as such.
Alternative 2: hold at least a valid ‘UEFA A-licence’ or any valid foreign
coaching diploma, which is equivalent to this one and
acknowledged by UEFA as such.
Alternative 3: hold a ‘recognition of competence’ issued by the FAI Technical
Department if this person already has a minimum of five years
practical experience as first team manager of any top or 2nd
division club of a UEFA member association. Where
professional football is played below the top two divisions also
the further division may be taken into account. Take note that
as from UEFA season 2009/10, no new ‘recognition of
competence’ will be issued.
Alternative 4 applies to First Division and ‘A’ Championship licence applicants
only;
Alternative 4: already have started the ‘UEFA A-licence’ course. The simple
inscription to such an education course is not deemed to be in
compliance with the criterion.
Alternatives 5 and 6 apply to ‘A’ Championship licence applicants only;
Alternative 5: hold at least a valid ‘UEFA B-licence’ or any valid foreign
coaching diploma, which is equivalent to this one and
acknowledged by UEFA as such.
Alternative 6: already have started the ‘UEFA B-licence’ course. The simple
inscription to such an education course is not deemed to be in
compliance with the criterion.
The rights and duties of the first team manager must be detailed in a job
description.
The appointment of the first team manager must have been done by the
appropriate body of the licence applicant.
The team manager must be duly registered with the FAI.
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2.02

Description

B

B

A C’ship

First

Grade

Premier

No.

B

ASSISTANT MANAGER OF FIRST TEAM SQUAD
The licence applicant must have appointed an assistant manager assisting
the manager in all football matters of the first team squad.
The assistant coach must:
Alternative 1: hold at least a valid “UEFA A-licence” or any valid foreign
coaching diploma, which is equivalent to this one and
acknowledged by UEFA as such.
Alternative 2: already have started the “UEFA A-licence course”. The simple
inscription to such an education course is not deemed to be in
compliance with the criterion.
Alternative 3: hold a ‘recognition of competence’ issued by the FAI Technical
Department if this person already has a minimum of five years
practical experience as manager/assistant manager of any top
nd
or 2 division club of a UEFA member association. Where
professional football is played below the top two divisions also
the further division may be taken into account. Take note that
as from UEFA season 2010/11, any new issuance of a
'recognition of competence' is no longer allowed to comply
with this criterion.
Alternatives 4 and 5 apply to A Championship Licence Applicants only;
Alternative 4: hold at least a valid “UEFA B-licence” or any valid foreign
coaching diploma, which is equivalent to this one and
acknowledged by UEFA as such.
Alternative 5: already have started the “UEFA B-licence course”. The simple
inscription to such an education course is not deemed to be in
compliance with the criterion.
The rights and duties of the assistant manager must be detailed in a job
description.
The appointment must have been done by the appropriate body of the
licence applicant.
The assistant manager may take over the function of either the Head of the
youth development programme (See PAD 2.04) or a youth coach (See PAD
2.05) within the same licence applicant.
The assistant manager must be duly registered with the FAI.

PAD
2.03

B

B

C

GOALKEEPER COACH
The licence applicant must have appointed a goalkeeper coach for the first
team squad. The goalkeeper coach is responsible for the specific training and
welfare of the goalkeepers. The goalkeeper coach should also be responsible
for the development of all goalkeepers within the youth development
programme.
The goalkeeper coach must fulfil at least one of the following qualifications:
Alternative 1: hold a valid “FAI Goalkeeping A Licence” or any valid foreign
coaching diploma, which is equivalent to this one and
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acknowledged by UEFA as such.
Alternative 2: hold a valid “FAI Goalkeeping B Licence” or any valid foreign
coaching diploma, which is equivalent to this one and
acknowledged by UEFA as such.
Alternative 3 applies to First Division and A Championship licence applicants
only;
Alternative 3: hold a valid “FAI Goalkeeping Introductory Certificate” and
have started the FAI coach education courses necessary to
achieve the “FAI Goalkeeping A Licence”.
The rights and duties of the goalkeeper coach must be detailed in a job
description.
The appointment must have been done by the appropriate body of the
licence applicant.
The goalkeeper coach must be duly registered with the FAI.
PAD
2.04

B

B

C

HEAD OF YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
The licence applicant must have appointed a head of the youth development
programme being responsible for running the daily business and the
technical aspects of the youth sector.
The head of the youth development programme must:
Alternative 1: hold at least a valid ‘UEFA A’ licence or any valid foreign
coaching diploma, which is equivalent to this one and
acknowledged by UEFA as such.
Alternative 2: already have started the ‘UEFA A’ licence course. The simple
inscription to such an education course is not deemed to be in
compliance with the criterion.
The head of the youth development must be duly registered with the FAI.
The rights and duties of the head of youth development must be detailed in a
job description.
The appointment of the head of the youth development must have been done
by the appropriate body of the licence applicant.
The head of youth development programme may at the same time take the
function of either a youth coach (See PAD 2.05) or the assistant manager of
the first team squad (See PAD 2.02) within the same licence applicant but not
the first team manager (See PAD 2.01).

PAD
2.05

B

B

C

YOUTH COACHES
The licence applicant must have appointed for each mandatory youth team at
least one coach being responsible for this youth team in all football matters
(See SPO 1.02).
The below qualifications should be held by at least one coach on each of the
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following age groups:
a) Teams with players aged 16 years and over
b) Teams with players aged 13 – 15 years
c) Teams with players aged 12 years and younger

UEFA B
Youth Cert
Kick Start 2

A youth coach may take over the function of either the assistant manager of
the first team squad (See PAD 2.02) or the head of the youth development
programme (See PAD 2.04) within the same club.
The appointment must have been done by the appropriate body of the
licence applicant.
The youth coaches must be duly registered with the FAI.
PAD
2.06

A

A

B

MEDICAL DOCTOR
The licence applicant must have appointed at least one medical doctor being
responsible for the medical support and advice for the first team squad as
well as for doping prevention policy. The doctor must be present during
matches and ensure medical support during training. The doctor should be in
attendance from one hour prior to the start of the For away matches the
licence applicant may arrange with the home team to share the home team
doctor. It is the responsibility of the away team to arrange this. Written
confirmation of this agreement must be forwarded to the FAI Club Licensing
Department at least 24 hours before the match.
The doctor must have appropriate medico-legal insurance.
The doctor must be registered with the Medical Council of Ireland. It is
desirable for the doctor to be listed on the Specialist Register for Sport and
Exercise Medicine and to be a member / fellow of the Faculty of Sports and
Exercise Medicine. The doctor must have appropriate medico-legal
insurance.
The doctor must;
a) be familiar with the current anti-doping rules and regulations and inform
the licence applicant’s players of their responsibility in this area.
b) ensure he has a fully stocked medical bag.
c) ensure the medical room and the facilities for ambulance personnel are in
keeping with FAI medical recommendations.
The appointment must have been done by the appropriate body of the
licence applicant. The rights and duties of the doctor must be detailed in a job
description.
The doctor must be duly registered with the FAI.
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A

A

A C’ship

First

Grade

Premier

No.

B

PHYSIOTHERAPIST
The licence applicant must appoint a club physiotherapist.
The physiotherapist must;
1. Be a chartered physiotherapist and, desirably, be a member of the
Chartered Physiotherapists in Sports Group of the Irish Society of Chartered
Physiotherapists.
or
2. Hold a relevant third level qualification, approved as appropriate by the FAI
Medical Committee, and have relevant sports medicine working experience.
In this case the licence applicant must submit a CV for consideration by the
FAI Medical Committee.
In exceptional circumstances, the FAI Medical Committee may also approve
the qualifications and sports medicine experience of an individual who has
extensive relevant working experience in football at a professional level but
who does not possess an appropriate third level qualification. In this case the
licence applicant must submit a detailed CV for consideration by the FAI
Medical Committee.
The licence applicant must furnish copies of this person’s qualifications and
appropriate professional indemnity insurance.
The licence applicant must ensure that the physiotherapist is present at every
match and ensure medical support is provided during training.
The rights and duties of the physiotherapist must be detailed in a job
description.
The physiotherapist must be either employed by the licence applicant or
mandated by the licence applicant through a written contract for the defined
tasks.
The physiotherapist must be duly registered with the FAI.

PAD
2.08

B

B

B

CLUB CHILDREN’S OFFICER
The licence applicant must appoint a Club Children’s Officer to act with
regard to children’s issues as part of the Youth Development. If the licence
applicant has an affiliation agreement with another club for its Youth
Development Programme it must ensure that the affiliated club appoints this
person. The Club Children’s Officer must partake in training, which will be
made available to them through the FAI in conjunction with the Local Sports
Partnerships and The Irish Sports Council.
The role of the Children’s Officer is to:
•
•
•

promote the Code of Ethics & Good Practice;
influence policy and practice and to prioritise children’s needs;
ensure that children know how and whom they can report their
concerns to within the club. Information disclosed by a child should
be dealt with in accordance with the Department of Health and
Children’s Guidelines “Children First”;
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encourage the participation of parents/guardians in club activities;
co-operate with parents to ensure that each child enjoys his/her
participation in soccer;
• act as a resource with regard to best practice in children’s soccer;
• report regularly to the licence applicants Management Committee;
• monitor changes in membership and follow up any unusual dropout,
absenteeism or club transfers by children or coach/volunteers;
• be in regular contact with and report to the Club Designated Person
for Protection of Children.
PROTECTION OF CHILDREN- CLUB DESIGNATED PERSON
•
•

PAD
2.09

B

B

B

The licence applicant must appoint a designated person who shall be
responsible for dealing with any concerns about the protection of children.
Ideally this person should be the Chairperson. If the licence applicant has an
affiliation agreement with another club for its Youth Development Programme
it must ensure that the affiliated club appoints this person.
It is recommended that the role of club designated person is fulfilled by the
licence applicants Chairman.
The designated person is responsible for reporting allegations or suspicions
of child abuse to Health Services Executive or Social Services (NI) and/or An
Garda Siochána / PSNI. Support and advice is available from the Football
Association of Ireland’s National Children’s Officer/Designated Person.
The Designated Person should:
• have knowledge of the Code of Ethics and statutory guidelines;
• have a knowledge of categories and indicators of abuse;
• undertake training in relation to child protection;
• be familiar with and able to carry out reporting procedures;
• communicate with parents and/or agencies as appropriate;
• assist with the ongoing development and implementation of the
licence applicants child protection training needs;
• liaise with the league/national children’s officer in relation to child
protection training needs;
• be aware of local contacts and services in relation to child protection,
i.e. principal and duty social workers and their contacts;
• inform local duty social worker in the Health Services Executive Local
Area Board / local Social Services and/or An Garda Síochána/PSNI
of relevant concerns about individual children, using the Standard
Reporting Form. A copy of this form should be kept and ensure
acknowledgement of receipt of this form from the authority;
• report persistent poor practice to the League/National Designated
Person;
• advise licence applicant administrators on issues of confidentiality,
record keeping and data protection;
• be in regular contact with the Club Children’s Officer.
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A

A
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EVENT STAFF CRITERIA

First

8.1.3.

A

GROUND SAFETY MANAGEMENT
The licence applicant must define and regulate the staff structure and chain
of command for all positions (Event Controller, Match Stewards, etc) within
the Ground Safety Management Plan of the licence applicant.
The licence applicant must indicate the name of the person with final
responsibility for safety at the stadium.
See Sections 2.5 – 2.8 of The Code.

A

A

EVENT CONTROLLER
The licence applicant must have appointed an Event Controller being
responsible for safety and security matters.
All persons acting as Event Controller must comply with all relevant codes of
practice and applicable guidelines.
The Event Controller must hold as a minimum one of the following
qualifications:
a) a certificate as policeman or security person according to national law,
or;
b) a safety and security diploma based on a specific course issued by the
national association or by a state recognised organisation, or;
c) a “recognition of competence” approved by the national association,
which is based on the participation in specific safety and security training
of the national association and at least one year experience in such
matters.
The rights and duties of the Event Controller must be detailed in a job
description.
The appointment must have been done by the appropriate body of the
licence applicant.

A

A

SAFETY / SECURITY OFFICER
The licence applicant must appoint a Safety / Security Officer.
The rights and duties of the Safety / Security Officer must be detailed in a job
description. The Safety / Security Officer is responsible for planning the
licence applicant's Safety Policy and Ground Emergency Plan (see INF 1.02),
for authorising and supervising safety measures and for maintaining the
licence applicant's Safety Register. On the occasion of each event, the
Safety / Security Officer is subject to the authority of the Event Controller.
All persons acting as Safety / Security Officer must comply with all relevant
codes of practice and applicable guidelines.
The Safety / Security Officer must be either:
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Alternative 1: Employed by the licence applicant; or
Alternative 2: Mandated by the licence applicant through a written contract
for the defined tasks.
The Safety / Security Officer must have sufficient knowledge and experience
in matters related to safety and security at public events and it is
recommended they attend Educational Courses organised by the FAI.
In grounds with a Safe Holding Capacity (see INF 1.03) of less than 3,000
persons, or for events where the expected attendance is less than 3,000, the
duties of the Event Controller and the Safety / Security Officer may be carried
out by the same person.
PAD
3.04

B

B

B

FIRE SAFETY STEWARDS
The licence applicant must appoint an adequate number of trained Fire
Safety Stewards for each event.
The Fire Safety Stewards are responsible for implementing the licence
applicant’s Fire Safety measures for the event, including fire prevention and
use of first aid and fire-fighting equipment. Fire Safety Stewards require
specialist fire safety training.
On the occasion of each event, Fire Safety Stewards are subject to the
authority of the Event Controller.
See Sections 2.10 – 2.12, 2.27 – 2.28, 7.4 and 18.9, Chapter 15 and Appendices A and D of The
Code.

PAD
3.05

A

B

B

MATCH STEWARDS
The licence applicant must have established a safety and security
organisation for home matches through the engagements of stewards. The
licence applicant may employ the stewards or conclude a written agreement
with the stadium owner or a security company providing the stewards. The
licence applicant must ensure an adequate number of trained Match
Stewards (Deck Stewards, Vomitory Stewards, Stilesmen, Gatemen, etc) for
each event.
The number of stewards for each event must be agreed in advance with
Gardai and other relevant local authorities.
The licence applicant's Event Controller and/or Safety / Security Officer must
ensure that each steward is provided with adequate and appropriate training
i.e. FAI Stewards training courses, including the provision of a handbook
covering all aspects of the steward's duties, as well as information on the
stadium (stadium plans, ground emergency plan, telephone list, etc).
The licence applicant should ensure that a number of Match Stewards are
able to deal effectively with the needs of spectators with impaired mobility,
impaired hearing and impaired vision.
See Chapter 18 of The Code.
All stewards, whether employed directly or contracted by the licence
applicant, must comply with the provisions of the Private Security Services
Act 2004, or with the terms of exemption granted by the Private Security
Authority.
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C

GROUND MEDICAL OFFICER
The licence applicant must ensure that a Ground Medical Officer is in
attendance for each event where the number of spectators is expected to
exceed 5,000.
The Ground Medical Officer must be a qualified doctor registered with the
Medical Council of Ireland and must operate in close consultation with the
Health Authorities. The Ground Medical Person can be the same person as
the Medical Doctor.
The rights and duties of the Ground Medical Officer must be detailed in a job
description.
The Ground Medical Officer must have appropriate medico-legal insurance.
The licence applicant must furnish copies of this person’s qualifications and
insurance.
See Section 18.9 and Chapter 23 of The Code.

PAD
3.07

A

A

B

FIRST AID PERSONS
The licence applicant must ensure that suitably qualified and trained First Aid
Persons are in attendance for each event. The First Aid Persons must wear a
bright coloured jacket with their title on the back making themselves easily
identifiable.
Premier Division clubs must use the services of a certified first aid agency.
A minimum of one person trained in First Aid per 2,500 expected spectators
must be in attendance at each event.
See Section 18.9 and Chapter 23 of The Code.

PAD
3.08

A

A

A

AMBULANCE
The licence applicant must make arrangements in agreement with the Health
Board (E.g. HSE) for the provision of at least one fully equipped Ambulance
and crew to be in attendance where the number of spectators is expected to
exceed 5,000.
Where voluntary organisation services such as the Order of Malta, St. John’s
Ambulance etc. are utilised these organisations should liaise with the Health
Authorities in order to ensure that their activities are fully integrated with the
Health Authorities plans.
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B

B
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NOTIFICATION AND REPLACEMENT CRITERIA

First

8.1.4.

C

DUTY TO NOTIFY SIGNIFICANT CHANGES
Any event occurring after the submission of the licensing documentation to
the licensor representing a significant change compared to the information
previously submitted and related to criteria PAD 1.00 to PAD 3.07, must be
notified to the FAI within seven business days from the date it has occurred.

PAD
4.02

B

B

C

The compliance with this criterion shall be assessed during the season.
DUTY OF REPLACEMENT DURING THE LICENSING SEASON
If a position defined in criteria PAD 1.00 to PAD 3.07 becomes vacant during
the licensing season the licence applicant must ensure that such position is
taken over by a person who holds the necessary qualification within four
weeks.
The replacement must be notified to the FAI Club Licensing Department
within seven business days from the date it has occurred.
The compliance with this criterion shall be assessed during the season.
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LEGAL CRITERIA
9.1. CRITERIA

LEG
1.01

Description

A

A

A C’ship
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Premier

No.

A

CLUB LICENSING CONTRACT
The Licence Applicant must sign, date and return an FAI Club Licensing
Contract attached as Appendix XXIII for the forthcoming season.
The Club Licensing Contract contains several declarations and confirmations,
which are outlined in the Manual.
The FAI Club Licensing Contract must be validly executed by an authorised
signatory not more than 3 months prior to the FAI Submission Date

LEG
1.02

A

A

A

MEMBERSHIP OF THE FAI
The Licence Applicant must be a recognised member or be a Legal entity
under control of a recognised member of the Football Association of Ireland
or the League of Ireland.
The Licence Applicant must fulfil the conditions of membership defined in the
rules of the Football Association of Ireland and the League of Ireland.

LEG
1.03

A

A

A

PARTICIPATION IN COMPETITIONS
The Licence Applicant must confirm that it will play in competitions that are
recognised and endorsed by the Football Association of Ireland.
(This Declaration is included as part of the Contract)

LEG
1.04

A

A

B

STATUTES
The Licence Applicant must provide the Licensor with a copy of its legally
valid statutes.
The following documents must be submitted:
Alternative 1: If the Licence Applicant is an incorporated company:
•
a copy of the current Memorandum and Articles of the Company;
•
an original or Companies' Office duplicate of the Certificate of
Incorporation.
or
Alternative 2: If the Licence Applicant is a cooperative society:
•
a copy of the Model Rules of the Society;
•
an original or ICOS (Irish Cooperative Organisation Society) duplicate
of the Certificate of Incorporation.
or
Alternative 3: If the Licence Applicant is an unincorporated entity:
•
a copy of the current rules or constitution of the entity;
•
a copy of Deeds of Trust if relevant.
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LEG
1.05

A

A

B

CONFIRMATION OF LEGAL STATUS
The Licence Applicant must provide the Licensor with confirmation of its legal
status.
The Licence Applicant must submit the following documents:
Alternative 1: If the Licence Applicant is an incorporated company:
• an original or Companies' Office duplicate of the Annual Return Document
submitted to the Companies' Office for the most recently completed
financial period.
or
Alternative 2: If the Licence Applicant is an cooperative society:
• an original or Registrar of Friendly Societies duplicate of the Annual Return
Document submitted to the Registrar for the most recently completed
financial period.
or
Alternative 3: If the Licence Applicant is an unincorporated entity:
• a document confirming the name, legal form and headquarters of the
Licence Applicant that is signed and dated by an authorised signatory not
more than 2 months prior to the FAI Submission Date.
All Licence Applicants must also provide information about the executive
management of the Licence Applicant:
• the name and address of the Licence Applicant's Chairperson;
• the names, addresses and positions of each Member of the Licence
Applicant's Executive Body;
• a list of authorised signatories (last name, first name, home address) for
the Licence Applicant and the type of signature required (individual,
collective, etc).
An authorised signatory is the person/s entitled to sign legal documentation
on behalf of the licence applicants legal entity, not necessarily the persons
entitled to sign cheques etc.

LEG
1.06

A

A

A

CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT
The Licence Applicant must sign, date and return a Confidentiality Agreement
as per Appendix XXII for the forthcoming season.
The Confidentiality Agreement must be validly executed by an authorised
signatory not more than 3 months prior to the FAI Submission Date

LEG
1.07

A

LEG
1.08

A

B

C

REGISTRATION OF TRADING NAME OF THE FOOTBALL CLUB
The Licence Applicant must register the trading name of the football club with
the Companies' Office and submit a companies office official certified copy of
the registration. If more than one trading name is registered each trade name
must be submitted to the Club Licensing Department as outlined above.

A

A

LEGAL DECLARATION
The Licence Applicant must provide a Declaration from the Authorised
Signatories or its legal representative confirming:
1)

If the Licence Applicant or its trading entity has any Judgments including
Judgment Mortgages registered against it or its property.
2) If the Licence Applicant has any litigation pending or Court Orders that it
is aware of against the legal entity or Trading entity
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3) If the Licence Applicant has had any notices served against the Legal
Entity or trading entity e.g. Fire Orders, Planning Notices, Health
Notices etc
4) That no resolution has been passed to wind up the company/co-op, no
petition has been presented and no steps have been taken to place the
company/co-op in Receivership or Examinership. In the case of
unincorporated entities that no resolution or motion or otherwise has
been passed to cease activities
5) If the Licence Applicant has any relationships with other associated,
affiliated, wholly owned or subsidiary bodies of any kind or any legal or
financial relationships with any third parties, which may impact on the
financial statements, provided.
LEG
1.09

A

A

B

INSURANCE
The Licence Applicant must furnish evidence of appropriate up to date public
and employers liability insurance.

E
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10.

FINANCIAL CRITERIA

10.1.

CRITERIA: HISTORIC FINANCIAL INFORMATION

The financial criteria – to be met for participating in the 2010/11 UEFA club competitions season onwards
– are set out in this chapter. This means that the financial information in respect of the financial year
ending in 2009 will form part of the information to be assessed by licensors for licence applicants to obtain
a licence for the 2010/11 season.

First

A C’ship

FIN
1.01

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

A

A

B

Annual financial statements (All group companies including associates
and joint ventures) – audited and signed
Regardless of the legal structure of the licence applicant, annual financial
statements based on the local legislation for incorporated companies shall be
prepared and audited by independent auditors.
The annual financial statements shall meet the minimum disclosure
requirements and accounting principles defined by this manual.
The full annual financial statements must be prepared pursuant to the
Companies’ Acts, 1963 to 2006 and in accordance with accounting standards
generally accepted in Ireland.
For the purpose of club licensing requirements, the audited annual financial
statements must consist of:
a)
A balance sheet as at 30 November;
b)
A profit and loss account to 30 November;
c)
A cash flow statement to 30 November;
d)
Notes, comprising a summary of significant accounting
policies and other explanatory notes (including off balance
sheet transactions, post balance sheet review and
employee costs);
e)
A financial review by management (annual report).
f)
Original copy of auditor’s Report; and
g)
Management Letter (ISA 260 Communication of audit
matters with those charged with governance)
h)
Reconciliation of ‘Revenue/Turnover’ to ‘Relevant Income’
per the Salary Cost Protocol declaration and ‘Total
Employee Cost (Player heading)’ note to ‘Player Salary
Costs and Expenses’ per the Salary Cost Protocol
declaration. Signed and dated by the auditors as correct
The accounts must be submitted no later than 31 January of the following
year.

Note: For new applicants seeking a licence for the first time whose financial
year end is not 30 November, copies of the most recent audited financial
statements must be provided. If audited statements are not available, the
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Description

A C’ship

First

Grade

Premier

No.

applicant must provide copies of the most recent financial statements
presented at the last AGM of the club.
FIN
1.02

A

FIN
1.03

A

A

B

Letter of support
If the licence applicant’s historic financial information exhibits certain warning
signs the licensee is required to submit a Financial Letter of Support and
must detail the premise on which it considers itself capable of continuing as a
going concern for the period for which it is seeking a licence. The warning
signs are measured by a set of financial indicators that, if breached, may
indicate to the licensor some concern about the financial performance and
future prospects of that licence applicant.

A

B

No payables overdue towards football clubs arising from transfer
activities, mandatory compensation or solidarity payments
The licence applicant must prove that it has no payables overdue towards
football clubs arising from transfer activities, mandatory compensation or
solidarity payments as at 30 November of the year preceding the season to
be licensed, unless by the following 21 December they have been fully
settled, deferred by mutual agreement with the creditor or are subject to a not
obviously unfounded dispute submitted to a competent authority.

FIN
1.04

A

A

B

No payables overdue towards employees and revenue/social/tax
authorities
The licence applicant must prove that, in respect of contractual and legal
obligations with its employees, it has no payables overdue towards
employees or revenue/social/tax authorities as at 30 November of the year
preceding the season to be licensed, unless by the following 21 December
they have been fully settled, deferred by mutual agreement with the creditor
or are subject to a not obviously unfounded dispute submitted to a competent
authority.

FIN
1.05

A

A

B

Written representations prior to the licensing decision
Within five business days prior to the start of the period in which the licensing
decision is to be made by the Club Licensing Committee, the licence
applicant must make written representations to the licensor.
The written representations shall state whether or not any significant and/or
material events or conditions have occurred, that may have an impact on the
licence applicant’s financial position since the balance sheet date of the
preceding audited annual financial statements.

FIN
1.06

B

B

B

Management Accounts
The licence applicant must supply management accounts in the format
attached in Appendix XII. Management accounts must be received no later
than the 21st day of the following month. The accounts must be accompanied
by a detailed explanation for all variances greater than 10% from budget.
The management accounts do not need to be audited. The management
account submission should consist of a profit & loss account and a balance
sheet. The management accounts will also be reviewed as part of the review
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Description

A C’ship

First

Grade

Premier

No.

of the Salary Cost Protocol.
FIN
1.07

A

A

B

Future financial information
Future financial information shall be prepared and submitted by the licence
applicant, consisting of:
a) A budgeted profit and loss account;
b) A budgeted cash flow; and
c) Explanatory notes including assumptions and risks.
The future financial information shall be based on assumptions that are not
unreasonable and meet the minimum disclosure requirements defined by this
manual.

FIN.
1.08

B

FIN
1.09

B

FIN
1.10

A

FIN
1.11

A

B

B

Duty to update future financial information
The licensee must prepare and submit an updated version of the future
financial information (prepared according to FIN 1.07). As a minimum the
budgets must be updated on 3 occasions during the 18 month period for
which they cover.
The updated future financial information shall meet the minimum disclosure
requirements defined by this manual.

B

B

Duty to notify subsequent events
Following the licensing decision by the decision-making body, the licensee
must promptly notify the licensor in writing about any subsequent events that
may cast significant doubt upon the licensee’s ability to continue as a going
concern until at least the end of the season for which the licence has been
granted.

A

B

Salary Cost Protocol
The licensee must not incur related expenditure on player, management, and
coaching salary costs greater than 65% of its relevant income for the
corresponding financial year. The club must also at no point during the
season have projected year end related expenditure on player, management,
and coaching salary costs greater than 65% of its projected year end relevant
income.

A

C

TAX CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE
The Licence Applicant must provide the Licensor with a copy of its Tax
Clearance Certificate valid on the Extended deadline for League of Ireland
clubs to submit financial documentation (See Section 5.4).
Where a club has more than one company, an up to date and valid Tax
Clearance Certificate for all group companies must be submitted.
An up to date and valid Tax Clearance Certificate must be maintained for all
group companies throughout the period of the licence.
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10.2.

ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

10.2.1.

THE CRITERION

First

A C’ship

FIN
1.01

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

A

A

B

Annual financial statements (All group companies including associates
and joint ventures) – audited and signed
Regardless of the legal structure of the licence applicant, annual financial
statements based on the local legislation for incorporated companies shall be
prepared and audited by independent auditors.
The annual financial statements shall meet the minimum disclosure
requirements and accounting principles defined by this manual.
The full annual financial statements must be prepared pursuant to the
Companies’ Acts, 1963 to 2006 and in accordance with accounting standards
generally accepted in Ireland.
For the purpose of club licensing requirements, the audited annual financial
statements must consist of:
a) A balance sheet as at 30 November;
b) A profit and loss account to 30 November;
c) A cash flow statement to 30 November;
d) Notes, comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and
other explanatory notes (including off balance sheet transactions,
post balance sheet review and employee costs);
e) A financial review by management (annual report).
f) Original copy of auditor’s Report; and
g) Management Letter (ISA 260 Communication of audit matters with
those charged with governance)
h) Reconciliation of ‘Revenue/Turnover’ to ‘Relevant Income’ per the
Salary Cost Protocol declaration and ‘Total Employee Cost (Player
heading)’ note to ‘Player Salary Costs and Expenses’ per the Salary
Cost Protocol declaration. Signed and dated by the auditors as
correct.

The accounts must be submitted no later than 31 January of the following
year.
Note: For new applicants seeking a licence for the first time whose financial
year end is not 30 November, copies of the most recent financial statements
must be provided.

National accounting practice, suitable as a basis for preparation of financial statements, shall contain
certain underlying principles, including:
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•

Fair presentation and compliance with national accounting practice;

•

Consistency of presentation;

•

Going concern assumption, unless circumstances dictate otherwise;

•

Accrual basis for accounting;

•

Each material class of items shall be presented separately in the financial statements; and

•

Assets and liabilities, and income and expenses, shall not be offset.

Further commentary about underlying financial reporting principles is contained within Appendix I.
Each component of the annual financial statements shall be identified clearly. In addition, the
following information shall be displayed prominently, and repeated where necessary within the
financial statements, for a proper understanding of the information presented:
a)
the name and legal form, domicile and business address of the reporting entity and
any change in that information from the preceding statutory closing date;
b)
whether the financial information covers the individual licence applicant or a group
of entities or some other combination of entities and to describe the structure and
composition of any such group or combination;
c)
the statutory closing date and the period covered by the financial information (for
both current and comparative information); and
d)
the presentation currency.
The annual financial statements must be approved by management and this must be
evidenced by way of a brief statement and signature on behalf of the executive body of the
reporting entity.
10.2.1.1.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CONTENT OF ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The financial criteria require licence applicants to present a specific minimum level of historic
financial information to the licensor. This manual sets out the minimum requirements for the
content of annual financial information.
It is the responsibility of the licence applicant to determine the reporting entity (or combination
of entities) in respect of which financial information is required to be provided. In turn, the
licensor must assess whether, in respect of each licence applicant, the selected reporting
entity is appropriate for club licensing purposes.

If the licence applicant is part of a group, it shall provide together with the consolidated
accounts the overall legal group structure (presented in a chart) duly approved by
management. This chart must include information on: any subsidiary, any controlling entity up
to the ultimate controlling parent company, any associated company and subsidiary of such
parent.
The legal group structure shall clearly identify the entity which is the member of the licensor
and also mention for each licence applicant’s subsidiary: name of the legal entity; type of the
legal entity; information on main activity and any football activity; % of ownership interest (if
different, % of voting power held); share capital; total assets; total revenues; total equity.
It is best practice that the above key information is provided for each entity of the group and
that any change to this legal group structure is promptly communicated to the licensor.
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10.2.1.2.

BALANCE SHEET

The minimum requirements for the content in respect of balance sheet items at the statutory
closing date (and comparative figures in respect of the prior statutory closing date) are stated
below. These minimum requirements are also illustrated in Appendix II.
Fixed assets
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

(1)

Tangible fixed assets
intangible assets – players(1)
intangible assets – others(1);
(2)
investments ;

Current assets
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)

cash and cash equivalents;
accounts receivable from player transfers;
(3)
accounts receivable from group entities and other related parties ;
accounts receivable - other;
inventories;

Current liabilities
x)
xi)
xii)
xiii)
xiv)
xv)
xvi)
xvii)

bank overdrafts and loans;
accounts payable relating to player transfers;
accounts payable to Football Association of Ireland;
accounts payable to group entities and other related parties(3);
accounts payable to employees;
all tax liabilities/payables to Revenue Authorities;
accounts payable - other;
short term provisions(4);

Net current assets/(liabilities) (5);
Long Term liabilities
xviii)
xix)
xx)
xxi)
xxii)

bank and other loans;
amounts payable to the Football Association of Ireland;
all tax liabilities/payables to Revenue Authorities;
(4)
long term provisions ;
other long term liabilities;

Net assets/(liabilities)
xxiii)

net assets/liabilities(5);

Equity
xxiv)

capital reserve;
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xxv)
xxvi)
xxvii)

treasury shares;
revaluation reserve;
revenue reserves.(6)

The minimum information requirements in respect of certain balance sheet items shall also
include the following:
(1)
In respect of each of tangible fixed assets and intangible assets, a reconciliation of the
carrying amount at the beginning and end of the period, showing additions, disposals,
revaluations, impairment, depreciation/amortisation and any other changes.
(2)

Investments shall include investments in subsidiaries, jointly controlled entities and
associates and as a minimum the following information must be disclosed for each
investment:
i)
The name;
ii)
Country of incorporation or residence;
iii)
Type of business/operations of the entity;
iv)
Proportion of ownership interest;
v)
If different, proportion of voting power held; and
vi)
A description of the method used to account for the investments.

(3)

Sub-classification of the total balance receivable to disclose separately amounts
receivable from group entities and amounts receivable from other related parties; and,
sub-classification of the total balance payable to disclose separately amounts payable to
group entities and amounts payable to other related parties.

(4)

For each class of provision, disclose the carrying amount at the beginning and end of the
period, the amount utilised and any amount released, or credited, in the period.

(5)

The net current assets/liabilities figure, being the aggregate of current assets and current
liabilities and net assets/liabilities figure, being the aggregate of total assets less total
liabilities, are used to determine whether or not the licence applicant is in breach of
indicator IND.02 as defined in 10.3.3

(6)

Revenue reserves to be accompanied by note to financial statements detailing opening
balance movement for the year and closing balance

10.2.1.3.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

The minimum requirements for the content in respect of profit and loss account (sometimes
referred to as an income and expenditure statement) items for the financial year (and
comparative figures in respect of the prior financial year) are stated below. These minimum
requirements are also illustrated in the model financial statements in Appendix II.
Income
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)
x)

match revenue;
other football income;
commercial;
bar profit/contribution;
FAI;
UEFA;
Investments;
Other operating income;
Other income
Other income (not included in salary cost calculation)

Total Income
This figure must be reconciled to the balance reported by the club in their monthly
management accounts for November 2009 under the year to date heading and to the final
relevant income figure presented in the final salary cost protocol declaration.
Expenditure
xi)
cost of sales/match day expenses, match day expenses players, referee expenses;
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xii)

salary costs- must be reconciled to the employee note in the financial statements;
a. player salary & expenses
b. management & coaching salary & expenses
c. administrative salary & expenses

xiii)
xiv)
xv)
xvi)
xvii)
xviii)
xix)
xx)
xxi)
xxii)
xxiii)
xxiv)
xxv)
xxvi)
xxvii)
xxviii)
xxix)
xxx)
xxxi)
xxxii)
xxxiii)
xxxiv)
xxxv)
xxxvi)
xxxvii)
xxxviii)
xxxix)
xl)
xli)
xlii)
xliii)
xliv)
xlv)

advertising;
(1)
amortisation and depreciation ;
audit & accountancy;
bad debts;
charitable donations;
commercial;
cost of running underage teams;
equipment;
FAI affiliation fees
fines;
fundraising costs;
impairment of fixed assets (2);
insurance;
interest on overdue taxation payables;
international tickets;
legal & professional;
light & heat;
medical costs;
merchandising costs;
motor expenses;
player & staff kit costs;
printing, postage & stationary;
programme costs;
rates;
rent;
repairs & maintenance;
shop costs – excluding salary & wages;
stadium & pitch rental;
telephone, fax & internet;
training costs;
transfer fees;
travel costs – not including match day coach;
general expenses;

Other
xlvi)
xlvii)

xlviii)
xlix)

profit/loss on disposal of fixed assets(3)
finance costs;
a. lease charges;
b. bank loan interest
c. member/director loan interest;
d. bank charges and interest.
Corporation tax charge;
profit/loss after taxation.

The minimum information requirements in respect of certain profit and loss account items also
include the following:
(1)
Separate disclosure required of depreciation of tangible fixed assets, amortisation of
player registration costs and amortisation of other intangible assets.
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(2)

(3)

10.2.1.4.

Separate disclosure required of impairment of player registration costs and impairment of
other tangible or intangible fixed assets.
Separate disclosure required of profit or loss from disposal of player registrations and
profit or loss from disposal of other tangible or intangible fixed assets.
CASH FLOW STATEMENT

A cash flow statement, when used in conjunction with the rest of the financial statements,
provides information that enables users to evaluate the changes in net assets/liabilities of an
entity, its financial structure (including its liquidity and solvency) and its ability to manage the
amounts and timing of cash flows in order to adapt to changing circumstances and
opportunities.
The cash flow statement shall report cash flows for the financial year (and comparatives for the
prior financial year) classified separately by operating, investing and financing activities, in a
manner which management consider most appropriate.
The components of cash and cash equivalents shall be disclosed and there shall be presented
a reconciliation of the amounts in the cash flow statement with the equivalent items reported in
the balance sheet. These minimum requirements are also illustrated in the model financial
statements in Appendix II.

10.2.1.5.

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Notes to the annual financial statements shall be presented in a systematic manner. Each item
on the face of the balance sheet, profit and loss account and cash flow statement shall be
cross-referenced to any related information in the notes. The minimum requirements for
disclosure in notes are as follows:
a)

Accounting policies
The basis of preparation of the financial statements and a summary of the significant
accounting policies used.

b)

Controlling party
When the reporting entity is controlled by another party, there must be disclosure of the
related party relationship and the name of that party and, if different, that of the ultimate
controlling party. If the controlling party or ultimate controlling party of the reporting entity
is not known, that fact shall be disclosed. This information shall be disclosed irrespective
of whether any transactions have taken place between the controlling parties and the
reporting entity.

c)

Related party transactions
If there have been transactions between related parties during the period, the reporting
entity shall disclose the nature of the related party relationship, as well as information
about the transactions during the period and outstanding balances at the period end,
necessary for an understanding of the potential effect of the relationship on the financial
statements.
At a minimum, disclosures must include:
i. the amount of the transactions;
ii. the amount of outstanding balances and:
iii. their terms and conditions, including whether they are secured, and the nature of
the consideration to be provided in settlement; and
iv. details of any guarantees given or received;
v. provisions for doubtful debts related to the amount of outstanding balances; and
vi. the expense recognised during the period in respect of bad or doubtful debts due
from related parties.

d)

Pledged assets and assets under reservation of title
Disclose the existence and amounts of restrictions on title, and property, plant and
equipment pledged as security for liabilities or guarantees.
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e)

Contingent liabilities
Unless the possibility of any outflow in settlement is remote, the reporting entity shall
disclose for each class of contingent liability at the statutory closing date a brief
description of the nature of the contingent liability and, where practicable:
i.
an estimate of its financial effect;
ii.
an indication of the uncertainties relating to the amount or timing of any outflow; and
iii.
the possibility of any reimbursement.

f)

Employee Costs
Disclose the average number of staff employed split between players, management &
coaching staff and administrative staff. The total salary costs should also be disclosed
with Wages & Salaries, Social Welfare Costs and Pension Costs shown separately.
These three headings must also be broken down between players, management &
coaching staff and administrative staff. Where a cost which must be included for Salary
Cost Protocol calculation purposes is not taxable and therefore is not included in the Total
Salary Cost figure per the annual financial statements those amounts should be declared
here as well. These would include, any fees paid by the club to agents in relation to
transfers or contract extensions including any payments made on behalf of the player or
relocation costs including any payments made on behalf of the player including but not
limited to hotel, removal, legal and travel costs.

g)

Post Balance Sheet Review
Disclosure must be made as to whether or not any significant and/or material economic
event or condition has arisen in the period between the balance sheet date and the date
on which the financial statements are approved and signed.

h)

Other disclosure
Any additional information or disclosure that is not presented on the face of the balance
sheet, profit and loss statement or cash flow statement, but is relevant to an
understanding of any of those statements and/or is required to meet the minimum financial
information requirements.

10.2.1.6. FINANCIAL REVIEW BY MANAGEMENT
The annual financial statements must include a financial review or
management (sometimes referred to as a Directors’ Report) that describes
main features of the reporting entity’s financial performance and financial
principal risks and uncertainties it faces. These minimum requirements are
the model financial statements set out in Appendix II.

commentary by
and explains the
position and the
also illustrated in

The annual financial statements must also include the names of persons who were members
of the executive or board of directors of the reporting entity at any time during the year.
10.2.1.7. ACCOUNTING REQUIREMENTS FOR PLAYER REGISTRATION COSTS
The minimum accounting requirements for player registration costs are described as
follows:
a)
Licence applicants shall capitalise costs relating to the acquisition of a player. In respect
of each individual player’s registration, the depreciable amount must be allocated on a
systematic basis over its useful life. This is achieved by the systematic allocation of the
cost of the asset as an expense over the period of the player’s contract.
b)
Only direct costs of acquiring a player’s registration can be capitalised. For accounting
purposes, the carrying value of an individual player must not be re-valued upwards, even
though management may believe market value is higher than carrying value. In addition,
whilst it is acknowledged that a licence applicant may be able to generate some value
from the use and/or transfer of local trained players, for accounting purposes, costs
relating to an applicant’s own youth sector must not be included in the balance sheet –
as only the cost of players purchased is to be capitalised.
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c)

d)

10.2.1.8.

Amortisation must begin when the player’s registration is acquired. Amortisation shall
cease at the earlier of the date that the asset is classified as held for sale or the date that
the asset is derecognised (i.e. the registration is transferred to another club).
In addition, the following principle must be applied: all capitalised player values must be
reviewed individually each year by management for impairment. If the recoverable
amount for an individual player is lower than the carrying amount on the balance sheet,
the carrying amount must be adjusted to the recoverable amount and the adjustment
charged to the profit and loss account as an impairment cost.

REQUIREMENT FOR PREPARATION OF A PLAYER IDENTIFICATION TABLE

Due to the significance and, for many clubs, significance of player acquisition costs, licence
applicants must prepare a player identification table. The player identification table is also a
tool that can be used by management (and auditors) to reconcile the balance sheet and profit
and loss account figures relating to player registrations to the underlying detail, and for annual
impairment considerations.
The licence applicants must prepare a player identification table showing capitalised
costs relating to the acquisitions of players. The player identification table must be provided to
the auditor.
An illustration of a player identification table is included in Appendix III.

The minimum information for the content of the player identification table in respect of
each relevant player’s registration held during the period is as follows:
a) Name and date of birth;
b) Start and end date of contract;
c) The direct costs of acquiring the player’s registration;
d) Accumulated amortisation brought forward and as at the end of the period;
e) Expense/amortisation in the period;
f)
Impairment cost in the period;
g) Disposals (cost and accumulated amortisation);
h) Net book value (carrying amount); and
i)
Profit/ (loss) from disposal of player’s registration.
The relevant players about whom details are required in the table are all those players whose
registration is held by the licence applicant at any time during the period and some direct
acquisition cost has been incurred (at some point in time in the period or prior periods) in
respect of the player(s).

The following aggregate figures in the player identification table must be reconciled to the
relevant figures in the balance sheet and profit and loss account in the audited annual financial
statements.
a) The aggregate of the amortisation of player registrations in the current period as shown in
the player identification table must agree/reconcile to ‘Amortisation of player registrations’
(disclosed on the face of, or in a note to, the profit and loss account for the period);
b) The aggregate of impairment provisions made in the current period as shown in the player
identification table must agree/reconcile to ‘Impairment of player registrations’ (disclosed
on the face of, or in a note to, the profit and loss account for the period);
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c)

d)

The aggregate of profit/(loss) on disposal of player registrations in the player identification
table must agree/reconcile to ‘Profit/(loss) from disposal of player registrations’ (disclosed
on the face of, or in a note to, the profit and loss account for the period);
The aggregate of the net book value of players’ registrations in the player identification
table must agree/reconcile to the figure for ‘Intangible assets – players’ in the balance
sheet (on the face or in the notes thereto) for the period end.

Note: For licence applicants who have restated player accounting figures to meet the
accounting requirements of the manual, these aggregate figures from the player identification
table must agree/reconcile to the restated figures in the annual financial information.

10.2.2.

ASSESSMENT OF THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

10.2.2.1.

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

The annual financial statements must be audited by an independent auditor in accordance with
International Standards on Auditing. The independent auditor is in compliance with the
International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants.

10.2.2.2.

THE AUDITOR’S REPORT

The type of audit opinion provided will have implications for the licensor’s own assessment of
the licence applicant’s audited annual financial statements.
An unqualified opinion shall be expressed when the auditor concludes that the financial
statements give a true and fair view.
An auditor's report is considered to be modified in the following four situations:
i)

Emphasis of matter;

ii)

Qualified opinion;

iii)

Disclaimer of opinion; or

iv)

Adverse opinion.

Since the going concern assumption is a fundamental principle in the preparation of the
financial statements, management of the licence applicant have a responsibility to assess the
reporting entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. In turn, the auditor’s responsibility is to
consider the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern assumption in the
preparation of the financial statements, and consider whether there are material uncertainties
about the reporting entity’s ability to continue as a going concern that need to be disclosed in
the financial statements. Matters relating to going concern can give rise to modifications to the
audit report (any of the items i) to iv) above) and will have implications for the licensor’s own
assessment procedures (as set out in 10.2. 3 below).

10.2.3.

LICENSOR DECISION
The licence must be refused:
1.

If the annual financial statements are not submitted to the licensor within the defined
deadline.

2.

If the licence applicant submits annual financial statements that do not meet the minimum
requirements for the content and accounting.

Having read the auditor’s report on the annual financial statements, the licensor must assess it
according to the points below:
3.

If the auditor’s report has an unqualified opinion, without any modification, this
provides a satisfactory basis for granting the licence in respect of criterion FIN 1.01.
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4.

If the auditor’s report has a disclaimer of opinion or an adverse opinion, the licence
must be refused.

5.

If the auditor’s report has, in respect of going concern, either an emphasis of matter
or a qualified ‘except for’ opinion, the licence must be refused, unless additional
documentary evidence demonstrating the licence applicant’s ability to continue as a
going concern until at least the end of the season to be licensed has been provided to,
and assessed by, the licensor to his satisfaction (10.3.3)
If the auditor’s report in respect of the annual financial statements submitted in
accordance with FIN 1.01 includes an emphasis of matter or a qualified ‘except for’
opinion in respect of going concern, then the licence applicant/licensee shall be in
breach of indicator IND.01 (as set out in 10.3.3).

6.

If the auditor’s report has, in respect of a matter other than going concern, either an
emphasis of matter or a qualified ‘except for’ opinion, then the licensor must consider
the implications of the modification for club licensing purposes.
The licence may be refused, unless additional documentary evidence is provided, and
assessed, to the satisfaction of the licensor. The additional evidence that may be
requested by the licensor will be dependent on the reason for the modification to the
audit report.

Appendix V provides a diagrammatic summary of implications on the licensing decision of
different modifications to the audit report. The licensor may ask for additional evidence to
enable the assessment of the licence applicant to his satisfaction.

10.2.4 RELEVANT APPENDICES
I)
II)
III)
IV)
V)

[illustrative] Annual financial reporting: overall considerations and underlying
principles
[Illustrative] Annual financial reporting: model financial statements and commentary
[Mandatory] Annual financial reporting: player identification table
[Illustrative] Annual financial reporting: commentary regarding audit reports – contents
and different forms of opinion
[Illustrative] Annual financial reporting: diagrammatic summary of implications on the
licensing decision of different modifications to the auditor’s report
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10.3

FINANCIAL LETTER OF SUPPORT

10.3.1

10.3.2

First

A C’ship

FIN
1.02

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

THE CRITERION

A

A

B

Letter of support
If the licence applicant’s historic financial information exhibits certain warning
signs the licensee is required to submit a Financial Letter of Support and must
detail the premise on which it considers itself capable of continuing as a going
concern for the period for which it is seeking a licence. The warning signs are
measured by a set of financial indicators that, if breached, may indicate to the
licensor some concern about the financial performance and future prospects of
that licence applicant.

INDICATORS
If the licence applicant’s historic financial information exhibits certain warning signs the
licensee is required to submit a Financial Letter of Support and must detail the premise on
which it considers itself capable of continuing as a Going Concern for the period for which it is
seeking a licence. The warning signs are measured by a set of financial indicators that, if
breached, may indicate to the licensor some concern about the financial performance and
future prospects of that licence applicant.
The indicators are part of the risk-based approach, and are defined in 10.3.3. The FAI Club
Licensing Department is responsible for assessing whether or not an indicator is breached.

10.3.3

DEFINITION OF THE INDICATORS
If a licence applicant exhibits any of the conditions described by IND.01 or IND.02 (below), the
licence applicant shall be in breach of the indicator(s).

10.3.4

No.

Description

IND.01

The auditor’s report in respect of the audited annual financial statements
submitted in accordance with criterion FIN 1.01 includes an emphasis of matter
or a qualified ‘except for’ opinion in respect of going concern. (See 10.2.3).

IND.02

In the audited annual financial statements (including where required the
supplementary information) submitted in accordance with criterion FIN 1.01,
there is disclosed a net current liabilities position or negative equity. (See
10.2.1.2 and Appendix XI).

ASSESSMENT OF THE INFORMATION
If the licence applicant is in breach of any indicator, then the club must provide the licensor
with all information and documentary evidence to prove to its satisfaction the club’s capability
to continue as a going concern. In this respect the licensor will assess the Financial letter of
Support signed by the club as well as the future financial information provided under FIN 1.07.
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10.3.5

LICENSOR DECISION
The licence must be refused:
If, based on the historic financial information, Financial letter of Support and future financial
information, in the licensor’s judgement, the applicant may not be able to continue as a going
concern until at least the end of the season to be licensed.

10.3.6

RELEVANT APPENDICES
XI)

[Illustrative] Indicators: guidance on interpretation of IND.02 in respect of net current
assets/liabilities and negative equity that has deteriorated relative to the comparative
figure at the preceding statutory closing date.

XIII)

Financial Letter of Support.
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10.4

NO

PAYABLES OVERDUE TOWARDS FOOTBALL CLUBS ARISING FROM

TRANSFER ACTIVITIES, MANDATORY COMPENSATION OR SOLIDARITY PAYMENTS

A C’ship

FIN
1.03

Description

Grade

First

No.

THE CRITERION

Premier

10.4.1

A

A

B

No payables overdue towards football clubs arising from transfer
activities, mandatory compensation or solidarity payments
The licence applicant must prove that it has no payables overdue towards
football clubs arising from transfer activities, mandatory compensation or
solidarity payments as at 30 November of the year preceding the season to be
licensed, unless by the following 21 December they have been fully settled,
deferred by mutual agreement with the creditor or are subject to a not
obviously unfounded dispute submitted to a competent authority.

10.4.2

REPORTING DATE
The criterion is to be assessed as at 30 November of the year preceding the season to be
licensed.

10.4.3

INFORMATION TO BE PREPARED BY THE LICENCE APPLICANT

10.4.3.1

INTRODUCTION TO THE CONTENT OF THE TRANSFER PAYABLES TABLE
For the purpose of criterion FIN 1.03, payables are only those amounts due to football clubs
arising from the direct costs of acquiring a player’s registration. These include training
compensation as defined in the “FIFA Regulations for the Status and Transfer of Players” as
well as clauses for future compensation.
Agreements between clubs for the transfer of a player’s registration often include clauses for
future compensation payments dependent on certain conditions being met at some stage in
the future (i.e. contingent liabilities). Typically, these clauses are related to the future ‘success’
of the player concerned and/or the new club he plays for – for example, number of
appearances, goals scored, international caps, promotion of the club, avoiding relegation,
qualification for European competition. Until a particular condition is actually met, the
associated liability is not a payable and cannot be overdue.
If a dispute arises between clubs about payables arising from transfer activities, mandatory
compensation or solidarity payments, and if the matter is ‘a not obviously unfounded dispute’
submitted to a competent authority, and is at 21 December subject to resolution by the
competent national or international body, then for the purpose of criterion FIN 1.03 the matter
is not an ‘overdue payable’.

10.4.3.2 TRANSFER PAYABLES TABLE
The licence applicant must disclose the transfer activities in a separate transfer payables table
(see Appendix VI),
The transfer payables table must contain a separate entry in respect of each player acquisition
(including loans) for which there is an amount outstanding to be paid at 30 November. The
following information must be given as a minimum:
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

player (identification by name or number);
date of the transfer/loan agreement;
the name of the football club that formerly held the registration;
transfer (or loan) fee paid and/or payable (including training compensation);
other direct costs of acquiring the registration paid and/or payable;
amount settled/paid; and
the balance in respect of each player acquisition payable at 30 November, detailed by
due date(s) for each unpaid element of the transfer payables.
The licence applicant must reconcile the total liability per the transfer payables table with the
figure in the balance sheet (if applicable) for ‘Accounts payable relating to player transfers’.
The licence applicant is required to report in this table all overdue payables even if payment
has not been requested by the creditor.
The transfer payables table must be approved by management and this must be evidenced by
way of a brief statement and signature on behalf of the executive body of the reporting entity.
The licensor may request further information.
It is recommended that similar information be provided by each licence applicant for the player
transfer receivables (i.e. receivables arising from the transfer of player registrations to other
clubs). An illustration of a transfer receivables table is provided in Appendix VII.

10.4.3.3

SIGNED STATEMENT FROM ADITOR
The licence applicant must provide a signed statement from their auditor stating whether or not
the club has any payables overdue towards football clubs arising from transfer activities,
mandatory compensation or solidarity payments as at 30th November 2009. Where the club
had a payable overdue as at 30th November 2009 but has since paid the outstanding balance
this should also be noted by the auditor. Where the club has payables overdue but has reached
an agreement with the other party to defer this amount the club must submit the original
agreement signed by all parties to the agreement.

10.4.4

ASSESSMENT OF THE INFORMATION

10.4.4.1

DETERMINATION OF THE ASSESSOR
The assessment procedures in respect of criterion FIN 1.03, will be undertaken by the FAI
Club Licensing Department.

10.4.4.2

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES
The procedures to be undertaken by the FAI Club Licensing Department will include, as a
minimum, the following tests:
a)
Reading the transfer payables table prepared by management;
b)
Making enquires of management regarding the compilation of the transfer payables
table; and
c)
Comparing the information to the sources from which it was obtained.

10.4.5

LICENSOR DECISION
The licence must be refused:
A)

If the information in respect of payables from transfer activities is not submitted to the
licensor.

B)

If the licence applicant submits information that does not meet the minimum disclosure
requirements.

C)

If the licence applicant has payables overdue towards football clubs arising from
transfer activities, mandatory compensation or solidarity payments as at 30 November
of the year preceding the season to be licensed.
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For the purpose of the licensing system, if the licence applicant has overdue payables at 30
November preceding the season to be licensed (see point C) above), the licence may still be
granted if the licence applicant is able to prove by the following 21 December that:
i) It has fully settled; i.e. paid in full the overdue payables, unless otherwise individually
agreed with the creditor; or
ii) It has concluded a written agreement with the creditor to extend the deadline of the
payment of these payables overdue (This agreement must be provided to the FAI Club
Licensing Department). (Note, if the creditor has not requested payment of an overdue
amount, this is not considered as an extension of the deadline for payment); or
iii) Proceedings have been opened with the competent authority according to national
legislation, or proceedings have been opened with the statutory national or international
football authorities or relevant Arbitration Tribunal, with regard to these overdue payables.
If the decision-making bodies consider that proceedings may have been opened by the
licence applicant with the sole purpose to bring overdue balances into the disputed
category (as a way of creating a situation as described in iii) above and ‘buying time’), the
licensor may request additional evidence in order to be satisfied that it is ‘a not obviously
unfounded dispute’.

10.4.6

RELEVANT APPENDICES
VI)
VII)

[Mandatory] Transfer payables table
[Illustrative] Transfer receivables table
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10.5

NO PAYABLES OVERDUE TOWARDS EMPLOYEES AND REVENUE/ SOCIAL/

TAX AUTHORITIES

A C’ship

FIN
1.04

Description

Grade

First

No.

THE CRITERION

Premier

10.5.1

A

A

B

No payables
authorities

overdue

towards

employees

and

revenue/social/tax

The licence applicant must prove that, in respect of contractual and legal
obligations with its employees, it has no payables overdue towards employees
or revenue/social/tax authorities as at 30 November of the year preceding the
season to be licensed, unless by the following 21 December they have been
fully settled, deferred by mutual agreement with the creditor or are subject to a
not obviously unfounded dispute submitted to a competent authority.

10.5.2

REPORTING DATE
The criterion is to be assessed as at 30 November of the year preceding the season to be
licensed.

10.5.3

INFORMATION TO BE PREPARED BY THE LICENCE APPLICANT

10.5.3.1

INTRODUCTION TO THE CONTENT OF PAYABLES TOWARDS EMPLOYEES AND REVENUE/SOCIAL/TAX
AUTHORITIES
For the purpose of criterion FIN 1.04, the term ‘employees’ includes the following persons:
•

All professional players according to the applicable FIFA Regulations for the Status and
Transfer of Players, and

•

All staff listed in Chapter 8 of the Club Licensing Manual from PAD 1.01 to PAD 2.09 and
all staff employed by the club for any period of time during the 12 month s from December
2008 to 30 November 2009.

For the purpose of criterion FIN 1.04, the term ‘revenue/social/tax authorities’ includes the
following:
•

Collector General – Revenue Authorities
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Amounts payable at 30 November will sometimes include amounts due to people who, for
various reasons, are no longer employed by the applicant. Regardless of the way such
payables are accounted for in the financial statements, they fall within the framework of
criterion FIN 1.04 which requires the obligation to be settled/paid within the period or duration
stipulated in the contract and/or defined by law.
10.5.3.2

LIST OF EMPLOYEES
The licence applicant shall prepare a schedule showing all employees who were employed at
any time during the year to 30 November preceding the season to be licensed; i.e. not just
those who remain at year end. The schedule shall be submitted to the licensor. (This listing
should assist the licensee in calculating the average number of employees as required to be
disclosed in the notes to the accounts.)
The following information must be given, as a minimum, in respect of each employee:
a)

Name of the employee;

b)

Position/Function of the employee;

c)

Start date;

d)

Termination date (if applicable); and

e)

Any overdue payable as at 30 November, together with explanatory comment.

The employees schedule must be approved by management and this must be evidenced by
way of a brief statement and signature on behalf of the executive body of the licence applicant.

10.5.3.3

SIGNED STATEMENT FROM AUDITOR
The licence applicant must provide a signed statement from their auditor stating whether or not
the club has any payables overdue towards employees and/or revenue/social/tax authorities as
at 30th November 2009. Where the club had a payable overdue as at 30th November 2009 but
has since paid the outstanding balance this should also be noted by the auditor. Where the
club has payables overdue but has reached an agreement with the relevant party to defer this
amount the club must submit all original agreement signed by all parties to the agreement.

10.5.3.4

DOCUMENTATION IN RESPECT OF PAYABLES TOWARDS REVENUE/SOCIAL/TAX AUTHORITIES
The licence applicant shall submit to the FAI Club Licensing Department, the necessary
documentary evidence showing the amount payable (if any), as at 30 November of the year
preceding the season to be licensed, to the competent revenue/social/tax authorities in respect
of contractual and legal obligations with its employees.

10.5.4

ASSESSMENT OF THE INFORMATION

10.5.4.1

DETERMINATION OF THE ASSESSOR
The assessment procedures in respect of criterion FIN 1.04, will be undertaken by the FAI
Club Licensing Department.

10.5.4.2

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES
The procedures to be undertaken by the FAI Club Licensing Department will include, as a
minimum, the following tests:
a)
Comparison of wages to contracts registered with the FAI;
b)
Benchmarking of wages relative to other players;
c)
Obtaining and inspecting confirmation letters from employees;
d)
Comparing the information to the sources from which it was obtained;
e)
Checking the calculation of tax deductions on a sample basis and seeking evidence of
payment to the Revenue Commissioners on a timely basis;
f)
Checking adherence to the terms of agreements with Revenue Commissioners
relating to payments of tax arrears;
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g)

10.5.5

Examination of expenses paid to employees.

LICENSOR DECISION
The licence must be refused:
A)
If the information in respect of payables overdue towards employees and/or
revenue/social/tax authorities is not submitted to the licensor.
B)

If the licence applicant submits information that does not meet the minimum disclosure
requirements.

C)

If the licence applicant has payables overdue towards employees and/or
revenue/social/tax authorities as at 30 November of the year preceding the season to
be licensed.

For the purpose of the licensing system, if the licence applicant has overdue payables at 30
November preceding the season to be licensed (see point C above), the licence may still be
granted if the licence applicant is able to prove by the following 21 December that:
i)
It has fully settled; i.e. paid in full the overdue payables, unless otherwise individually
agreed with the creditor; or
ii)
It has concluded a written agreement with the creditor to extend the deadline of the
payment of these payables overdue (This agreement must be provided to the FAI
Club Licensing Department) (Note, if the creditor has not requested payment of an
overdue amount, this is not considered as an extension of the deadline for payment);
or
iii)

Proceedings have been opened with the competent authority according to national
legislation, or proceedings have been opened with the statutory national or
international football authorities or relevant Arbitration Tribunal, with regard to these
payables overdue.
If the decision-making bodies consider that proceedings may have been opened by
the licence applicant with the sole purpose to bring overdue balances into the
disputed category (as a way of creating a situation as described in iii) above and
‘buying time’), the licensor may request additional evidence in order to be satisfied
that it is ‘a not obviously unfounded dispute’.

10.5.6

RELEVANT APPENDICES
VIII)

[Illustrative] Employee payables reporting: confirmation letter from employees
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10.6

WRITTEN REPRESENTATIONS PRIOR TO THE LICENSING DECISION

10.6.1

THE CRITERION

First

A C’ship

FIN
1.05

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

A

A

B

Written representations prior to the licensing decision
Within five business days prior to the start of the period in which the licensing
decision is to be made by the Club Licensing Committee, the licence applicant
must make written representations to the licensor.
The written representations shall state whether or not any significant and/or
material events or conditions have occurred, that may have an impact on the
licence applicant’s financial position since the balance sheet date of the
preceding audited annual financial statements.

10.6.2

REPORTING PERIOD
The licence applicant must prepare and submit to the licensor a management representation
letter, within the five business period prior to the start of the period in which the licensing
decision is to be made by the Club Licensing Committee.
The deadline date must be defined by the licensor and communicated, in advance, to the
licence applicants in writing.

10.6.3

INFORMATION TO BE PREPARED BY THE LICENCE APPLICANT
Each licence applicant must prepare and submit to the licensor a management representation
letter. The management representation letter must state whether or not there have been any
significant and/or material economic events or conditions since the balance sheet date of the
preceding audited annual financial statements. If any such event has occurred, the
management representation letter must include a description of the nature of the event or
condition and an estimate of its financial effect, or a statement that such an estimate cannot be
made.
Approval by management shall be evidenced by way of a signature on behalf of the executive
body of the licence applicant.
The licensor may request additional information and/or representation from management.
Appendix IX provides an illustration of a management representation letter to the licensor.
Examples of events or conditions which, individually or collectively, may be considered to be of
a significant and/or material nature include:
a)
Fixed term borrowing approaching maturity without realistic prospects of renewal or
repayment;
b)
Indications of withdrawal of financial support by financiers and other creditors;
c)
Substantial operating losses since the last submitted financial statements;
d)
Inability to pay creditors on due dates;
e)
Inability to comply with the terms of loan agreements with finance providers;
f)
Discovery and confirmation of material fraud or errors that show the financial
statements are incorrect;
g)
Determination of pending legal proceedings against the applicant that result in claims
that are unlikely to be satisfied;
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h)

i)
j)

k)
l)

The executive responsibilities of the licence applicant are being undertaken by a
person(s) under some external appointment, relating to legal or insolvency
procedures, rather than by the management;
A significant change of key management;
Management determines that it intends to liquidate the entity, cease trading, or seek
protection from creditors pursuant to laws or regulations, or that it has no realistic
alternative but to do so;
Any new investment contracts the club has entered into;
Any transfer agreement which would have a significant impact on the clubs financial
situation.

This listing is not exhaustive, nor does the existence of one or more of the items always signify
that an adverse impact on the licence applicant’s financial position exists.

10.6.4

ASSESSMENT OF THE WRITTEN REPRESENTATIONS
The assessment procedures in respect of criterion FIN 1.05, will be undertaken by the FAI
Club Licensing Department.

10.6.5

LICENSOR DECISION
The licensor shall, as part of his assessment, read and consider the information in respect of
any significant and/or material event or condition, in combination with the historic financial
information and future financial information provided by the licence applicant.
The licence must be refused:

10.6.6

A)

If the management representations letter is not submitted to the licensor within the
defined deadline.

B)

If, based on the information in respect of any significant and/or material economic event
or condition, historic financial information and future financial information that the
licensor has assessed, in the licensor’s judgement, the applicant may not be able to
continue as a going concern until at least the end of the season to be licensed.

RELEVANT APPENDICES
IX)

[Illustrative] management representations letter to licensor
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10.7

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS

10.7.1

THE CRITERION

10.7.2

First

A C’ship

FIN
1.06

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

B

B

B

Management Accounts
The licence applicant must supply management accounts in the format
attached in Appendix XII. Management accounts must be received no later
st
than the 21 day of the following month. The accounts must be accompanied
by a detailed explanation for all variances greater than 10% from budget. The
management account submission should consist of a profit & loss account and
a balance sheet. The management accounts do not need to be audited. The
management accounts will also be reviewed as part of the review of the Salary
Cost Protocol.

REPORTING PERIOD
Management accounts must be submitted on or before the 21st day of the following month.
Premier and First Division clubs must submit management accounts on a monthly basis. The
balance sheet must be submitted on a quarterly basis. ‘A’ Championship clubs on a quarterly
basis. As such all Premier and First Division clubs must submit management accounts on the
21st day of each month except January. No management account submissions are required in
January. The February 21st submission must include figures for both December and January.
The management account submission for November due on or before December 21st must
include a final year to date figure for the 12 months from December 1st to November 30th.
These figures must be used for the clubs final Salary Cost Protocol declaration (See Fin 1.10).
Premier Division, First Division and ‘A’ Championship clubs must submit management
accounts for November and December on the 31st of January with their annual audited
financial statements. These management accounts must reconcile the year to date ‘Relevant
Income’ and ‘Total Salary Cost’ figures under the year to date heading in the November
management accounts to the annual audited financial statements and to the final Salary Cost
Protocol declaration. The reconciliation must be examined by each clubs auditors and must be
signed and dated by the auditors.

10.7.3

INFORMATION TO BE PREPARED BY THE LICENCE APPLICANT
The licence applicant must submit management accounts in the format provided in Appendix
XII. All variances greater than 10% from budget must be accompanied by a commentary
explaining the reasons for the variance.
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10.7.4

ASSESSMENT OF THE INFORMATION
The management accounts will be reviewed on a continuous basis and will be used as part of
the Future Financial Information (see criterion FIN 1.07) and Salary Cost Protocol (FIN 1.10)
assessment and in conjunction with the clubs reported attendance figures to ensure
consistency and accuracy of reporting.

10.7.5

LICENSOR DECISION
As part of his assessment, the licensor shall examine the management accounts.
Sanctions may be applied where:

10.7.6

A)

No management accounts are provided

B)

Management accounts are not provided in a timely manner.

C)

The licensee deliberately attempts to mislead the licensor with incorrect or inaccurate
management accounts.

D)

The final year to date management account figures for November are not reconciled to
the annual audited financial statements or the final salary cost protocol declaration.

RELEVANT APPENDICES
XII) [Illustrative] Management accounts
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10.8

CRITERION: FUTURE FINANCIAL INFORMATION

10.8.1

THE CRITERION

First

A C’ship

FIN
1.07

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

A

A

B

Future financial information
Future financial information shall be prepared and submitted by the licence
applicant, consisting of:
d) A budgeted profit and loss account;
e) A budgeted cash flow; and
f) Explanatory notes including assumptions and risks and comparison of
budget to actual figures.
The future financial information shall be based on assumptions that are not
unreasonable and meet the minimum disclosure requirements defined by this
manual.

10.8.2

REPORTING PERIOD
The licence applicant must prepare future financial information covering the period
commencing immediately after the statutory closing date of the annual financial statements
(submitted in accordance to FIN 1.01) and covering the following 18 months. The information
must be prepared on a monthly basis i.e. the budget for each month must be shown
separately.

10.8.3

INFORMATION TO BE PREPARED BY THE LICENCE APPLICANT

10.8.3.1

INTRODUCTION TO THE MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR FUTURE FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The licence applicant must prepare and submit future financial information consisting of:
i)

A budgeted profit and loss account;

ii)

A budgeted cash flow; and

iii)

Explanatory notes, including assumptions and risks and comparison of budget to actual
figures. There must also be a statement that the future financial information has been
prepared on a consistent basis with the audited annual financial statements.

The future financial information schedules must include, as a minimum, a comparative profit
and loss account and cash flow statement for the immediately preceding financial year.
In addition, the following information shall be disclosed:
a)

The name and legal form of the reporting entity and any change in that information from
the preceding statutory closing date;

b)

Whether the financial information covers the individual entity or a group of entities or some
other combination of entities; and

c)

The presentation currency.

The future financial information must be based on assumptions that are not unreasonable.
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The future financial information, together with the assumptions upon which they are based,
must be approved by management and this must be evidenced by way of a brief statement and
signature on behalf of the executive body of the licence applicant.
10.8.3.2

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CONTENT OF FUTURE FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The future financial information must include, as a minimum:
a)

In respect of the budgeted profit and loss account, the equivalent of each of the line items
listed from (i) to (xliv) in 10.2.1.3, plus the total equity at the beginning of the period and
budgeted for the end of the period; and

b)

In respect of the budgeted cash flow, budget cash flows during the period(s) classified by
operating, investing and financing activities, in a manner which management consider
most appropriate.

Additional line items or notes shall be included if they provide clarification or if their omission
would make the future financial information misleading.
A licence applicant must apply the same accounting policies for its future financial information
as are applied to its annual audited financial statements, except for accounting policy changes
which have been made after the date of the most recent annual audited financial statements
and which are to be reflected in the next annual audited financial statements. In such a case,
details of the changes shall be disclosed.
The future financial information must include a brief description of each of the significant
assumptions (by reference to the relevant aspects of historic financial and other information)
that have been used to prepare the budgeted profit and loss account and cash flow statement,
and also briefly describe the key risks that may affect the future financial results.
This manual does not prescribe the basis for recognition or measurement of transactions and
other events and does not prescribe the basis for determining reasonable assumptions, except
that the bases adopted should be consistent with those used in the licence applicant’s historic
financial information. Hence, each of the significant assumptions should be described by
reference to the relevant aspects of historic financial and other information. Some commentary
about the preparation of future financial information is contained in Appendix X.
For the purpose of the minimum requirements of criterion FIN 1.07, there is no requirement for
a balance sheet to be prepared. However, it is good practice for the licence applicant to
prepare a balance sheet, integrated with the profit and loss account and cash flow, covering
the same period.

10.8.4

ASSESSMENT OF THE FUTURE FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The procedures to be undertaken by the FAI Club Licensing Department will include, as a
minimum, the following tests:
a)
check whether the future financial information is arithmetically accurate;
b)
through discussion with management and review of the future financial information,
determine whether the future financial information has been prepared using the
disclosed assumptions and risks;
c)
check that the opening balances contained within the future financial information are
consistent with the balance sheet shown in the immediately preceding audited annual
financial statements or reviewed interim financial statements (if such interim
statements have been submitted); and
d)
check that the future financial information has been formally approved by the executive
body of the licence applicant.

10.8.5

LICENSOR DECISION
The license must be refused:
i.

If the future financial information are not submitted within the set deadlines;
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ii.

10.8.6

If, based on the historic financial information and future financial information, in the
licensor’s judgement, the applicant may not be able to continue as a going concern until at
least the end of the season to be licensed.

RELEVANT APPENDICES
X)

[Illustrative] Future financial information: commentary on preparation

XI) [Illustrative] Indicators: guidance on interpretation of IND.02 in respect of net current
assets/liabilities and negative equity that has deteriorated relative to the comparative
figure at the preceding statutory closing date.
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10.9

DUTY TO UPDATE FUTURE FINANCIAL INFORMATION

10.9.1

THE CRITERION

10.9.2

First

A C’ship

FIN.
1.08

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

B

B

B

Duty to update future financial information
The licensee must prepare and submit an updated version of the future
financial information (prepared according to FIN 1.07). As a minimum the
budgets must be updated on 3 occasions during the 18 month period for which
they cover.
The updated future financial information shall meet the minimum disclosure
requirements defined by this manual.

PURPOSE OF THE CRITERION
The production and continuous review and amendment of future financial information will
provide all clubs with a valuable resource in planning and evaluating the clubs financial
outlook. The preparation of the information can help improve the clubs economic and financial
capability. Financial budgeting and its subsequent monitoring is good business practise and by
implementing the rotational budgeting system all clubs will be in a position to utilise the most
up to date information to ensure that the budgets are as accurate as possible. By accurately
predicting cash flow timings clubs can significantly improve their month to month and year to
year financial stability.

10.9.3

REPORTING PERIOD
As a minimum the budgets must be updated on 3 occasions during the 18 month period and
submitted to the licensor within the set deadlines.
To this end an 18 month budget should be submitted by 31 January for the period 1 December
‘t’ to 31 May ‘t+2’ (where ‘t’ is the current year). An updated budget should then be submitted
by 21 June to cover the period 1 June ‘t+1’ to 30 November ‘t+1’. The rotation then continues
with a third submission by 31 January covering the period 1 December ‘t+1’ to 31 May ‘t+2’.

10.9.4

INFORMATION TO BE PREPARED BY THE LICENSEE
The licensee must prepare and submit updated future financial information that must be based
on assumptions that are not unreasonable and consisting of:
i)

Budgeted profit and loss account;

ii)

Budgeted cash flow statement; and

iii)

Explanatory notes, including assumptions and risks and comparison of updated budget
figures to original budget figures. There must also be a statement that the future financial
information has been prepared on a consistent basis with the preceding audited annual
financial statements.

To comply with criterion FIN 1.08, the licensee must prepare and submit the same minimum
level of detail in the future financial information schedules as set out in FIN 1.07 above. This
manual does not prescribe the basis for recognition or measurement of transactions and other
events and does not prescribe the basis for determining reasonable assumptions.
The updated future financial information, together with the assumptions upon which they are
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based, must be approved by management and this must be evidenced by way of a brief
statement and signature on behalf of the executive body of the licence applicant.
The updated future financial information schedules must also include, as a minimum the
original budgeted profit and loss account and cash flow figures in respect of the six-month
period immediately preceding the interval date (as submitted in accordance with criterion FIN
1.07).

10.9.5

ASSESSMENT OF THE UPDATED FUTURE FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The licensor will read and consider the future financial information provided to it in conjunction
with the management accounts prepared and submitted according to FIN 1.06. The licensor
may request any additional information it believes is necessary.

10.9.6

LICENSOR DECISION
The licensee must be sanctioned:
A) If the updated future financial information is not submitted within the defined deadline.
B)

If the licensee submits information that does not meet the minimum information
requirements for the content.

C)

If the licensee does not submit further information and/or representations from
management regarding its plans for the future, if such information/representations have
been requested by the licensor, or if such information/representations are not complete.
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10.10 DUTY TO NOTIFY SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
10.10.1 THE CRITERION

First

A C’ship

FIN
1.09

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

B

B

B

Duty to notify subsequent events
Following the licensing decision by the decision-making body, the licensee
must promptly notify the licensor in writing about any subsequent events that
may cast significant doubt upon the licensee’s ability to continue as a going
concern until at least the end of the season for which the licence has been
granted.

10.10.2 REPORTING PERIOD
After it has been issued a licence, up until the end of the season for which the licence has
been granted, the licensee must promptly notify the licensor in writing of any subsequent event
that may cast significant doubt upon the licensee’s ability to continue as a going concern up to
the end of the season for which the licence has been granted.
At any time, the licensor may request information and/or written representations from
management about any possible such events or conditions.

10.10.3 INFORMATION TO BE PREPARED BY THE LICENSEE
The information prepared by management must include a description of the nature of the event
or condition and an estimate of its financial effect, or a statement (with supporting reasons)
that such an estimate cannot be made. The licensor may request additional information and/or
representations from management.
Some examples of events or conditions which, individually or collectively, may cast significant
doubt about the licensee’s ability to continue as a going concern until at least the end of the
season for which the licence has been granted are listed in 10.6.3 a) to l).

10.10.4 ASSESSMENT OF THE SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
The assessment procedures in respect of criterion FIN 1.07, will be undertaken by the FAI
Club Licensing Department.

10.10.5 LICENSOR DECISION
The licensee must be sanctioned if any subsequent event that may cast significant doubt about
the licensee’s ability to continue as a going concern until at least the end of the season for
which the licence has been granted, is not notified to the licensor without undue delay.
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10.11

SALARY COST PROTOCOL

10.11.1 THE CRITERION

First

A C’ship

FIN
1.10

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

A

A

B

Salary Cost Protocol
The licensee must not incur related expenditure on player, management and
coaching salary costs greater than 65% of its relevant income for the
corresponding financial year. The club must also at no point during the season
have projected year end related expenditure on player, management, and
coaching salary costs greater than 65% of its projected year end relevant
income.

10.11.2 REPORTING PERIOD
The licence applicant must submit the salary cost documentation forms by 28 February. The
final actual salary cost protocol declaration must be submitted on 31 January with the annual
audited financial statements.

10.11.3 INFORMATION TO BE PREPARED BY LICENCE APPLICANT
For the purpose of criterion FIN 1.10, the term ‘player, management, and coaching staff’
includes the following persons:
•
All players registered with the League of Ireland
•
All managers and coaches engaged in a technical capacity with the clubs first team
The licence applicant must prepare and submit salary cost protocol documentation consisting
of;
a)
Relevant Income schedule
b)
Related Expenditure schedule
c)
Salary Cost % Summary
d)
List of all persons included in the salary cost protocol declaration including players,
managers and coaches.
e)
Bonus schedule
f)
Assumptions
Updated salary cost documentation may be provided by the licence applicant on or before 21
June to include 6 month actual figures consisting of 1 December to 31 May and updated 6 month
projections for the remainder of the year from 30 June to 30 November. These updated
projections must include detailed notes and assumptions explaining the movement from the
original projections.
Should a licence applicants salary cost % reach 55% or higher of their projected year end
relevant income during the course of the season, the applicant will be required to sign a letter
stating that they are aware of their current position and that they will not attempt to register a
player or renew a players contract where the terms of this contract would lead the applicant to
breach the salary cost protocol. The standard wording for this letter can be found at Appendix
XXI.
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A final Salary Cost Protocol declaration must be made in conjunction with the submission of the
November management accounts on or before December 21st. The figures per the declaration
must agree to the figures in the year to date column of the November management accounts.
The licence applicant must then provide a reconciliation between the declaration and the annual
audited financial statements. The figures in the declaration under the headings ‘Relevant
Income’ and ‘Total Player Salary Cost’ must be reconciled to the figure under the headings
‘Revenue/Turnover’ and ‘Total Employee Costs’ (see Fin 1.01 note h) in the audited financial
statements. This reconciliation must be examined by each clubs auditors and must be signed
and dated by the auditors as correct.

10.11.4 ASSESSMENT OF INFORMATION
The documentation supplied by the licence applicant will be reviewed and compared to the
monthly management account submissions. A report will be provided to the licence applicant on
3 occasions during the season;
I. Budget Report will be issued prior to the commencement of the season.
II. Mid Season Report will be issued prior to the opening of the July transfer window
III. Final Report will be issued following the submission of the final salary cost protocol
declaration and the audited financial statements.
Any licensee in breach of the protocol based on management accounts will be informed of the
breach in writing. The licensee will also informed by letter of any sanctions to be applied as a
result of the breach.

10.11.5

LICENSOR DECISION

The licensee must be sanctioned:
a) If the licensee breaches the salary cost protocol by virtue of submitting projected year end
related expenditure on player, management, and coaching salary costs greater than 65% of
its projected year end relevant income.
b) If the licensee at any time during the season in its management accounts projects related
expenditure on player, management, and coaching salary costs greater than 65% of its
projected year end relevant income, unless the licensee can provide documentation
detailing the future injection of funds in line with relevant income criteria which would lead to
the final player cost salary figure being less than 65% of relevant income.
c) If the licensee fails to submit monthly management accounts thus preventing the FAI Club
Licensing Department from examining the clubs adherence to the salary cost protocol.
d) If the licensee deliberately submits materially incorrect or inaccurate management
accounts.
e) If the licensee cannot reconcile the salary cost protocol information it has supplied to the
relevant figures in the audited financial statements.
f) If having reviewed the actual figures per the audited financial statements the licensee is
found to have incurred related expenditure on player, management, and coaching salary
costs in excess of 65% of its relevant income for the year.

10.11.6 RELEVANT APPENDICES
XIV)

Relevant Income Schedule

XV)

Related Expenditure Schedule

XVI)

Salary Cost % Summary
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XVII) Bonus Schedule
XVIII) Assumption schedule
XIX)

Monthly Review Schedule

XX)

Corporate & Private Investment standard letter wording

XXI)

55% Standard Letter Wording
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10.12 TAX CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE
10.12.1 THE CRITERION

First

A C’ship

FIN
1.11

Description

Grade

Premier

No.

A

A

C

TAX CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE
The Licence Applicant must provide the Licensor with a copy of its Tax
Clearance Certificate valid on the Extended deadline for League of Ireland
clubs to submit financial documentation (See Section 5.4).
Where a club has more than one company, an up to date and valid Tax
Clearance Certificate for all group companies must be submitted.
An up to date and valid Tax Clearance Certificate must be maintained for all
group companies throughout the period of the licence.
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APPENDIX I: ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORTING:
OVERALLCONSIDERATIONS AND UNDERLYING
PRINCIPLES
[ILLUSTRATIVE]
This appendix provides additional commentary about the underlying principles of accounting practice,
such that the accounting practice provides a suitable framework for the preparation and presentation of
financial statements.
Fair presentation and compliance with accounting standards
Financial statements shall present fairly the financial position, financial performance and cash flows of an
entity. Fair presentation requires the faithful representation of the effects of transactions, other events and
conditions in accordance with the definitions and recognition criteria for assets, liabilities, income and
expenses set out in the framework.
A fair presentation also requires an entity:
(a)

to select and apply accounting policies in accordance with applicable accounting standards;

(b)

to present information, including accounting policies, in a manner that provides relevant, reliable,
comparable and understandable information;

(c)

to provide additional disclosures when compliance with the specific requirements in the applicable
accounting standards is insufficient to enable users to understand properly the impact of particular
transactions, other events and conditions on the entity’s financial position and financial
performance or when the omission of the ‘additional disclosures’ would render the information
presented as misleading.

Inappropriate accounting policies are not rectified either by disclosure of the accounting policies used or
by notes or explanatory material.
Going concern
When preparing financial statements, management shall make an assessment of an entity’s ability to
continue as a going concern. Financial statements shall be prepared on a going concern basis unless
management either intends to liquidate the entity or to cease trading, or has no realistic alternative but to
do so.
When management is aware, in making its assessment, of material uncertainties related to events or
conditions that may cast significant doubt upon the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern, those
uncertainties shall be disclosed. When financial statements are not prepared on a going concern basis,
that fact shall be disclosed, together with the basis on which the financial statements are prepared and the
reason why the entity is not regarded as a going concern.
In assessing whether the going concern assumption is appropriate, management takes into account all
available information about the future, which is at least, but is not limited to, twelve months from the
balance sheet date. The degree of consideration depends on the facts in each case. When an entity has
a history of profitable operations and ready access to financial resources, a conclusion that the going
concern basis of accounting is appropriate may be reached without detailed analysis. In other cases,
management may need to consider a wide range of factors relating to current and expected profitability,
debt repayment schedules and potential sources of replacement financing before it can satisfy itself that
the going concern basis is appropriate.
Accrual basis of accounting
An entity shall prepare its financial statements, except for cash flow information, using the accrual basis of
accounting. Under this basis, the effects of transactions and other events are recognised when they occur
(and not as cash or its equivalent are received or paid) and they are recorded in the accounting records
and reported in the financial statements of the periods to which they relate.
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Financial statements prepared on the accruals basis inform users not only of past transactions involving
the payment and receipt of cash but also of obligations to pay cash in the future and of resources that
represent cash to be received in the future. Hence, they provide the type of information about past
transactions and other events that is most useful to users in making economic decisions.
Consistency of presentation
The presentation and classification of items in the financial statements shall be retained from one period to
the next unless:
(a)

it is apparent, following a significant change in the nature of the entity’s operations or a review of
its financial statements, that another presentation or classification would be more appropriate
having regard to the criteria for the selection and application of accounting policies in the
applicable accounting standard;

(b)

a Standard or an Interpretation requires a change in presentation.

Materiality and aggregation
Each material class of similar items shall be presented separately in the financial statements. Items of a
dissimilar nature or function shall be presented separately unless they are immaterial.
Financial statements result from processing large numbers of transactions or other events that are
aggregated into classes according to their nature or function. The final stage in the process of aggregation
and classification is the presentation of condensed and classified data, which form line items on the face
of the balance sheet, profit and loss account, statement of changes in equity and cash flow statement, or
in the notes. If a line item is not individually material, it is aggregated with other items either on the face of
those statements or in the notes. An item that is not sufficiently material to warrant separate presentation
on the face of those statements may nevertheless be sufficiently material for it to be presented separately
in the notes to the statements.

Offsetting
Assets and liabilities, and income and expenses, shall not be offset.
It is important that assets and liabilities, and income and expenses, are reported separately. Offsetting in
the profit and loss account or the balance sheet, except when offsetting reflects the substance of the
transaction or other event, detracts from the ability of users both to understand the transactions, other
events and conditions that have occurred and to assess the entity’s future cash flows. Measuring assets
net of valuation allowances - for example, obsolescence allowances on inventories and doubtful debts
allowances on receivables - is not offsetting.

Comparative information
Comparative information shall be disclosed in respect of the previous period for all amounts reported in
the financial statements. Comparative information shall be included for narrative and descriptive
information when it is relevant to an understanding of the current period’s financial statements.
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APPENDIX II: ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORTING: MODEL FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS AND COMMENTARY [ILLUSTRATIVE]
Introduction
These model financial statements illustrate the typical disclosures to meet the minimum requirements of
criterion FIN 1.01 for reporting annual financial information. In some instances the commentary and/or the
model financial statements, contained within this Appendix, illustrate greater disclosures than the
minimum requirements – where this is the case, the disclosure is marked as “good practice”
The model financial statements are presented on each right hand page and the associated commentary
and guidance is presented on each facing page.
The model financial statements and commentary are only a summary and are not a substitute for using a
comprehensive disclosure checklist to meet nationally accepted accounting practice requirements.
Reference to the underlying law and accounting standards will be required in more complex situations.
In many cases the wording used in the financial statements is purely illustrative and, in practice, will need
to be modified to reflect the specific circumstances of the licence applicant.
The annual financial statements shall be prepared on the basis of accounting standards generally
accepted in Ireland. In general, the manual and this appendix are intended to provide illustrative guidance
on disclosure and financial reporting. Note that the requirements of national accounting practice may
require presentation in a different form, in certain respects, from the illustrative presentation given in this
Appendix. This manual and this Appendix are not meant to provide guidance on accounting practice.
However, as set out in 10.2.1.7, this manual does include specific accounting requirements in relation to
player registration costs carried as intangible fixed assets.
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Commentary/Guidance
Entity name
The name and legal form of the reporting entity should be clearly disclosed.
It must be clear whether the financial information covers the individual entity or a group of entities or some
other combination of entities.
Consolidated financial statements are the financial statements of a group presented as those of a single
economic entity.
A group is a parent and all its subsidiaries.
A subsidiary is an entity, including an unincorporated entity such as a partnership, that is controlled by
another entity (known as the parent).
It is a requirement to describe in the financial statements the structure and composition of any such group
or combination.
Registered number
The reporting entity’s registered number should be prominently displayed on the financial statements.
Statutory closing date
The statutory accounting date for all entities should be 30 November 20XX
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[Name of Reporting Entity]
[Annual] financial statements
for the year/period ended [date] 20XX
Registered Number: [insert]

Contents
Management review / Directors’ report
Audit Report
Balance sheet
Profit and loss account
Cash flow statement
Notes to the financial statements
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Management review/Directors’ report - Commentary/Guidance
[Format and content of directors’ report to be in accordance with relevant national law and auditing
standards.]
The management review/directors’ report must be attached to the financial statements.
Principal activities
It is good practice to provide details of the principal activities of the entity and any significant changes in
those activities during the year.
Business review
A fair review of the development of the business of the entity during the year and of its position at the year
end.
An indication of the likely future developments in the business of the entity. Statements which may be
construed as forecasts should be made with due care.
Particulars should be given of any important events affecting the entity (and its subsidiary undertakings)
that have occurred since the end of the financial year covered by the financial statements.
Directors
Disclose the names of persons who were directors of the entity at any time during the year, including the
dates of appointment or retirement/resignation.
It would also be good practice to include changes in directors since the end of the financial year and (if
applicable) rotation of directors at the annual general meeting.
Directors’ interests
It is good practice to disclose directors’ interests. This information is based on the interests notified to the
entity by the directors, including those of the directors’ spouses and minor children. If no interests are
held, this shall also be stated.
Where the licence applicant is reliant on Directors’ loans for it’s funding, such details would provide good
practice disclosures.
Domicile and business address
The domicile and business address of the entity must be disclosed.
Principle risks and uncertainties facing the company
The directors’ report shall contain a note highlighted the risks and uncertainties facing the company.
Books of Account
The directors’ report shall contain a statement regarding the keeping of proper books of account and the
employment of qualified personnel.
Auditors
The directors’ report shall declare the name of the company’s appointed auditors.
Approval and signature of directors’ report
The directors’ report shall be approved by the board of directors and signed by a director or the company
secretary on its behalf. The name of the signatory shall be stated.

[Please note that for legal entities incorporated in the Republic of Ireland the relevant Companies Acts disclosures must be met e.g.
Statement of Directors’ Responsibilities]
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Management review/Directors’ report
The directors present their annual report on the affairs of the entity, together with the financial statements
and auditors’ report, for the year ended [date] 20XX.
Principal activity
The principal activity of the entity is the operating of a professional football club together with related and
ancillary activities. The business review describes the activities of the entity during the year and likely
future developments.
Business review
A review of the business of the entity, including comment on:

The development and performance of the football club business;

The year-end position;

Underlying trends and factors ( relating to both past and future developments, performance and
position); and

Major business developments and plans (for example – stadium projects; new business ventures;
significant contracts; major player transfers; etc)

Directors
The directors, who served throughout the year, except as noted, were as follows:
[insert full list of directors].
Directors’ interests
The directors who held office at [year end date] had the following interests in the shares and debentures of
the entity:
[insert details of name of director and shares/debentures held]
[insert details of the name of director, number of shares held and percentage of called up share capital
held]

Books of Account
To ensure that proper books of accounting records are kept in accordance with Section 202 of the
Companies Act, 1990, the directors have employed appropriately qualified accounting personnel and have
maintained appropriate computerised accounting systems. The books of account are located at the
company’s office at…………..
Auditors
Name of appointed auditors
[Address of entity’s registered office]

[Date]

By order of the Board,
[Signature]
[Director/Secretary]
[Name of signatory to be stated]
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Independent auditors’ report – Commentary/Guidance
The auditors’ report on financial statements shall contain:
(a) a title;
(b) the addressee;
(c) an introductory paragraph identifying the financial statements audited and the respective
responsibilities of the directors and auditors;
(d) a scope paragraph describing the nature of an audit, including reference to International
Standards on Auditing or relevant national standards or practices;
(e) an opinion paragraph referring to the financial reporting framework used to prepare the financial
statements and expressing an opinion on whether the financial statements give a true and fair
view in accordance with that financial reporting framework;
(f) the date of the report;
(g) the auditors’ address; and
(h) the auditors’ signature.
Further guidance about auditors’ reports is included in Appendix IV.
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Independent auditors’ report
[Format of auditors’ report to be in accordance with International Standards on Auditing or relevant
national law and auditing standards.]

Balance Sheet - Commentary/Guidance
Introduction
Licence applicants are required to prepare and present annual financial statements based on the
accounting standards required by local legislation. For the purpose of club licensing requirements, the
audited financial statements must contain all items listed in section 10.2.1 – a) to e) of the chapter.
Notwithstanding the national accounting practice, the financial criteria require licence applicants to present
a minimum level of historic financial information in the balance sheet – as summarised in section 10.2.1.2
of the chapter.
The balance sheet opposite provides an illustration of how the minimum information may be presented.
The note numbers opposite refer to the relevant Notes to the financial statements on the following pages.
Approval and signature
The entity’s financial statements must be approved by the board of directors. The entity’s balance sheet
shall be signed by a director, or more than one director, on behalf of the board, with the name of the
signatory stated. Although only one signature is required, it is good practice for the entity’s balance sheet
to be signed by two directors, usually the chairman or chief executive and the finance director.
The balance sheet date and the period covered by the financial information (for both current and
comparative information) shall be disclosed.
Classification of assets and liabilities
For each asset and liability line item that combines both amounts expected to be recovered or settled (a)
within 12 months after the balance sheet date and (b) more than 12 months after the balance sheet date,
the amount expected to be recovered or settled after more than 12 months shall be disclosed separately
as long term assets or liabilities.
A liability shall be classified as current when it satisfies any of the following criteria:
(a)
it is expected to be settled in the entity’s normal operating cycle;
(b)
it is held primarily for the purpose of being traded;
(c)
it is due to be settled within twelve months after the balance sheet date; or
(d)
the entity does not have an unconditional right to defer settlement of the liability for at least twelve
months after the balance sheet date.
All other liabilities shall be classified as long term.
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[Illustrative] Balance Sheet
At [date] 20XX
Notes

Fixed Assets
Tangible fixed assets
Intangible assets – players
Intangible assets – others
Investments

[date]
20XX
[currency]

[date]
20YY
[currency]

7
8
8
6

Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable from player transfers
Accounts receivable from group entities and other
related parties
Accounts receivable - other

5

Inventories

Current liabilities
Bank overdrafts and loans
Accounts payable relating to player transfers
Accounts payable to Football Association of Ireland
Accounts payable to group entities and other related
parties
Accounts payable to employees
All tax liabilities/payables to Revenue Authorities
Accounts payable - other
Short term provisions

9

10

Net Current Assets/(Liabilities)
Long Term liabilities
Bank and other loans
Amounts payable to Football Association of Ireland
All tax liabilities/payables to Revenue Authorities
Long term provisions
Other long term liabilities

9

11

Net assets/(liabilities)
Equity
12
Capital Reserves
Treasury shares (own shares)
Revaluation Reserves
Revenue Reserves
Total equity
The financial statements were approved by the board of directors and authorised for issue on [date].
They were signed on its behalf by:
[Name]
Director
[Name of signatory to be stated]

Date: [Date]
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Balance Sheet – Commentary/Guidance
ASSETS
Tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets refer to property, plant and equipment. Property, plant and equipment are
tangible items that:
•
Are held for use in the production or supply of goods or services, for rental to others, or for
administrative purposes (for example, the club’s stadium, training ground and offices); and
•
Are expected to be used during more than one financial period.
Intangible assets
An intangible asset is an identifiable non-monetary asset without physical substance. Intangible fixed
assets include the capitalised direct costs of obtaining players’ registrations. This total should be
disclosed separately (see 10.2.1.2 of the manual). This disclosure will be supported by a Player
identification table – see Appendix III – although the Player identification table does not have to be
included in the annual financial statements.
Investments
Investments include investments by the licence applicant in subsidiaries, jointly controlled entities and
associates.
A subsidiary is an entity, including an unincorporated entity such as a partnership that is controlled by
another entity (known as the parent).
An associate is an entity, including an unincorporated entity such as a partnership, over which the investor
has significant influence and that is neither a subsidiary nor an interest in a joint venture.
Significant influence is the power to participate in the financial and operating policy decisions of the
investee but is not control or joint control over those policies.
Joint control is the contractually agreed sharing of control over an economic activity, and exists only when
the strategic financial and operating decisions relating to the activity require the unanimous consent of the
parties sharing control (the venturers).

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash comprises cash on hand and demand deposits.
Cash equivalents are short-term, highly liquid investments that are readily convertible to known amounts
of cash and which are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value.
Accounts receivable from player transfers
Amounts receivable from third parties in respect of the transfer of a player’s registration to another football
club.
Accounts receivable from group entities and other related parties
Refer to note [5] Accounts receivable from group entities and other related parties and note [13] Related
party transactions.
Inventories
Inventories are goods held for resale, such as replica football shirts and club merchandise.
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[Illustrative] Balance sheet
At [date] 20XX
Notes

Fixed Assets
Tangible fixed assets
Intangible assets – players
Intangible assets – others
Investments

[date]
20XX
[currency]

[date]
20YY
[currency]

7
8
8
6

Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable from player transfers
Accounts receivable from group entities and other
related parties
Accounts receivable - other
Inventories

Current liabilities
Bank overdrafts and loans
Accounts payable relating to player transfers
Accounts payable to Football Association of Ireland
Accounts payable to group entities and other related
parties
Accounts payable to employees
All tax liabilities/payables to Revenue Authorities
Accounts payable - other
Short term provisions

5

9

10

Net Current Assets/(Liabilities)
Long Term liabilities
Bank and other loans
Amounts payable to Football Association of Ireland
All tax liabilities/payables to Revenue Authorities
Long term provisions
Other long term liabilities

9

11

Net assets/(liabilities)
Equity
12
Capital Reserves
Treasury shares (own shares)
Revaluation Reserves
Revenue Reserves
Total equity
The financial statements were approved by the board of directors and authorised for issue on [date].
They were signed on its behalf by:
[Name]
Director
[Name of signatory to be stated]
[Date]
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Balance Sheet – Commentary/Guidance - continued
LIABILITIES
Loans
Short term loans are defined as loans, or parts thereof, which are due to be settled within 12 months after
the balance sheet date – and are to be included under current liabilities. For example, loans from banks,
other commercial lenders or from directors.
Long term loans are defined as loans, or parts thereof, which are due to be settled more than 12 months
after the balance sheet date – and are to be included under long term liabilities.
Accounts payable relating to player transfers
Amounts payable to other parties in respect of the acquisition of players’ registrations from other football
clubs.
Accounts payable to Football Association of Ireland
Amounts due from the entity to the Football Association of Ireland.
Accounts payable to group entities and other related parties
Refer to note [10] Amounts payable to group entities and other related parties and note [13] Related party
transactions.
Accounts payable to employees.
Amounts due from the entity to employees.
All tax liabilities/payables to Revenue Authorities.
Amounts due from entity to Revenue Authority including but not limited to social taxes and charges, VAT
and corporation taxes.
Tax assets and liabilities shall be presented separately in the balance sheet, with current assets and
liabilities distinguished from deferred.
Current tax assets shall be classified within the total for ‘accounts receivable – other’ if they are not
separately disclosed in the balance sheet.
Current tax liabilities shall be separately disclosed.
Deferred tax assets shall be disclosed as a separate line item within long term assets.
Deferred tax liabilities shall be separately disclosed.
Taxes include all taxes which are based on taxable profits, and include taxes, such as withholding taxes,
which are payable by a subsidiary, associate or joint venture on distributions to the reporting entity.
Provisions
A provision is a liability of uncertain timing or amount.
Short term provisions (expected to be settled or utilised within 12 months after the balance sheet date)
and long term provisions (expected to be settled or utilised more than 12 months after the balance sheet
date) shall be shown separately.
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[Illustrative] Balance Sheet
At [date] 20XX
Notes

Fixed Assets
Tangible fixed assets
Intangible assets – players
Intangible assets – others
Investments

[date]
20XX
[currency]

[date]
20YY
[currency]

7
8
8
6

Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable from player transfers
Accounts receivable from group entities and other
related parties
Accounts receivable - other
Inventories

Current liabilities
Bank overdrafts and loans
Accounts payable relating to player transfers
Accounts payable to Football Association of Ireland
Accounts payable to group entities and other related
parties
Accounts payable to employees
All tax liabilities/payables to Revenue Authorities
Accounts payable - other
Short term provisions

5

9

10

Net Current Assets/(Liabilities)
Long Term liabilities
Bank and other loans
Amounts payable to Football Association of Ireland
All tax liabilities/payables to Revenue Authorities
Long term provisions
Other long term liabilities

Net assets/(liabilities)
Equity
Capital Reserves
Treasury shares (own shares)
Revaluation Reserves
Revenue Reserves
Total equity

9

11

12

The financial statements were approved by the board of directors and authorised for issue on [date].
They were signed on its behalf by:
[Name]
Director
[Name of signatory to be stated]
[Date]
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Balance Sheet – Commentary/Guidance - continued
EQUITY
Capital Reserves
This should include all Issued capital and reserves including share capital, share premium and other
reserves.
Treasury shares
Treasury shares (own shares) are shares in the company which have been re-acquired by the entity.
Revaluation Reserves
Reserve created on revaluation of assets.
Revenue Reserves
Retained earnings (accumulated profit & loss).
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[Illustrative] Profit and loss account
For the year ended [date] 20XX
Notes
Income
Match Revenue
Season Ticket
Gate Receipts

Other Football Income
Transfer Income
Match Day Programme Sales
Club Shop

Commercial
Sponsorship
Fundraising
Supporters Club Donations
Ground Hire
Club Merchandising
Catering and Hospitality
Advertising

Bar Profit / Contribution
Profit

FAI
TV Income
Prize Money

UEFA
Prize Money

Investments
Corporate and Private Sponsorship

Other Income
Interest Income
Sale of Fixed Asset
Other Income
Total Relevant Income

Other Income (Not included in Salary Cost Calculation)
Club Promotions Contribution
Player Insurance Income
Player Loan Income
U-20 Travel Grant
UEFA Youth Development / Solidarity Funding
European Preparation Grant
Other Grant Income
Insert Headings as Appropriate
Insert Headings as Appropriate
Insert Headings as Appropriate
Total Income

Expenditure
Cost of Sales
Match Day Expenses
Match Day Expenses Players
Referee Expenses

Gross Profit
Salary Costs
Player and Salary Expenses
Management and Coaching Salary and Expenses
Administrative Salary and Expenses

Total Salary including Expenses

Administrative Expenses
Advertising
Amortisation & Depreciation
Audit & Accountancy
Bad Debts
Charitable Donations
Commercial
Cost of running underage teams
Equipment
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20XX
[currency]

20YY
[currency]

FAI Affiliation Fees
Fines
Fundraising Costs
Impairment of fixed assets
Insurance
Interest on overdue taxation payments
International Tickets
Legal & Professional
Light & Heat
Medical Costs
Merchandising Costs
Motor Expenses
Player & Staff kit costs
Printing, Postage & Stationary
Programme Costs
Rates
Rent
Repairs & Maintenance
Shop Costs - excluding salary & wages
Stadium & Pitch Rental
Telephone, fax & internet
Training Costs
Transfer Fees
Travel Costs – not including match day coach
Other operating expenses
General Expenses
Total Expenses
Operating profit/(loss)

Profit/loss on disposal of fixed assets
Finance Costs
Corporation Tax Charge

2
3
4

Profit/(Loss)
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Profit and loss account – Commentary/Guidance
Introduction
Licence applicants are required to prepare and present annual financial statements based on the
accounting standards required by local legislation. For the purpose of club licensing requirements, the
audited financial statements must contain all items listed in section 10.2.1.3 of the chapter.
The financial criteria require licence applicants to present a minimum level of historic financial information
in the profit and loss account – as summarised in section 10.2.1.3 of the chapter.
The profit and loss account opposite provides an illustration of how the minimum information should be
presented
Presentation
Additional line items, headings and subtotals shall be presented on the face of the profit and loss account
when such presentation is relevant to an understanding of the entity’s performance. When items of income
and expense are material, their nature and amount shall be disclosed separately. Circumstances that
could give rise to the separate disclosure of specific items of income and expense include, for example,
disposals of items of property, plant and equipment, litigation settlements and other reversals of
provisions.
Revenue
Match Revenue
1. Season Tickets
Include in relevant season. Where season tickets are sold covering more than one season,
income should be pro-rated.
2. Gate Receipts
Actual receipts received from patrons.
Other Football Income
1. Transfer Income
Income received in relation to the transfer of a player’s registration.
2. Programme Sales
Income from sales of match day programmes, club magazines, fanzines, yearbooks or any other
club publications.
3. Club Shop
Income received from sales in club confectionary stores.
Commercial
1. Sponsorship
All club sponsorship income including but not limited to kit sponsorship, ball sponsorship, match
day sponsorship & water sponsorship
2. Fundraising
Include all incomes from all fundraising activities run by the club during the season
3. Supporters Club Donations
Include all income received from supporters club or individual supporters raised to assist the club
in financing its activities.
4. Ground Hire
Include all income received from the hiring of club grounds including any bar or conference
facilities.
5. Club Merchandising
Include all income from the sale of merchandising bearing the club logo.
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[Illustrative] Profit and loss account
For the year ended [date] 20XX

Notes
Income
Match Revenue
Season Ticket
Gate Receipts

Other Football Income
Transfer Income
Match Day Programme Sales
Club Shop

Commercial
Sponsorship
Fundraising
Supporters Club Donations
Ground Hire
Club Merchandising
Catering and Hospitality
Advertising

Bar Profit / Contribution
Profit

FAI
TV Income
Prize Money

UEFA
Prize Money

Investments
Corporate and Private Sponsorship

Other Income
Interest Income
Sale of Fixed Asset
Other Income
Total Relevant Income

Other Income (Not included in Salary Cost Calculation)
Club Promotions Contribution
Player Insurance Income
Player Loan Income
U-20 Travel Grant
UEFA Youth Development / Solidarity Funding
European Preparation Grant
Other Grant Income
Insert Headings as Appropriate
Insert Headings as Appropriate
Insert Headings as Appropriate
Total Income

Expenditure
Cost of Sales
Match Day Expenses
Match Day Expenses Players
Referee Expenses

Gross Profit
Salary Costs
Player and Salary Expenses
Management and Coaching Salary and Expenses
Administrative Salary and Expenses

Total Salary including Expenses

Administrative Expenses
Advertising
Amortisation & Depreciation
Audit & Accountancy
Bad Debts
Charitable Donations
Commercial
Cost of running underage teams
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20XX
[currency]

20YY
[currency]

Equipment
FAI Affiliation Fees
Fines
Fundraising Costs
Impairment of fixed assets
Insurance
Interest on overdue taxation payments
International Tickets
Legal & Professional
Light & Heat
Medical Costs
Merchandising Costs
Motor Expenses
Player & Staff kit costs
Printing, Postage & Stationary
Programme Costs
Rates
Rent
Repairs & Maintenance
Shop Costs - excluding salary & wages
Stadium & Pitch Rental
Telephone, fax & internet
Training Costs
Transfer Fees
Travel Costs – not including match day coach
Other operating expenses
General Expenses
Total Expenses
Operating profit/(loss)

Profit/loss on disposal of fixed assets
Finance Costs
Corporation Tax Charge

2
3
4

Profit/(Loss)
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6. Catering & Hospitality
Include any income received from hospitality events and the catering of events held at the clubs
facilities.
7. Advertising
Include all income received for advertising, including but not limited to, programme advertising,
hoarding (pitch side) advertising, PA announcements and media backgrounds.
Bar Profit/Contribution
1.

Include the profit from the bar or the contribution received from the social club who hold the bar
license. An income and expenditure statement for the bar must be provided as a note to the
financial statements.

Football Association of Ireland
1. Include all funding receivable under the applicable headings in Relevant Income schedule.
UEFA
1. Include all prize money receivable from participation in UEFA competitions.
Investments
1. Corporate & Private Sponsorship
Include any non repayable incomes streams received from benefactors including company
shareholders, committee members or other investors. Player, Team & Stadium sponsorship
income should be included here.
Other Operating Income
1. Interest Received
Include all bank interest receivable.
2. Other Income
Include all other forms of income here as applicable, where there is doubt surrounding the
appropriateness of including income streams or not the club should contact the FAI Internal
Compliance Officer for clarification.
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Profit and loss account – [Illustrative] Profit and loss account
For the year ended [date] 20XX

Notes
Income
Match Revenue
Season Ticket
Gate Receipts

Other Football Income
Transfer Income
Match Day Programme Sales
Club Shop

Commercial
Sponsorship
Fundraising
Supporters Club Donations
Ground Hire
Club Merchandising
Catering and Hospitality
Advertising

Bar Profit / Contribution
Profit

FAI
TV Income
Prize Money

UEFA
Prize Money

Investments
Corporate and Private Sponsorship

Other Income
Interest Income
Sale of Fixed Asset
Other Income
Total Relevant Income

Other Income (Not included in Salary Cost Calculation)
Club Promotions Contribution
Player Insurance Income
Player Loan Income
U-20 Travel Grant
UEFA Youth Development / Solidarity Funding
European Preparation Grant
Other Grant Income
Insert Headings as Appropriate
Insert Headings as Appropriate
Insert Headings as Appropriate
Total Income

Expenditure
Cost of Sales
Match Day Expenses
Match Day Expenses Players
Referee Expenses

Gross Profit
Salary Costs
Player and Salary Expenses
Management and Coaching Salary and Expenses
Administrative Salary and Expenses

Total Salary including Expenses

Administrative Expenses
Advertising
Amortisation & Depreciation
Audit & Accountancy
Bad Debts
Charitable Donations
Commercial
Cost of running underage teams
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20XX
[currency]

20YY
[currency]

Equipment
FAI Affiliation Fees
Fines
Fundraising Costs
Impairment of fixed assets
Insurance
Interest on overdue taxation payments
International Tickets
Legal & Professional
Light & Heat
Medical Costs
Merchandising Costs
Motor Expenses
Player & Staff kit costs
Printing, Postage & Stationary
Programme Costs
Rates
Rent
Repairs & Maintenance
Shop Costs - excluding salary & wages
Stadium & Pitch Rental
Telephone, fax & internet
Training Costs
Transfer Fees
Travel Costs – not including match day coach
Other operating expenses
General Expenses
Total Expenses
Operating profit/(loss)

Profit/loss on disposal of fixed assets
Finance Costs
Corporation Tax Charge

2
3
4

Profit/(Loss)
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Profit and loss account – Commentary/Guidance - continued
Expenses
Cost of sales/materials includes all expenses incurred in the running of a football match.
Match Day Expenses should represent the costs incurred in hosting a home match, including but not
limited to; security costs (including stewarding and Garda costs), plant hire, first aid costs and food and
drink for players, referees and officials.
Match Day Expenses Players represents the costs associated with away fixtures, including but not
limited to; transport costs, pre match meals and accommodation.
Employee salary and expense are all forms of consideration given by an entity in exchange for service
rendered by employees and includes wages and salaries (including bonuses), social contributions,
pension costs and termination benefits. This figure will be used to calculate the clubs final compliance
with the Salary Cost Protocol and must be reconciled both to the Employee Cost note in the notes to the
financial statements and to the final salary cost protocol declaration.
All other Expenses should be categorised under the headings as detailed in the illustrative Profit &
Loss account as applicable.
Salary Costs
Player salary costs includes but is not limited to;
Gross Basic Salary
A player’s gross basic salary as per the contract lodged with the Football Association of Ireland.
Signing on Fees
Any initial of deferred ‘signing on fee’ to be paid the club to the player during the financial year.
Appearance Fees
Any payments that may become due as a result of players reaching a certain number of appearances with
the club.
Bonuses
Any bonus which may become payable during the course of the season, including but not limited to match,
goal, assist, clean sheet, win, draw, champions or cup win bonus. Any lump sum ‘Team Bonus’ is to
separately disclosed under the appropriate heading.
Social Taxes & Charges
All social taxes and charges expenses to be paid by the club must be included.
Agents Fees
Any fees paid by the club to agents in relation to transfers or contract extensions including any payments
made on behalf of players.
Pension Contributions
Any pension contributions due in respect of players.
Relocations Costs
Any payments made on behalf of a player in respect of relocation costs, including but not limited to hotel,
removal, legal & travel costs.
Medical & Other Insurances
Any insurance premiums paid in respect of any player, to include personal accident, health and life
insurance whether or not these are specifically provided for under the terms of the employment contract.
Benefit in Kind (BIK) & Expenses
The cost to the club of providing any benefit in kind or paying any expense, including but not limited to
motor vehicles costs, hotel expenses (other than those directly relating to matches), holiday expenses,
personal expenses, gym membership or rental/mortgage allowances.
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Depreciation and amortisation includes:
•
depreciation of tangible fixed assets (such as the stadium);
•
amortisation of player registration costs; and
•
amortisation of other intangible fixed assets.
Separate disclosure is required in the financial statements. In this illustration; these items are shown as
separately disclosed in the notes to the financial statements. Refer to note [7] (Tangible fixed assets) and
[8] (Intangible fixed assets)
Impairment of fixed assets
Separate disclosure required of impairment of player registration costs and impairment of other tangible or
intangible fixed assets. In this illustration; these items are shown as separately disclosed in the notes to
the financial statements.
An asset is impaired when the carrying amount of the asset exceeds its recoverable amount. Both
tangible assets (for example, a club’s stadium) and intangible assets (for example, a player’s registration)
may be impaired in relevant and applicable circumstances.
Carrying amount is the amount at which an asset is recognised in the balance sheet after deducting any
accumulated depreciation (amortisation) and accumulated impairment losses thereon.
Recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s net selling price and its value in use.
Value in use is the present value of estimated future cash flows expected to arise from the continuing use
of an asset and from its disposal at the end of its useful life.
Net selling price is the amount obtainable from the sale of an asset in an arm’s length transaction between
knowledgeable, willing parties, less the costs of disposal.
If, and only if, the recoverable amount of an asset is less than its carrying amount, the carrying amount of
the asset should be reduced to its recoverable amount. That reduction is an impairment loss.
An impairment loss must be recognised as an expense in the income statement immediately.
After the recognition of an impairment loss, the depreciation (amortisation) charge for the asset should be
adjusted in future periods to allocate the asset’s revised carrying amount, less its residual value (if any),
on a systematic basis over its remaining useful life.
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Profit and loss account – [Illustrative] Profit and loss account
For the year ended [date] 20XX

Notes
Income
Match Revenue
Season Ticket
Gate Receipts

Other Football Income
Transfer Income
Match Day Programme Sales
Club Shop

Commercial
Sponsorship
Fundraising
Supporters Club Donations
Ground Hire
Club Merchandising
Catering and Hospitality
Advertising

Bar Profit / Contribution
Profit

FAI
TV Income
Prize Money

UEFA
Prize Money

Investments
Corporate and Private Sponsorship

Other Income
Interest Income
Sale of Fixed Asset
Other Income
Total Relevant Income

Other Income (Not included in Salary Cost Calculation)
Club Promotions Contribution
Player Insurance Income
Player Loan Income
U-20 Travel Grant
UEFA Youth Development / Solidarity Funding
European Preparation Grant
Other Grant Income
Insert Headings as Appropriate
Insert Headings as Appropriate
Insert Headings as Appropriate
Total Income

Expenditure
Cost of Sales
Match Day Expenses
Match Day Expenses Players
Referee Expenses

Gross Profit
Salary Costs
Player and Salary Expenses
Management and Coaching Salary and Expenses
Administrative Salary and Expenses

Total Salary including Expenses

Administrative Expenses
Advertising
Amortisation & Depreciation
Audit & Accountancy
Bad Debts
Charitable Donations
Commercial
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20XX
[currency]

20YY
[currency]

Cost of running underage teams
Equipment
FAI Affiliation Fees
Fines
Fundraising Costs
Impairment of fixed assets
Insurance
Interest on overdue taxation payments
International Tickets
Legal & Professional
Light & Heat
Medical Costs
Merchandising Costs
Motor Expenses
Player & Staff kit costs
Printing, Postage & Stationary
Programme Costs
Rates
Rent
Repairs & Maintenance
Shop Costs - excluding salary & wages
Stadium & Pitch Rental
Telephone, fax & internet
Training Costs
Transfer Fees
Travel Costs – not including match day coach
Other operating expenses
General Expenses
Total Expenses
Operating profit/(loss)

Profit/loss on disposal of fixed assets
Finance Costs
Corporation Tax Charge

2
3
4

Profit/(Loss)
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Profit and loss account – Commentary/Guidance - continued
Profit or loss on disposal of fixed assets
In the financial statements, profit or loss on disposal of player registrations shall be reported separately
from profit or loss on disposal of other fixed assets, either on the face of the profit and loss account or in
the notes to the financial statements.
Profits and losses on disposal of players’ registrations shall be shown separately from the amortisation of
the players’ registrations and cannot be netted off against amortisation expense.
Finance costs
Finance costs include interest on bank overdrafts and on bank and other loans including any loans from
members or directors and any lease charges.
Tax charge
Tax charge (or tax credit) is the aggregate amount included in the determination of net profit or loss for the
period in respect of current tax and deferred tax – i.e. tax charge will be based on taxable profits.
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Cash Flow Statement – Commentary/Guidance
Introduction
The financial criteria require licence applicants to present a minimum level of historic financial information
in the cash flow statement – as summarised in section 10.2.1.4 of the chapter.
The cash flow statement (opposite) provides an illustration of how the minimum information may be
presented (using the direct method).
The cash flow statement may also be presented using the indirect method – an example of which is also
given at the end of this Appendix. Cash flows are inflows and outflows of cash and cash equivalents.
Cash flows from operating activities
Operating activities are the principal revenue-producing activities of the entity and other activities that are
not investing or financing activities. An entity shall report cash flows from operating activities using either:
i.

the direct method, whereby major classes of gross cash receipts and gross cash payments
are disclosed; or

ii.

the indirect method, whereby net profit or loss is adjusted for the effects of transactions of a
non-cash nature, any deferrals or accruals of past or future operating cash receipts or
payments, and items of income and expense associated with investing or financing cash
flows.

The amount of cash flows arising from operating activities is a key indicator of the extent to which the
operations of the entity have generated sufficient cash flows to repay loans, maintain the operating
capability of the entity, pay dividends and make new investments without recourse to external sources of
financing. Information about the specific components of historical operating cash flows is useful, in
conjunction with other information, in forecasting future operating cash flows.
Cash flows from operating activities are primarily derived from the principal revenue-producing activities of
the entity. Therefore, they generally result from the transactions and other events that enter into the
determination of net profit or loss. Examples of cash flows from operating activities of a football club are
shown opposite (in a direct method format).Licence applicants are encouraged to report cash flows from
operating activities using the direct method. The direct method provides information which may be useful
in estimating future cash flows and which is not available under the indirect method.
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[Illustrative] Cash flow statement – direct method
For the year ended [date] 20XX
Notes

Cash flows from operating activities

Cash receipts from match revenue
Cash receipts from other football income
Cash receipts from commercial activities
Cash receipts from bar contribution
Cash receipts from FAI/UEFA
Cash receipts from Investments
Cash receipts from other operating activities

Cash payments to suppliers for goods and services
Cash payments to and on behalf of employees
Cash payments in relation to other operating
expenses

Cash inflow/outflow from operating activities

Taxation

Cash flows from investing activities

Cash receipts from sale of property, plant and
equipment Cash payments to acquire property,
plant and equipment
Cash receipts from sale of player registrations
Cash payments to acquire player registrations
Cash receipts from sale of other long term assets
Cash payments to acquire other long term assets
Cash receipts from sale of financial investments
Cash

payments

to

acquire

new

financial

investments
Cash receipts in relation to receipts of loans from
non-financial institutions
Cash payments in relation to repayment of loans to
non-financial institutions
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20XX

20YY

currency

currency

Cash inflow/outflow from investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities

Cash receipts from obtaining short or long-term
borrowings
Cash payments in relation to repayment of
amounts borrowed
Cash receipts from an increase in capital
Cash payments to acquire or redeem the entity's
shares

Cash inflow/outflow from financing activities

Net increase/decrease in cash
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Cash Flow Statement – Commentary/Guidance - continued
Cash flows from investing activities
Investing activities are the acquisition and disposal of long-term assets (including player registrations) and
other investments not included in cash equivalents. The entity shall report separately major classes of
gross cash receipts and gross cash payments arising from investing activities.
The separate disclosure of cash flows arising from investing activities is important because the cash flows
represent the extent to which expenditures have been made for resources intended to generate future
income and cash flows. Examples of cash flows arising from investing activities of a football club are
shown opposite.
Cash flows from financing activities
Financing activities are activities that result in changes in the size and composition of the contributed
equity share capital and borrowings of the entity. The entity shall report separately major classes of gross
cash receipts and gross cash payments arising from financing activities.
The separate disclosure of cash flows arising from financing activities is important because it is useful in
predicting claims on future cash flows by providers of capital to the entity. Examples of cash flows arising
from financing activities are shown opposite.
Other cash flows
Cash flows from interest and dividends received and paid should each be disclosed separately. Each
should be disclosed in a consistent manner from period to period as either operating, investing or
financing activities.
Cash flows arising from taxes on income should be separately disclosed and shall be classified as cash
flows from operating activities unless they can be appropriately and specifically identified with financing
and investing activities.
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[Illustrative] Cash flow statement – direct method
For the year ended [date] 20XX
Notes

20XX
currency

Cash flows from operating activities

Cash receipts from match revenue
Cash receipts from other football income
Cash receipts from commercial activities
Cash receipts from bar contribution
Cash receipts from FAI/UEFA
Cash receipts from Investments
Cash receipts from other operating activities

Cash payments to suppliers for goods and services
Cash payments to and on behalf of employees
Cash payments in relation to other operating
expenses

Cash inflow/outflow from operating activities

Taxation

Cash flows from investing activities

Cash receipts from sale of property, plant and
equipment Cash payments to acquire property, plant
and equipment
Cash receipts from sale of player registrations
Cash payments to acquire player registrations
Cash receipts from sale of other long term assets
Cash payments to acquire other long term assets
Cash receipts from sale of financial investments
Cash

payments

to

acquire

new

financial

investments
Cash receipts in relation to receipts of loans from
non-financial institutions
Cash payments in relation to repayment of loans to
non-financial institutions
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20YY
currency

Cash inflow/outflow from investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities

Cash receipts from issuing short or long-term
borrowings
Cash payments in relation to repayment of amounts
borrowed
Cash receipts from an increase in capital
Cash payments to acquire or redeem the entity's
shares

Cash inflow/outflow from financing activities

Net increase/decrease in cash
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Notes to the financial statements – Commentary/Guidance
The notes to the financial statements shall:
(a)

present information about the basis of preparation of the financial statements and the specific
accounting policies used;

(b)

disclose required information that is not presented on the face of the balance sheet, profit and loss
account or cash flow statement; and

(c)

provide additional information that is not presented on the face of the balance sheet, profit and
loss account or cash flow statement, but is relevant to an understanding of any of them or items
disclosed in them.

Notes shall, as far as practicable, be presented in a systematic manner. Each item on the face of the
balance sheet, profit and loss account and cash flow statement shall be cross-referenced to any related
information in the notes.
An entity shall disclose, in the summary of significant accounting policies or other notes, the judgements,
apart from those involving estimations, that management has made in the process of applying the entity’s
accounting policies and which have the most significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial
statements.

1. Significant Accounting Policies
Intangible Fixed Assets
Guidance on player accounting is provided in 10.2.1.7. ‘Accounting Requirements for Player Registration
Costs’.
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[Illustrative] Notes to the financial statements
Year ended [date] 20XX
1.

Significant accounting policies

Basis of accounting
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with accounting standards generally
accepted in Ireland and Irish Statute comprising the Companies Acts, 1963 to 2006.
The financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost basis, [except for the revaluation of
certain properties].
Tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and any recognised impairment
loss.
Depreciation is charged so as to write off the cost or valuation of assets, other than land and properties
under construction, over their estimated useful lives, using the straight-line method, on the following
bases:
Buildings (including stadium)
Fixtures and equipment

[ ] % per annum
[ ] % per annum

Assets held under finance leases are depreciated over their expected useful economic lives on the same
basis as owned assets or, where shorter, over the term of the relevant lease.
The gain or loss arising on the disposal or retirement of an asset is determined as the difference between
the sales proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset and is recognised in income.
Intangible fixed assets
The transfer and incidental costs associated with the acquisition of players’ registrations are capitalised as
intangible fixed assets. These costs are fully amortised, in equal annual instalments, over the period of the
respective players’ contracts. Players’ registrations are written down for impairment when the carrying
amount exceeds the amount recoverable through use or sale.
Revenue
Revenue represents income receivable from the entity’s principal activities excluding sales tax.
Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable and represents amounts
receivable for goods and services provided in the normal course of business, net of discounts and sales
related taxes.
Gate receipts
Gate receipts comprises revenue from all ticket sales for all home matches and season ticket sales,
together with the club’s share of gate receipts from matches at other venues.
Sponsorship and advertising
Comprises revenue from the exploitation of the club’s brand through sponsorship and advertising
agreements.
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[Illustrative] Notes to the financial statements
Deferred revenue
Revenue from gate receipts, broadcasting, sponsorship and commercial contracts, which has been
received prior to the year end, in respect of future football seasons is treated as deferred income.
Taxation
The tax charge represents the sum of the tax currently payable and deferred tax.
The tax currently payable is based on taxable profit for the year. Taxable profit differs from net profit as
reported in the profit and loss account because it excludes items of income or expense that are taxable or
deductible in other years and it further excludes items that are never taxable or deductible. The entity’s
liability for current tax is calculated using tax rates that have been enacted in legislation or substantively
enacted by the balance sheet date.
Deferred tax is the tax expected to be payable or recoverable on differences between the carrying
amounts of assets and liabilities in the financial statements and the corresponding tax bases used in the
computation of taxable profit, and is accounted for using the balance sheet liability method. Deferred tax
liabilities are generally recognised for all taxable temporary differences and deferred tax assets are
recognised to the extent that it is probable that taxable profits will be available in the future against which
deductible temporary differences can be utilised. Such assets and liabilities are not recognised if the
temporary difference arises from goodwill or from the initial recognition (other than in a business
combination) of other assets and liabilities in a transaction that affects neither the tax profit nor the
accounting profit.
The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each balance sheet date and reduced to the
extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient taxable profits will be available to allow all or part of the
asset to be recovered.
Deferred tax is calculated at the tax rates that are expected to apply in the period when the liability is
settled or the asset is realised. Deferred tax is charged or credited in the profit and loss account, except
when it relates to items charged or credited directly to equity, in which case the deferred tax is also dealt
with in equity.
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2. Profit/loss on disposal of fixed assets
Separate disclosure of profit or loss from disposal of player registrations and profit or loss from disposal of
other tangible or intangible fixed assets.
3. Finance costs
The financial statements shall disclose material items of income, expense, and gains and losses resulting
from financial assets and financial liabilities, whether included in profit or loss or as a separate component
of equity.
4. Tax charge
The tax charge (or credit) related to the profit or loss from ordinary activities shall be disclosed on the face
of the profit and loss account. The major components of tax charge (or credit) should be separately
disclosed.
Disclosure of an explanation of changes in the applicable tax rate compared to the previous accounting
period is good practice.
An explanation of the relationship between the tax charge (credit) and the accounting profit is good
practice. This can be by way of reconciliation between tax charge (credit) and the tax computed on
accounting profit (using the applicable tax rate) and/or a numerical reconciliation between average
effective tax rate and the applicable tax rate. In either case disclosure on the basis on which the applicable
tax rate is computed may be provided.
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[Illustrative] Notes to the financial statements
2.

Profit/loss on disposal of fixed assets
Notes

20XX

20YY

[currency]

[currency]

20XX

20YY

[currency]

[currency]

Profit/loss on disposal of player registrations
Profit/loss on disposal of other intangible fixed
assets
Profit/loss on disposal of tangible fixed assets

Total
3.

Finance costs
Notes

Interest on bank overdrafts and loans
Interest on convertible loan notes
Interest on obligations under finance leases
Interest on members/directors loans

Total borrowing costs
4. Tax charge
Notes

20XX

20XX

20YY

20YY

[currency]

%

[currency]

%

Current tax
Deferred tax
Profit before tax
Tax is calculated at [x] percent (20YY: [x] per cent) of the estimated assessable profit for the year.
The charge for the year can be reconciled to the profit per the profit and loss account as follows:
Notes

20XX

20XX

20YY

20YY

[currency]

%

[currency]

%

Tax at the Corporation Tax
rate of [XX]% (20YY: [XX]%)
Tax effect of share of results
of associates
Tax effect of expenses that
are

not

deductible

in

determining taxable profit
Tax effect of utilisation of tax
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losses

not

previously

recognised
Increase in opening deferred
tax liability resulting from an
increase in tax rates
Effect of different tax rates of
subsidiaries

operating

in

other jurisdictions

Tax charge and effective
tax rate for the year
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Notes to the financial statements – Commentary/Guidance
5. Accounts receivable from group entities and other related parties
Group entities are entities that are under common control. Control is the power to govern the financial and
operating policies of an entity so as to obtain benefits from its activities. Group entities include parents,
subsidiaries and fellow subsidiaries.
Other related parties include associates. For further details about related parties, refer to note 13 “related
party transactions”.
6. Investments
Investments includes, but is not limited to, interests in subsidiaries, jointly controlled entities and
associates.
A list of significant investments in subsidiaries, jointly controlled entities (which are not illustrated opposite)
and associates shall be given, including:
(a) the name;
(b) country of incorporation or residence;
(c) type of business/operations of the entity
(d) proportion of ownership interest;
(e) if different, proportion of voting power held; and
(f) a description of the method used to account for the investments.
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[Illustrative] Notes to the financial statements
5. Accounts receivable from group entities and other related parties
Notes
20XX
[currency]
Amounts receivable from group entities
Amounts receivable from other related parties

20YY
[currency]

6. Investments in subsidiaries and associates
Year ended [date] 20XX
Details of the entity’s subsidiaries as at [date] 20XX are as follows:
Name
of
subsidiary

Place of
incorporation
(or
registration)

Type of
business/
operations

Proportion
of ownership
interest
%

Proportion
of voting
power held
%

Method used
to account
for
investment

Proportion of
voting
power held
%

Method used
to account
for
investment

[Names]

Details of the entity’s associates as at [date] 20XX are as follows:
Name
of
associate

Place of
incorporation
(or
registration)

Type of
business/
operations

Proportion of
ownership
interest
%

[Names]
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7. Tangible fixed assets
Items classified as tangible fixed assets in the financial statements shall be limited to tangible assets that
are both:
•

Held by an entity for use in the production or supply of goods or services, for rental to others, or for
administrative purposes; and

•

Expected to be used during more than one financial period.

Separate disclosure of each class of tangible fixed assets shall be made. A class of property, plant and
equipment is a grouping of assets of a similar nature and use in an enterprise's operations. The following
are examples of separate classes:
•

Land;

•

Land and buildings (including stadium and training ground);

•

Plant and machinery;

•

Motor vehicles;

•

Fixtures and fittings;

•

Office equipment

The following information shall be disclosed for each class of tangible fixed assets:
•

The gross carrying amount and the accumulated depreciation (aggregated with accumulated
impairment losses) at the beginning and end of the period; and

•

A reconciliation of the carrying amount at the beginning and the end of the period showing:
- Additions;
- Disposals;
- Increases or decreases during the period resulting from revaluations;
- Impairment losses recognised in the profit and loss account during the period (if any);
- Impairment losses reversed in the profit and loss account during the period (if any);
- Depreciation; and
- Other changes.

The depreciation methods and useful lives (or depreciation rates) used shall be disclosed in the
accounting policy note. These are matters of judgement and such disclosure provides information that
allows comparison to be made with other entities.
The financial statements shall also disclose the existence and amounts of restrictions on title, and tangible
fixed assets pledged as security for liabilities.
Where tangible fixed assets such as the stadium, are stated at revalued amounts, the following additional
information may be disclosed (as good practice)
•

The effective date of the revaluation;

•

Whether an independent valuer was involved;

•

The methods and significant assumptions applied in estimating the items’ fair value;
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[Illustrative] Notes to the financial statements
7. Tangible fixed assets
Notes

Total
[currency]

Cost or valuation
At beginning of period
Additions
Disposals
Revaluation increase
At end of period

Accumulated depreciation and impairment
At beginning of period
Charge for the year
Eliminated on disposals
Impairment
Eliminated on revaluation
At end of period

Net Book Value
At end of period
At beginning of period

The entity has pledged tangible fixed assets having a carrying value of approximately [amount] to secure
banking facilities granted for the entity.
Land and buildings were revalued at [date of revaluation] by [name of company which performed
valuation], independent valuers not connected with the entity, on the basis of market value. The valuation
conforms to International Valuation Standards and was based on recent market transactions on arm’s
length terms for similar properties.
As at [date of revaluation], had the land and buildings been carried at historical cost less accumulated
depreciation, their carrying value would have been approximately €100 (20YY: €100).
The revaluation surplus is disclosed in note 12.
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7. Tangible fixed assets (continued)
•

The extent to which the items’ fair values were determined by reference to observable prices in an
active market or recent market transactions on arm’s length terms or were estimated using other
valuation techniques;

•

The carrying amount that would have been recognised had the assets been carried under the
historical cost model; and

•

The revaluation surplus, indicating the change for the period and any restrictions on the distribution of
the balance to the shareholders.

8. Intangible fixed assets
Separate disclosure of each class of intangible fixed assets shall be made. A class of intangible assets is
a grouping of assets of a similar nature and use in an enterprise's operations. The following are examples
of separate classes:


Player registrations



Goodwill



Other intangible assets

Player registrations
In relation to amounts capitalised and amortised in respect of player registrations, the note should include
a reconciliation of the cost, amortisation, net carrying value and movements in the accounting period.
For further information and guidance in relation to accounting for player registrations, refer to section
10.2.1.7 and Appendix III.
Goodwill and other intangible assets
In relation to amounts capitalised and amortised in respect of other intangible assets, the note should
include a reconciliation of the cost, amortisation, net carrying value and movements in the accounting
period.
The existence and carrying amounts of intangible assets whose title is restricted and the carrying amount
of intangible assets pledged as security for liabilities shall be disclosed.
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8. Intangible fixed assets
Notes

Player
Registrations
[currency]

Cost
Brought forward from previous
period
Additions
Disposals
Carried forward at end of period

Amortisation
Brought forward from previous
period
Amortisation charge for the
period
Disposals
Impairment
Carried forward at end of period

Net Book Value
At end of period
At beginning of period
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Other
[currency]

Total
[currency]

Notes to the financial statements – Commentary/Guidance
9. Bank overdrafts and loans
For each class of financial asset, financial liability and equity instrument, the following may be disclosed as
good practice:
•

Information about the extent and nature of the financial instruments, including amounts and duration
and also any significant terms and conditions that may affect the amount, timing and certainty of future
cash flows; and

•

The accounting policies and methods adopted, including the criteria for recognition and the basis of
measurement applied.

For borrowing facilities the following information must be disclosed:
•

Promised credit facilities;

•

Balance outstanding at closing date;

•

Name of lender; and

•

Duration of the facilities.

10. Accounts payable to group entities and other related parties
Group entities are entities that are under common control. Control is the power to govern the financial and
operating policies of an entity so as to obtain benefits from its activities. Group entities include parents,
subsidiaries and fellow subsidiaries.
Other related parties include associates. For further details and definitions of other related parties, refer to
note [13] Related party transactions.
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[Illustrative] Notes to the financial statements
9. Bank overdrafts and loans
Notes
20XX
[currency]

20YY
[currency]

20XX
[currency]

20YY
[currency]

Bank overdrafts
Bank loans

The borrowings are repayable as follows:
On demand or within one year
In the second year
In the third to fifth years inclusive
After five years

Less: amount due for settlement within 12 months
(shown
under current liabilities

Amount due for settlement after 12 months

10. Accounts payable to group entities and other related parties
Notes
Amounts payable to group entities
Amounts payable to other related parties
Total
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11. Provisions
A provision is a liability of uncertain timing or amount.
Provisions can be distinguished from other liabilities such as trade payables and accruals because there is
uncertainty about the timing or amount of the future expenditure required in settlement. Although it is
sometimes necessary to estimate the amount or timing of accruals, the uncertainty is generally much less
than for provisions. Accruals are often reported as part of trade and other payables, whereas provisions
are reported separately.
Provisions shall be disclosed in separate classes. In determining which provisions or contingent liabilities
may be aggregated to form a class, it is necessary to consider whether the nature of the items is
sufficiently similar to be combined in a statement of a single amount.
For each class of provision, the entity shall disclose:
•

The carrying amount at the beginning and end of the period;

•

Additional provisions made in the period, including increases to existing provisions;

•

Amounts used (i.e. incurred and charged against the provision) during the period;

•

Unused amounts reversed during the period; and

•

The increase during the period in the discounted amount arising from the passage of time and the
effect of any change in the discount rate.

Comparative information is not required for the disclosures described above.
The entity is encouraged to disclose (as good practice) the following for each class of provision:
•

A brief description of the nature of the obligation and the expected timing of any resulting outflows of
economic benefits;

•

An indication of the uncertainties about the timing of those outflows including, where necessary to
provide adequate information, the major assumptions made concerning future events; and

•

The amount of any expected reimbursement (for example from a counterclaim or insurance recovery),
stating the amount of any asset that has been recognised for that expected reimbursement.
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11. Provisions
Notes

Provision
Class A
[currency]

Provision
Class B
[currency]

At beginning of period
Additional provision in
the year
Utilisation of provision
At end of period
Total
Included in current
liabilities
Included
in
noncurrent liabilities
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Provision
Class C
[currency]

Total
[currency]

Notes to the financial statements – Commentary/Guidance
12. Issued capital and reserves
Share capital
The following must be disclosed for each class of share capital:
•

The number of shares authorised;

•

The number of shares issued and fully paid, and issued but not fully paid;

•

Par value per share ( or that the shares have no par value);

•

A reconciliation of the number of shares outstanding at the beginning and at the end of the period;

•

The rights, preferences and restrictions attaching to that class including restrictions on the distribution
of dividends and the repayment of capital;

•

Shares in the entity held by the entity or by its subsidiaries or associates; and

•

Shares reserved for issue under options and contracts for the sale of shares, including the terms and
amounts.

The following may be disclosed (as good practice) in relation to share capital issued during the current
year:
•

The number and type of shares issued;

•

The share premium (if applicable) arising on the shares issued;

•

The total amount raised as a result of the issuing of shares;

•

The reason for the issuing of new shares.

Other reserves
Where items of property, plant and equipment are stated at revalued amounts, the revaluation surplus,
indicating the change for the period and any restrictions on the distribution of the balance to shareholders,
shall be disclosed.
Retained earnings
The balance of retained earnings (i.e. accumulated profit or loss) at the beginning of the period and at the
balance sheet date, and the changes during the period, must be disclosed.
It is good practice to disclose the amount of distributable and non-distributable reserves.
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[Illustrative] Notes to the financial statements
12. Issued share capital and reserves
Share capital
Notes

20XX
[currency]

20YY
[currency]

Authorised:
[number] ordinary shares of [amount] each

Issued and fully paid:
[number] ordinary shares of [amount] each

During the year an amount of €x was raised for [insert the purpose of the issue of the share capital]
through the issue of [y] ordinary shares [at a premium of [€y] per share]

Capital Reserves
Issued
Share
Capital

Share
premium

At beginning of period
Premium arising on issue of equity
shares
Expenses of issue of equity shares
Acquired in the period
Disposal of an exercise of options
Increase in reserve
Decrease in reserve
Dividends paid
Retained profit after tax for the year
At end of period
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Treasury
shares
(Own
shares)

Other
reserves

Revenue
reserves

Total

Notes to the financial statements – Commentary/Guidance
13. Related party transactions
The objective of the requirements for disclosure of related party transactions in the club licensing manual
is to help ensure that an entity’s financial statements (or supplementary information) contain disclosures to
draw attention to the possibility that its financial position and profit or loss may have been affected by the
existence of related parties and by transactions and outstanding balances with such parties and also, that
its ability to continue its business in an orderly manner may be dependent on related party loans and other
funding.
A related party transaction is a transfer of resources, services or obligations between related parties,
regardless of whether a price is charged.
A party is related to an entity if:
(a) directly, or indirectly through one or more intermediaries, the party:
(i) controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, the entity (this includes parents,
subsidiaries and fellow subsidiaries);
(ii) has an interest in the entity that gives it significant influence over the entity; or
(iii) has joint control over the entity;
(b) the party is an associate of the entity;
(c) the party is a joint venture in which the entity is a venturer;
(d) the party is a member of the key management personnel of the entity or its parent;
(e) the party is a close member of the family of any individual referred to in (a) or (d);
(f) the party is an entity that is controlled, jointly controlled or significantly influenced by, or for which
significant voting power in such entity resides with, directly or indirectly, any individual referred to in
(d) or (e); or
(g) the party is a post-employment benefit plan for the benefit of employees of the entity,.
Close members of the family of an individual are those family members who may be expected to
influence, or be influenced by, that individual in their dealings with the entity. They may include:
(a) the individual’s domestic partner and children;
(b) children of the individual’s domestic partner; and
(c) dependants of the individual or the individual’s domestic partner.
Control is the power to govern the financial and operating policies of an entity so as to obtain benefits from
its activities.
Key management personnel are those persons having authority and responsibility for planning, directing
and controlling the activities of the entity, directly or indirectly, including any director (whether executive or
otherwise) of that entity.
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13.

Related party transactions

During the year, the entity entered into the following transactions with related parties:
Sale of goods/
services
20XX

20YY

Purchase
of
goods/ services
20XX

20YY

Amounts owed
by
related
parties
20XX
20YY

Amounts owed
to related parties
20XX

20YY

ABC
Holdings
Associates

The following paragraphs give details of all related party transactions involving the entity and any of its
subsidiary undertakings.
ABC Holdings is a related party of the entity because [give reasons]. The amount owing to ABC Holdings
at the year end of [€100] is interest bearing at a rate of [5]% per annum.
[Name of subsidiary] is a related party because it is under common control. Both [name of subsidiary] and
[entity name] are owned by [insert name of parent company or individual].
The amounts outstanding are unsecured and will be settled in cash. No guarantees have been given or
received. No provisions have been made for doubtful debts in respect of the amounts owed by related
parties.
Companies of which [insert name of Director] is a Director, were invoiced [€100] for [insert description of
services] during the year. [Insert name of Director] is an Executive Director of [name of entity].
During the year, the entity purchased from Company A, an associated company, [€100] (20YY - €200) of
merchandise at normal trade price. At the financial year end, [€10] (20XX – [€20]) was due to Company A
in respect of finished goods. This amount is included within creditors due within one year.
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13. Related party transactions (continued)
Significant influence is the power to participate in the financial and operating policy decisions of an entity,
but is not control over those policies. Significant influence may be gained by share ownership, statute or
agreement.
An associate is an entity, including an unincorporated entity such as a partnership, over which the investor
has significant influence and that is neither a subsidiary nor an interest in a joint venture.
Joint control is the contractually agreed sharing of control over an economic activity, and exists only when
the strategic financial and operating decisions relating to the activity require the unanimous consent of the
parties sharing control (the venturers).
In considering each possible related party relationship, attention is directed to the substance of the
relationship and not merely the legal form.
Disclosures
If there have been transactions between related parties during the period, an entity shall disclose the
nature of the related party relationship as well as information about the transactions during the period and
outstanding balances at the period end necessary for an understanding of the potential effect of the
relationship on the financial statements. At a minimum, disclosures must include:
(a) the amount of the transactions;
(b) the amount of outstanding balances and:
- their terms and conditions, including whether they are secured, and the nature of the
consideration to be provided in settlement; and
- details of any guarantees given or received;
(c) provisions for doubtful debts related to the amount of outstanding balances; and
(d) the expense recognised during the period in respect of bad or doubtful debts due from related parties.
As good practice, disclosures should also include any other elements of any related party transactions that
are necessary for an understanding of the financial statements.
The following are examples of transactions that are disclosed if they are with a related party:
(a) purchases or sales of goods;
(b) purchases or sales of property and other assets;
(c) rendering or receiving of services;
(d) leases;
(e) transfers under licence agreements;
(f) transfers under finance arrangements (including loans and equity contributions in cash or in kind);
(g) provision of guarantees or collateral; and
(h) settlement of liabilities on behalf of the entity by another party or by the entity on behalf of another
party.
Related party transactions and outstanding balances with other entities in a group are disclosed in an
entity’s financial statements. If applicable, certain intragroup related party transactions and outstanding
balances are eliminated in the preparation of consolidated financial statements of a group.
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13.

Related party transactions

During the year, the entity entered into the following transactions with related parties:
Sale of goods/
services
20XX

20YY

Purchase
of
goods/ services
20XX

20YY

Amounts owed
by
related
parties
20XX
20YY

Amounts owed
to related parties
20XX

20YY

ABC
Holdings
Associates

The following paragraphs give details of all related party transactions involving the entity and any of its
subsidiary undertakings.
ABC Holdings is a related party of the entity because [give reasons]. The amount owing to ABC Holdings
at the year end of [€100] is interest bearing at a rate of [5]% per annum.
[Name of subsidiary] is a related party because it is under common control. Both [name of subsidiary] and
[entity name] are owned by [insert name of parent company or individual].
The amounts outstanding are unsecured and will be settled in cash. No guarantees have been given or
received. No provisions have been made for doubtful debts in respect of the amounts owed by related
parties.
Companies of which [insert name of Director] is a Director, were invoiced [€100] for [insert description of
services] during the year. [Insert name of Director] is an Executive Director of [name of entity].
During the year, the entity purchased from Company A, an associated company, [€100] (20YY - €200) of
merchandise at normal trade price. At the financial year end, [€10] (20XX – [€20]) was due to Company A
in respect of finished goods. This amount is included within creditors due within one year.
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14. Contingent liabilities
Unless the possibility of any outflow in settlement is remote, an entity shall disclose for each class of
contingent liability at the balance sheet date a brief description of the nature of the contingent liability and,
where practicable:
•

an estimate of its financial effect;

•

an indication of the uncertainties relating to the amount or timing of any outflow; and

•

the possibility of any reimbursement.

Examples of contingent liabilities include:
•

amounts that may become payable to other parties, in respect of player registrations;

•

guarantees to Banks in respect of related parties; or

• amounts that are subject to litigation.
This listing is not all-inclusive.
15. Controlling party
When the reporting entity is controlled by another party, there shall be disclosure of the related party
relationship and the name of that party and, if different, that of the ultimate controlling party. If the
controlling party or ultimate controlling party of the reporting entity is not known, that fact shall be
disclosed. This information shall be disclosed irrespective of whether any transactions have taken place
between the controlling parties and the reporting entity.
16. Post Balance Sheet Events
The reporting entity must disclose all material non-adjusting events after the balance sheet date. Disclose
the nature of the event and an estimate of its financial effect, or a statement that such an estimate cannot
be made. Examples of events or conditions which would fall into this category include:

Fixed term borrowing approaching maturity without realistic prospects of renewal or repayment;

Substantial operating losses;

Discovery of material fraud or errors that show the financial statements are incorrect;

Management determines that it intends to liquidate the entity or to cease trading, or that it has no
realistic alternative but to so do.

Player transactions where the amounts paid or received are significant;

Transactions relating to property – for example, in relation to the club’s stadium.

17.

Employee Note

Disclose the average number of employees employed during the year split between, players (professional
and amateur) management & coaching staff and administrative & operational. Disclose the total cost of
salary and expenses broken down between Wages & Salaries, Social Welfare Costs and Pension Costs.
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14.
Contingent liabilities
Under the terms of certain contracts for the purchase of players’ registrations future payments may be
due, dependant on the future success of the team and/or the future selection of individual players. As at
30th November 20XX the maximum that could be payable is [€ amount]
15.

Controlling party

The ultimate parent undertaking of the [reporting entity] is [entity name], a company incorporated in
[country].
16.

Events after the balance sheet date

[Disclose the nature of the event and an estimate of the financial effect].
17.

Employee Costs

20XX

20YY

No.

No.

20XX

20YY

Average number of persons employed
Players (Professional & Amateur)
Management & Coaching Staff
Administrative & Operations

€
The staff costs are comprised of
Wages & Salaries
Social Welfare Costs
Pension Costs

Total Employee Costs
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Cash Flow Statement – indirect method – Commentary/Guidance
Introduction
The cash flow statement (opposite) provides an illustration of how the minimum information may be
presented (using the indirect method) – however, the requirements of national accounting practice may
require presentation in a different form, in certain respects, from the illustrative presentation given in this
Appendix, which is acceptable as long as all the minimum information is contained therein.
The cash flow statement may also be presented using the direct method – an example of which is also
given earlier in this Appendix. Cash flows are inflows and outflows of cash and cash equivalents.
Cash flows from operating activities
Operating activities are the principal revenue-producing activities of the entity and other activities that are
not investing or financing activities. An entity shall report cash flows from operating activities using either:
i.

the direct method, whereby major classes of gross cash receipts and gross cash payments
are disclosed; or

ii.

the indirect method, whereby net profit or loss is adjusted for the effects of transactions of a
non-cash nature, any deferrals or accruals of past of future operating cash receipts or
payments, and items of income and expense associated with investing or financing cash
flows.

The amount of cash flows arising from operating activities is a key indicator of the extent to which the
operations of the entity have generated sufficient cash flows to repay loans, maintain the operating
capability of the entity, pay dividends and make new investments without recourse to external sources of
financing. Information about the specific components of historical operating cash flows is useful, in
conjunction with other information, in forecasting future operating cash flows.
Cash flows from operating activities are primarily derived from the principal revenue-producing activities of
the entity. Therefore, they generally result from the transactions and other events that enter into the
determination of net profit or loss. Examples of cash flows from operating activities of a football club are
shown opposite (in a direct method format). Licence applicants are encouraged to report cash flows from
operating activities using the direct method. The direct method provides information which may be useful
in estimating future cash flows and which is not available under the indirect method.

[ Illustrative] cash flow statement – indirect method
For the year ended [date] 20XX
Reconciliation of operating profit to operating
cash flows

Notes

Operating profit
Depreciation and amortisation
Profit on sale of tangible fixed assets
Increase in inventories
Decrease in debtors
Increase in creditors
Decrease in provisions
Other [describe]
Net cash inflow from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Cash receipts from sale of property, plant and
equipment Cash payments to acquire property,
plant and equipment
Cash receipts from sale of player registrations
Cash payments to acquire player registrations
Cash receipts from sale of other long term assets
Cash payments to acquire other long term assets
Cash receipts from sale of financial investments
Cash payments to acquire new financial
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20XX
[currency]

20YY
[currency]

investments
Cash receipts in relation to receipts of loans from
non-financial institutions
Cash payments in relation to repayment of loans to
non-financial institutions
Cash inflow/outflow from investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Cash receipts from issuing short or long-term
borrowings
Cash payments in relation to repayment of
amounts borrowed
Cash receipts from an increase in capital
Cash payments to acquire or redeem the entity's
shares
Cash inflow/outflow from financing activities

Net increase/decrease in cash
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Cash flows from investing activities
Investing activities are the acquisition and disposal of long-term assets (including player registrations) and
other investments not included in cash equivalents. The entity shall report separately major classes of
gross cash receipts and gross cash payments arising from investing activities.
The separate disclosure of cash flows arising from investing activities is important because the cash flows
represent the extent to which expenditures have been made for resources intended to generate future
income and cash flows. Examples of cash flows arising from investing activities of a football club are
shown opposite.
Cash flows from financing activities
Financing activities are activities that result in changes in the size and composition of the contributed
equity share capital and borrowings of the entity. The entity shall report separately major classes of gross
cash receipts and gross cash payments arising from financing activities.
The separate disclosure of cash flows arising from financing activities is important because it is useful in
predicting claims on future cash flows by providers of capital to the entity. Examples of cash flows arising
from financing activities are shown opposite.
Other cash flows
Cash flows from interest and dividends received and paid should each be disclosed separately. Each
should be disclosed in a consistent manner from period to period as either operating, investing or
financing activities.
Cash flows arising from taxes on income should be separately disclosed and shall be classified as cash
flows from operating activities unless they can be appropriately and specifically identified with financing
and investing activities.
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APPENDIX

III:

ANNUAL

REPORTING:

FINANCIAL

PLAYER

IDENTIFICATION TABLE [MANDATORY]
Refer to section 10.2.1.8 for the requirements in relation to the player identification table. The player
identification table must be provided to the auditor. However, the player identification table does not need
to be disclosed within the annual financial statements, nor does it have to be submitted to the licensor.
An illustration of a player identification table is set out below. The illustration of the player identification
table includes examples of amounts capitalised in respect of a club that has incurred acquisition costs (at
some point in time in the period or prior periods) in respect of four players and assumes the licence
applicant’s statutory closing date is 30 November 2009.
[Name] Licence applicant
Player identification table
Year ended 30 November 2008
Player details
Name
(and d.o.b.)

Direct costs of acquiring the registration
Start date of
contract

End date of
contract

BroughtAdditions/
forward from (disposals)
previous
period
(a)

As at end of
period

(b)

Accumulated amortisation
BroughtAmortisation in Impairment in
forward from current period current period
previous
period

(c) = (a)+(b)

(d)

(e)

Carrying amount

Disposals

(f)

As at end of period

(g)

(h)=(d)+(e)+(f)-(g)

Other

BroughtAs at end of
forward from period
previous
period

Sales
proceeds

Profit/(loss) on
disposal of
player
registration

(i)=(a)-(d)

(k)

(l)

(j)=(c)-(h)

Acquired players
Player 1

30/01/2007

30/06/2009

0

200

200

0

0

0

33

0

167 n/a

n/a

0

33
88

Player 2

30/08/2006

30/06/2009

0

300

300

Player 3

30/01/2007

30/06/2009

0

320

320

0

0

88

0

212 n/a

n/a

0

55

0

0

55

0

265 n/a

n/a

Player 4

30/06/2006

30/06/2008

240

0

240

0

120

0

0

120

240

120 n/a

n/a

Loaned players
[name]
[name]
[name]
Total

(e)

(f)

(e)

Aggregate figure must agree to Amortisation of players' registrations as disclosed in Profit & Loss Account and/or Balance Sheet in the annual financial statements

(f)
(j)

Aggregate figure must agree to Impairment of player's registrations as disclosed in Profit & Loss Account and/or Balance Sheet in the annual financial statements
Aggregate figure must agree to carrying value of intangible assets (players' registrations) as disclosed in the Balance Sheet in the annual financial statements

(l)

Aggregate figure must agree to profit or loss from disposal of players' registrations as disclosed in the annual financial statements

Confirmed on behalf of licence applicant that the information in the table above is accurately compiled and completed
[signature]

[date]

On behalf of licence applicant
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(j)

(l)

APPENDIX IV: ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORTING: COMMENTARY
REGARDING AUDIT REPORTS – CONTENTS AND
DIFFERENT FORMS OF OPINION [ILLUSTRATIVE]
Introduction
These are guidance notes to assist the reader’s understanding of the basic elements of the auditor’s
report and the different types of audit opinion that can be provided in respect of the annual financial
statements.
International Standard on Auditing (ISA) 700 (Revised), ‘The Independent Auditor’s Report on a Complete
Set of General Purpose Financial Statements’ and ISA 701, ‘Modifications to the Independent Auditor’s
Report’, provide further guidance. However, national legislation and practice may differ.
The auditor should review and assess the conclusions drawn from the audit evidence obtained as the
basis for the expression of an opinion on the financial statements.
The auditor's report should contain a clear written expression of opinion on the financial statements taken
as a whole. The objective of an audit of financial statements is to enable the auditor to express an opinion
whether the financial statements are prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with the applicable
financial reporting framework.
Basic elements of the auditor's report
The auditor's report includes the following basic elements, ordinarily in the following layout:
(a)
Title;
(b)
Addressee;
(c)
Introductory paragraph, including:
(i)
Identification of the entity whose financial statements have been audited;
(ii)
Identification of the title of each of the financial statements that comprise the complete set
of financial statements, reference to the summary of significant accounting policies and other
explanatory notes and the date and period covered;
(d)
Management’s responsibility for the financial statements;
(e)
Auditor’s responsibility, including:
(i)
A reference to the International Standards on Auditing or the relevant national
standards/practices;
(ii)
A description of the work the auditor performed;
(f)
Auditor’s opinion;
(g)
Other reporting responsibilities (if applicable);
(h)
Auditor's signature;
(i)
Date of the auditor’s report; and
(j)
Auditor's address.
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Opinion paragraph
The opinion paragraph of the auditor's report should clearly indicate the financial reporting framework
used to prepare the financial statements and state the auditor's opinion as to whether the financial
statements give a true and fair view (or are presented fairly, in all material respects) in accordance with
that financial reporting framework and, where appropriate, whether the financial statements comply with
relevant statutory requirements.
The terms used to express the auditor's opinion are "give a true and fair view" or "present fairly, in all
material respects" and are equivalent. Both terms indicate, amongst other things, that the auditor
considers only those matters that are material to the financial statements.
The auditor’s report
The diagram in Appendix V summarises the different types of audit opinion and the implications of each
for the licensor’s decision making.
Unqualified opinion
An unqualified opinion (or ‘clean’ opinion) should be expressed when the auditor concludes that the
financial statements give a true and fair view (or are presented fairly, in all material respects) in
accordance with the identified financial reporting framework. An unqualified opinion also indicates
implicitly that any changes in accounting principles or in the method of their application, and the effects
thereof, have been properly determined and disclosed in the financial statements.
The following is an illustration of an expression of an unqualified opinion:
“In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of (or present fairly, in all material
respects,) the financial position of [reporting entity] as of [date] 20XX, and of the results of its operations
and its cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
(or [title of financial reporting framework with reference to the country of origin]) (and comply with [relevant
statutes or law])”
Modified reports
An auditor's report is considered to be modified in the following situations.
a)

Matters that do not affect the auditor's opinion (and hence the auditor’s opinion is still classed as
‘unqualified’):
(i)
Emphasis of matter

b)

Matters that do affect the auditor's opinion:
(i)
Qualified opinion,
(ii)
Disclaimer of opinion, or
(iii)
Adverse opinion.
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a)

Matters that do not affect the auditor's opinion

In certain circumstances, an auditor's report may be modified by adding an emphasis of matter
paragraph to highlight a matter affecting the financial statements which is included in a note to the
financial statements that more extensively discusses the matter. The addition of such an emphasis of
matter paragraph does not affect the auditor's opinion. The paragraph would preferably be included after
the opinion paragraph and would ordinarily refer to the fact that the auditor's opinion is not qualified in this
respect.
The auditor should modify the auditor's report by adding a paragraph to highlight a material matter
regarding a going concern problem.
The auditor should consider modifying the auditor's report by adding a paragraph if there is a significant
uncertainty (other than a going concern problem), the resolution of which is dependent upon future events
and which may affect the financial statements. An uncertainty is a matter whose outcome depends on
future actions or events not under the direct control of the entity but that may affect the financial
statements.
If adequate disclosure is made in the financial statements, the auditor should express an unqualified
opinion but modify the auditor's report by adding an emphasis of matter paragraph that highlights the
existence of a material uncertainty relating to the event or condition that may cast significant doubt on the
entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. The following is an example of such a paragraph:
“Without qualifying our opinion, we draw attention to Note X in the financial statements which indicates
that the Company incurred a net loss of [amount] during the year ended [date] 20XX and, as of that date,
the Company’s current liabilities exceeded its total assets by [amount]. These conditions, along with other
matters as set forth in Note X, indicate the existence of a material uncertainty which may cast significant
doubt about the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern.”

b)

Matters that do affect the auditor's opinion

An auditor may not be able to express an unqualified opinion when either of the following circumstances
exists and, in the auditor's judgment, the effect of the matter is or may be material to the financial
statements:
(I)

There is a limitation on the scope of the auditor's work; or

(II)

There is a disagreement with management regarding the acceptability of the accounting policies
selected, the method of their application or the adequacy of financial statement disclosures.

The circumstances described in (I) could lead to a qualified opinion or a disclaimer of opinion. The
circumstances described in (II) could lead to a qualified opinion or an adverse opinion.

Circumstances that may result in other than an unqualified opinion
(I)

A limitation on the scope of the auditor's work may sometimes be imposed by the entity. A
scope limitation may be imposed by circumstances (for example, when the timing of the auditor's
appointment is such that the auditor is unable to observe the counting of physical inventories). It
may also arise when, in the opinion of the auditor, the entity's accounting records are inadequate
or when the auditor is unable to carry out an audit procedure believed to be desirable. In these
circumstances, the auditor would attempt to carry out reasonable alternative procedures to obtain
sufficient appropriate audit evidence to support an unqualified opinion.
When there is a limitation on the scope of the auditor's work that requires expression of a qualified
opinion or a disclaimer of opinion, the auditor's report should describe the limitation and indicate
the possible adjustments to the financial statements that might have been determined to be
necessary had the limitation not existed.

(II)

The auditor may disagree with management about matters such as the acceptability of
accounting policies selected, the method of their application, or the adequacy of disclosures in the
financial statements. If such disagreements are material to the financial statements, the auditor
should express a qualified or an adverse opinion.
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Matters affecting auditor’s opinion – type of opinion
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

A qualified opinion should be expressed when the auditor concludes that an unqualified opinion
cannot be expressed but that the effect of any disagreement with management, or limitation on
scope is not as material and pervasive as to require an adverse opinion or a disclaimer of opinion.
A qualified opinion should be expressed as being 'except for' the effects of the matter to which the
qualification relates.
A disclaimer of opinion should be expressed when the possible effect of a limitation on scope is
so material and pervasive that the auditor has not been able to obtain sufficient appropriate audit
evidence and accordingly is unable to express an opinion on the financial statements.
An adverse opinion should be expressed when the effect of a disagreement is so material and
pervasive to the financial statements that the auditor concludes that a qualification of the report is
not adequate to disclose the misleading or incomplete nature of the financial statements.

Whenever the auditor expresses an opinion that is other than unqualified, a clear description of all the
substantive reasons should be included in the report and, unless impracticable, a quantification of the
possible effect(s) on the financial statements. Ordinarily, this information would be set out in a separate
paragraph preceding the opinion or disclaimer of opinion and may include a reference to a more extensive
discussion, if any, in a note to the financial statements.
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APPENDIX V:

ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORTING: DIAGRAMMATIC

SUMMARY OF IMPLICATIONS ON THE LICENSING DECISION OF
DIFFERENT MODIFICATIONS TO THE AUDITOR’S REPORT [ILLUSTRATIVE]

Audit opinion
AUDIT OPINION ON ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

LICENSING DECISION (10.6.5)

D. Refusal unless subsequent audit opinion

ADVERSE
for the same financial year (with no going
concern uncertainty).

MATTERS
AFFECTING

D. Refusal unless subsequent audit opinion

DISCLAIMER
AUDITOR’S

for the same financial year (with no going

OPINION

concern uncertainty).

F. Consider whether matter has implications
for club licensing. This may lead to refusal,

OTHER
unless additional satisfactory documentary

MATTERS
evidence provided.

QUALIFIED
(except for)

AUDIT

GOING

OPINION

CONCERN

E*. Refusal unless:
i. Subsequent audit opinion for the same
financial year with no going concern
uncertainty or qualification; or
ii. Additional satisfactory documentary
evidence provided to, and assessed by, the
licensor.

F. Consider whether matter has implications

UNCERTAINTY
for club licensing. This may lead to refusal,

ABOUT SOME
unless additional satisfactory documentary

OTHER
EMPHASIS

evidence provided.

MATTER
OF MATTER
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E*. Refusal unless:
i.

GOING

Subsequent audit opinion for the same
financial year

CONCERN

with

no

going

concern

uncertainty or qualification; or

UNQUALIFIED
UNCERTAINTY

ii.

Additional

satisfactory

documentary

OPINION
evidence provided to, and assessed by, the
licensor.

CLEAN
C. Satisfactory basis for grant of licence.

OPINION

E* = If the auditor’s report in respect of the annual financial statements includes an emphasis of matter or a qualified ‘except for’ opinion in respect of
going concern, then the licence applicant/licensee shall be in breach of indicator IND.01 (as set out in section 10.11.5). As a result, the licensor must
undertake more extensive assessment procedures in respect of criterion FIN 1.07 (Future financial information) and, if granted a licence, the licensee
must also comply with criterion FIN 1.08 (Duty to update future financial information).

Other matters
MATTER

LICENSING DECISION (10.6.5)

ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS NOT SUBMITTED

A. Refusal

ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS DO NOT MEET MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

B. Refusal

ERRORS AND/OR EXCEPTIONS IN AUP REPORTING

G. May be refused
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APPENDIX VI:

TRANSFER PAYABLES TABLE [MANDATORY]

Refer to section 10.4.3.2 for the requirements in relation to the transfer payables table. The transfer
payables table must be provided to the licensor, unless the information is already disclosed to the licensor
under existing national transfer requirements.
An illustration of a transfer payables table is set out below. The illustration of the transfer payables table
below includes examples of amounts payable by a club in respect of four players and has been prepared
as at 30 November 2009.
[Name] Licence applicant
Transfer payables table
As at 31 December 2008

Player details

Direct costs of acquiring the registration

Amount payable at 31 December 2008

Amount paid

Comments on overdue payables at 31 December 2007
Name or number

Date of transfer/loan From (club)
agreement

Un-conditional
transfer/loan fee
to former club
paid and/or
payable

Conditional
transfer fees
paid and/or
payable to
former club

Training Other
compensa direct
tion
costs

Total amount
Total amount Total amount
To
capitalised at 31 paid by 31
payable at 31
football
December 2008 December
December 2007 club
2008

(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)=(a)+(b)+(c)+ (f)
(d)

Acquired players
Player 1
Player 2

30/01/2008 Club X FC
30/08/2007 Club Y FC

200
200

100

Player 3
Player 4

30/01/2008 Club Z FC
30/06/2007 Club WFC

200
240

100
-

(d)

10

(g)=(f)-(e) and
(g)=(h)+(i)

-

200
300

100
100

100
200

10
-

320
240

210
140

110
100

Due date(s)

To other
parties

(h)

Un-recognised
conditional
transfer fees at
31 December
2008 (i.e.
contingent
liability)
(l)

(i)

100
100
100
100
100

30/01/2008
30/08/2007
30/01/2008
30/06/2008
30/06/2007

10
-

Player loans
[name or number]
[name or number]
[name or number]
[name or number]
Total

(g)

(h)

(g)

Aggregate figure must agree to relevant balance sheet disclosure for "Accounts payable relating to player transfers."

(h)

Disclose the amount payable to a club and the associated due date. If the amount is payable in more than one instalment, disclose the amount of each instalment and associated due date. In
effect, this is the amount(s) that criterion F.03 is addressing

(l)

Under the terms of contracts with other football clubs in respect of player transfers, additional amounts will become payable if certain conditions are met.

Confirmed on behalf of licence applicant that the information in the table above is accurately compiled and completed.
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- Not overdue at 31/12/07
- Overdue at 31/12/07; but paid in full by 31/03/08
- Not overdue at 31/12/07
50 Not overdue at 31/12/07
- Overdue at 31/12/07. Not paid/settled/deferred in dispute
as at 31/03/08. Payable overdue.

APPENDIX VII:

TRANSFER RECEIVABLES TABLE [ILLUSTRATIVE]

As set out in section 10.4, it is recommended that licence applicants be required to prepare and submit
information about receivables arising from the transfer of player registrations to other clubs. However, this
is not a mandatory requirement.
An illustration of a transfer receivables table is set out below. The illustration of the transfer receivables
table includes examples of amounts receivable by a club in respect of two players and has been prepared
as at 30 November 2009.

[Name] Licence applicant
Transfer receivables
As at 31 December 2007

Player details
Name or number

Transferred players
Player 5
Player 6

Amount receivable at 31 December 2007

Proceeds from the transfer of a registration

Date of transfer/loan To (club)
agreement

30.08.2007 Club A FC
30.08.2007 Club B FC

Un-conditional
transfer/loan fee
received or
receivable

Conditional
transfer fees
received and/or
receivable

Training
compensation

(a)

(b)

( c)

200
200

0
100

Total received

Total amount
recognised at 31
December 2007

Total amount
received by 31
December 2007

(d)=(a)+(b)+( c)
10
0

Total amount
receivable at 31
December 2007

(e)
210
300

(f)=(d)-(e)
100
100

110
100
100

Receivable date(s)

Un-recognised
conditional transfer
fees at 31 December
2007 (i.e. contingent
assets)

(g)

(h)
30.08.2008
30.11.2007
30.08.2008

Player loans
[name or number]
[name or number]
[name or number]
[name or number]
Total

(f)
(f)

Aggregate figure must agree to relevant balance sheet disclosure for "Accounts receivable from player transfers."

(g)

Disclose the amount receivable from the football club and the associated due date. If the amount is receivable in more than one instalment, disclose the amount of each instalment and
associated due date.

(h)

Under the terms of contracts with other football clubs in respect of player transfers, additional amounts will become receivable if certain conditions are met.

Confirmed on behalf of licence applicant that the information in the table above is accurately compiled and completed.
[signature]
[date]
On behalf of licence applicant
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APPENDIX VIII:

EMPLOYEES PAYABLES REPORTING:
CONFIRMATION LETTER FROM EMPLOYEES [ILLUSTRATIVE]

Name of employee
Address of employee
Place, Date
In connection with the granting of a license for the 20YY/ZZ season, we request you to confirm to the FAI
Club Licensing Department that we as your employer have paid you all contractual obligations due as
agreed in your contract/s as of 30 November 20XX by the date of this letter [or, if date of letter is later than
31 January, by 31 January 20YY] at the latest. If you are not in agreement with this, please inform the FAI
Club Licensing Department of the amounts outstanding as per the contractual agreement, and the
associated contract/s. Sign the slip attached and return it in the enclosed envelope directly to:

[NAME OF AUDITOR OF THE LICENCE APPLICANT]
For the attention of Mr/Ms……………………….
Address
Please return the slip at the latest by [date] to our auditors at the address indicated above.
Yours sincerely,
[Name, position]
On behalf of [licence applicant]
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Re: Confirmation of payments by [License applicant] in due time
I confirm that [name of the licence applicant] has paid all its obligations arising from contractual
agreements as of 30 November 20XX.
I cannot confirm that the licence applicant has paid all his obligations arising from contractual
agreements as at 30 November 20XX by the date of this letter.
The following obligations arising from contractual agreements have not been paid in due time:
Contract description

Contract date

Amount
[currency]

[Signature]
[Name, position]
[Date]
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DUE DATE AS
PER
CONTRACT

EFFECTIVE
PAYMENT
DATE

APPENDIX IX:
MANAGEMENT REPRESENTATION LETTER
TO LICENSOR [ILLUSTRATIVE]
Section 10.6 of the club licensing manual sets out the requirement for each licence applicant to submit
written representations prior to the licensing decision.
Below is an illustration of a management representation letter in respect of the requirements for criterion
FIN 1.05.

(To be produced on licence applicant letterhead)
(Addressed to licensor)

(Date)

In connection with our application to be licensed for the 20YY/ZZ season, we confirm to the best of our
knowledge and belief that, since the balance sheet date of the preceding audited annual financial
statements [or reviewed interim financial statements, if such interim financial statements have been
submitted] being [give date of relevant balance sheet]:
[either*]
There have been no significant and/or material economic events or conditions.
[or*]
Other than as described below, there have been no significant and/or material economic events or
conditions.
•

[Description of the nature of the significant and/or material economic event or condition and an
estimate of its financial effect, or a statement, with reasons why, that such an estimate cannot be
made.]

………………………….(Signature)

………………………….(Name, position)
On behalf of [licence applicant]
*delete as appropriate
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APPENDIX X:

FUTURE FINANCIAL INFORMATION: COMMENTARY
ON PREPARATION [ILLUSTRATIVE]

This appendix provides additional commentary about the underlying principles for the preparation and
presentation of future financial information (“FFI”).
Purpose of FFI
Future financial information can be broadly categorised as serving two main purposes: internal and
external. Internally, future financial information assists management to translate plans and aspirations into
information that supports decision making, that can be readily understood by people within the business
and that serves as a management tool against which subsequent results are measured. Externally, future
financial information also provides a means of assisting the licensor to understand the financial
consequences of the entity’s plans.
Principles of useful FFI
In order to be useful, FFI should be:
•

Understandable;

•

Relevant;

•

Reliable; and

•

Comparable.

For FFI to be understandable, the user will need sufficient information to be able to make judgements
about the uncertainties attached to it. Thus, disclosure will need to deal with:
•

Sources of uncertainty;

•

Assumptions made relating to future events and other uncertainties;

•

Determining factors that will affect whether assumptions will be borne out in practice;

•

Alternative outcomes, being the consequences of assumptions not being borne out.

For FFI to be relevant, it should:
•

Have the ability to influence the decisions of the licensor; and

•

Have predictive value or, by helping to confirm or correct past evaluations or assessments, it should
have confirmatory value.

For FFI to be reliable it should faithfully represent factually-based strategies, plans and risk analysis.
Information is reliable if it:
•

Can be relied upon by the licensor as a faithful representation of what it is either supposed to
represent or could reasonably be expected to represent;

•

Is neutral, because it is free from deliberate or systematic bias intended to influence a decision or
judgement to achieve a predetermined result;

•

Is free from material error;

•

Is complete in all material aspects (e.g. significant plans, risks and strategies); and

•

Is prudent in that a degree of caution is applied in making assumptions and judgements under
conditions of uncertainty.

It is not a necessary quality of FFI, in order to meet the above principles, that only one outcome can be
envisaged. Alternatives are acceptable as a basis for a faithful representation of FFI relating to a licence
applicant. Reflecting the business analysis in a way that is free from material error means that it reflects
the analysis (and risks and uncertainties) accurately, not that the actual outcome will be materially the
same as the business analysis contained in the FFI. More specifically, to say that a forecast is free from
material error does not mean that it will be achieved.
For FFI to be comparable, it should be capable of subsequent validation by comparison with outcomes in
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the form of historical financial information after the actual experiences of the budgeted period. Financial
information is comparable if it:
•

Can be compared with similar information for other periods so that similarities and differences can be
identified;

•

Reflects consistency of preparation and presentation (albeit improvements in practice should be
reflected); and

•

Is supported by disclosure of the accounting policies used in its preparation.

Principles for the preparation of FFI
It is the responsibility of the licence applicant’s management to prepare and approve FFI. Management
should establish a formal process for preparing the FFI, including a plan, timetable and schedule of
responsibilities. The formal process should address the specific scope and content of the proposed FFI
and be designed to ensure that the appropriate information is drawn together for inclusion in the FFI.
Those involved should understand the requirements of the proposed FFI and understand the principles
applicable to its preparation and issue.
Minimum contents of FFI
The minimum contents of FFI for the purpose of club licensing are set out in section 10.8 and are
consistent with the line items required under the minimum information requirements for the historic part of
the chapter, as set out in section 10.2.1.3
FFI shall be prepared using the same accounting policies as used for annual audited financial statements,
unless there has been a change in accounting policies since the annual audited financial statements were
published. Any such changes shall be reported by exception as part of the submission of FFI to the
licensor. Explanatory notes and a list of all assumptions and risks shall be provided where these are
necessary to understand the FFI.
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APPENDIX XI: INDICATORS: GUIDANCE ON INTERPRETATION OF
IND.02 REGARDING NET ASSETS/LIABILITIES
[ILLUSTRATIVE]
This appendix sets out some examples to help demonstrate when indicator IND.02 has or has not been
breached. For the purpose of this illustration, it is assumed that the licence applicant has a statutory
closing date of 30 November 2009.

Example 1
The illustrative balance sheet (below – example 1) sets out an applicant’s balance sheet extracted from
the audited annual financial statements.
The balance sheet demonstrates a situation where the licence applicant had net assets at the preceding
statutory closing date (i.e. 30 November 8, but net current liabilities and net equity at the current financial
year end (30 November 2009). Therefore IND.02 has been breached.
Illustrative balance sheet at 30 November 2009
30 November

30 November

2009

2008

[currency]

[currency]

120

120

Intangible assets – players

60

100

Intangible assets – others

0

0

Investments

0

0

180

220

Cash & cash equivalents

90

100

Accounts receivable from player transfers

60

100

Accounts receivable from group entities and other related parties

0

0

Accounts receivable other

0

0

150

200

Bank overdrafts and loans

(20)

(10)

Accounts payable relating to player transfers

(50)

(40)

0

0

(110)

(80)

(20)

(20)

0

0

(200)

(150)

(50)

50

Fixed Assets
Tangible fixed assets

Current assets

Current liabilities

Accounts payable to group entities and other related parties
Accounts payable - other
All tax liabilities/payables to Revenue Authorities
Short term provisions

Net Current (liabilities)/assets
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Long Term liabilities
Bank and other loans

(90)

0

Other long term liabilities

(20)

(20)

All tax liabilities/payables to Revenue Authorities

(30)

(20)

Long term provisions

(40)

(10)

(180)

(50)

(50)

220

100

100

(150)

120

(50)

220

Net assets/(liabilities)

Equity
Capital Reserves
Treasury shares (own shares)
Revaluation Reserves
Revenue reserves
Total equity
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APPENDIX XII:

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS
[ILLUSTRATIVE]

For the month ended 31st May 20XX
May

May

May

May

Actual
€

Budget
€

Variance
€

Variance
%

Income
Match Revenue
Season Ticket
Gate Receipts
Other Football Income
Transfer Income
Match Day Programme Sales
Club Shop
Commercial
Sponsorship
Fundraising
Supporters Club Donations
Ground Hire
Club Merchandising
Catering and Hospitality
Advertising
Bar Profit / Contribution
Profit
FAI
TV Income
Prize Money
UEFA
Prize Money
Investments
Corporate and Private Sponsorship
Other Income
Interest Income
Sale of Fixed Asset
Other Income

Total Relevant Income
Other Income (Not included in Salary
Cost Calculation)
Club Promotions Contribution
Player Insurance Income
Player Loan Income
U-20 Travel Grant
UEFA Youth Development / Solidarity
Funding
European Preparation Grant
Other Grant Income
Total Income
Expenditure
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Year to
Date
Actual
€

Year to
Date
Budget
€

Year to
Date
Variance
€

Year to
Date
Variance
%

Cost of Sales
Match Day Expenses
Match Day Expenses Players
Referee Expenses
Gross Profit
Salary Costs
Player and Salary Expenses
Management and Coaching Salary and
Expenses
Administrative Salary and Expenses
Total Salary including Expenses
Administrative Expenses
Advertising
Amortisation & Depreciation
Audit & Accountancy
Bad Debts
Charitable Donations
Commercial
Cost of running underage teams
Equipment
FAI Affiliation Fees
Fines
Fundraising Costs
Impairment of fixed assets
Insurance
Interest on overdue taxation payments
International Tickets
Legal & Professional
Light & Heat
Medical Costs
Merchandising Costs
Motor Expenses
Player & Staff kit costs
Printing, Postage & Stationary
Programme Costs
Rates
Rent
Repairs & Maintenance
Shop Costs - excluding salary & wages
Stadium & Pitch Rental
Telephone, fax & internet
Training Costs
Transfer Fees
Travel Costs – not including match day
coach
General Expenses
Total Expenses
Operating profit/(loss)
Profit/loss on disposal of fixed assets
Finance Costs
Corporation Tax Charge
Profit/(Loss)
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APPENDIX XIII:

FINANCIAL LETTER OF SUPPORT

XXXXXXXX F.C. Limited

28/02/2010

Address 1
Address 2
Address 3

Dear Sirs
XXXXXXXX F.C. Limited
Financial Statements for the Year ended 30th November 20XX
I/We refer to your request that I/we provide you with comfort in respect of the provision
of financial support to you from name(s) to assist you in meeting your liabilities as and
when they fall due.
In addition, I/we confirm that I/we have no intention of demanding repayment of any
loans or other payables for the foreseeable future other than in the normal course of
business.
I/we confirm that I/we will continue to provide the financial support to XXXXXXXX F.C.
Limited as outlined above for a period at least to 30 November 20XX to enable it to
continue as a going concern and to meet its financial obligations as they arise.

Yours faithfully

__________________
Name

CC

FAI Club Licensing Department
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APPENDIX XIV:

RELEVANT INCOME SCHEDULE

Club _________________________

Actual
2009
€

Budget
2010
€

Variance

Variance

€

%

Match Revenue
Season Tickets
Gate Receipts

-

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

Other Football Income
Transfer Income
Match Programme Sales
Club Shop

-

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

-

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

-

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

Bar Profit/Contribution
Profit

-

#DIV/0!

FAI
TV Income
Prize Money

-

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

UEFA
Prize Money

-

#DIV/0!

Investments
Corporate & Private Sponsorship

-

#DIV/0!

Other Income
Interest received
Other Income (as applicable)

-

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

-

#DIV/0!

-

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

Commercial
Sponsorship
Fundraising
Supporters Club Donations
Ground Hire
Club Merchandising
Catering & Hospitality
Advertising

Total Relevant Income

a

-

-

FAI
Club Promotions Contribution
U-20 Travel Grant
UEFA Youth Development
European Preparation Grant
Other Grant Income
Total Non Relevant Income

-

-

-

#DIV/0!

Total Income

-

-

-

#DIV/0!
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APPENDIX XV:

RELATED EXPENDITURE SCHEDULE

Club_______________________________

Actual
2009
€

Budget
2010
€

Professional Players
Gross Basic Salary
Signing on fees
Appearance Fees
Bonuses
Social Taxes & Charges
Agents fees
Pension Contributions
Relocation costs
Medical and other insurances
BIK & Expenses
Loans

Variance

Variance

€

%
-

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

-

#DIV/0!

-

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

-

#DIV/0!

Team Bonus
Team Bonus Payments

-

#DIV/0!

Insurance Receipts
Insurance proceeds arising from injuries to players

-

#DIV/0!

Player Loan Cost Reimbursement
Reimbursement of loan player salary costs

-

#DIV/0!

Total Contract Player Salary Expense

-

-

Amateur Players
Gross Basic Salary
Signing on fees
Appearance Fees
Bonuses
Social Taxes & Charges
Agents fees
Pension Contributions
Relocation costs
Medical and other insurances
BIK & Expenses
Loans
Total Non-Contract Player Salary Expense

-

Total Receipts to Net against Salary Costs
Total Player Salary Expense

b

Manager/Coaching Staff
Gross Basic Salary
Signing on fees
Appearance Fees
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-

-

-

-

#DIV/0!

-

-

-

#DIV/0!

-

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

Bonuses
Social Taxes & Charges
Agents fees
Pension Contributions
Relocation costs
Medical and other insurances
BIK & Expenses
Loans
Total Manager/Coaching Staff

-

-

Other Employees
Gross Basic Salary
Signing on fees
Appearance Fees
Bonuses
Social Taxes & Charges
Agents fees
Pension Contributions
Relocation costs
Medical and other insurances
BIK & Expenses
Loans
Total Other Employees Salary Expense

Total Expenditure on Salaries

c

Total Employee cost per annual audited
Financial Statements
Wages & Salaries
Social Welfare Costs
Pension Contributions
Total Employee Costs
Difference
Reconciliation
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-

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

-

#DIV/0!

-

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

-

-

-

#DIV/0!

-

-

-

#DIV/0!

APPENDIX XVI:

SALARY COST % SUMMARY

Club _______________________________

Actual
2009
€

Budget
2010
€

Variance

Variance

€

%

Total Relevant Income

a

-

#DIV/0!

Player Salary Expense

b

-

#DIV/0!

-

#DIV/0!

-

#DIV/0!

-

#DIV/0!

Player Salary Expense as % of Relevant
Income

Total Salary Expense

c

Total Salary Expense as % of Relevant Income
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BONUS SCHEDULE
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APPENDIX XIII:

ASSUMPTION SCHEDULE

Club _________________________

Match Revenue

Other Football Income

Commercial

Bar Profit/Contribution

FAI & UEFA

218

Investments

Other Income
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APPENDIX XIX:

Budget
Budget
Relevant Income
Relevant Income
Salary
Salary
%
%
Actual
Actual
Relevant Income
Relevant Income
Salary
Salary
%
%

January
January

MONTHLY REVIEW SCHEDULE

February
February

March
March

April
April
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May
May

June
June

July
July

August
August

September
September

October
October

November December
November December

Total
Total

APPENDIX XX:

CORPORATE & PRIVATE INVESTMENT
STANDARD LETTER WORDING

I herby confirm that I/we/company name will provide ____________________ Football Club with
€________ on or before __/__/20XX. These funds will be transferred directly to the Club’s main
bank account. I further confirm that the funds are being provided as Corporate Sponsorship and
are not in return for any form of equity nor are they refundable and that the distribution of these
funds, once they have been transferred, is at the sole discretion of the club’s executive
management.

______________________
Corporate & Private Sponsor
Letter is to be printed on company headed paper where appropriate, addressed to the club and
the FAI Club Licensing Department must be copied.
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APPENDIX XXI:

55% STANDARD LETTER WORDING

On behalf of ___________________ Football Club I enclose the necessary registration
documents in respect of the permanent/loan/loan extension/signing of _______________.

I confirm that having made due enquiry of the club’s current and anticipated financial outturn for
the current financial year this registration will not result in the club breaching the 65% limit of
player salary cost to relevant income.

______________________

_________________________

General Manager

Club Licensing Officer
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APPENDIX XXII: CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT
[MANDATORY]
[Letterhead of FAI]
[Date]
[Name and Address of Licence Applicant]

Dear Sirs,
Confidentiality Agreement
We write to you in connection with [name of Licence Applicant] application for a Club Licence
("Licence") for the football season 2010 under the provisions of the FAI Club Licensing Manual (the
"Application").
1) In order for us to be able to evaluate and to reach a decision on the Application, you have already
made and/or will make available to us information (the "Information") relating to [name of Licence
Applicant] and related undertakings.
2) In consideration of your making the Information available to us, we hereby undertake that such
Information shall be kept strictly confidential by us and by our employees and/or agents (and
particularly by those employees working in the FAI Club Licensing Department and other appointed
advisors) and shall not be disclosed directly or indirectly to any third party (by whatever means) save:
a) as is necessary for the evaluation of the Application, and then only on the condition that
said third party undertakes to us to keep such Information as is disclosed confidential on the
same terms as set out in this letter;
b) for the purpose of taking legal advice and other relevant professional advice;
c) as may be required by any court of competent jurisdiction;
d) for the purpose of benchmarking and as agreed in advance by you;
e) as agreed to in advance in writing by you; and
f) if the information is already in the public domain, e.g. documentation filed to Companies'
Office;
g) a copy of the contacts sheet which is attached to the Club Licence Application Pack
will be sent to the National League for their records. Data regarding Infrastructure will
also be shared with the FAI and National League to facilitate match delegates in
completing their reports and for Health and Safety reasons. No enclosures (e.g. Legal or
Financial Information) will be forwarded and these will remain under the confidentiality
clause;
h) any decision of the Club Licensing Committee or Club Licensing Appeals Body may be
communicated to the media.

3) In the interests of maintaining said confidentiality, we shall ensure that all employees involved in
the licensing process and other appointed advisors involved in the evaluation of the Application shall,
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as soon as is reasonably practicable hereafter, execute a confidentiality form. We agree to provide
you with copies of all such executed undertakings upon your request.
4) For the avoidance of doubt, this Agreement shall not apply to any Information which is or becomes
publicly available, except as a direct or indirect result of a breach by us of the obligations contained in
this Agreement.
5) In this letter, the word "Information" includes information which is made available by you or on your
behalf, orally or in writing or in any other way (including information stored on computer or any other
medium of any kind), information which is apparent on any visit to a property owned or occupied by
[name of Licence Applicant], analyses or memoranda prepared by us or on our behalf containing any
information referred to in this paragraph.
6) Each signatory to this letter hereby represents and warrants to the other that:
a) it has full power and authority to enter into and perform all such obligations as are required
by this letter; and
b) it has taken all necessary actions to authorise the execution and performance of this letter
in accordance with its terms.
7) This letter shall be governed by and construed in accordance with Irish law and the parties submit
to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of the Republic of Ireland over any claim, dispute or matter
arising out of or in connection with this Agreement.
Please confirm your agreement to and acceptance of the terms set out in this letter by signing and
returning one of the two copies of this letter to us at the above address.
Yours faithfully,
[Full name of signatory, Date]
Duly authorised for and on behalf of The Football Association of Ireland

[Full name of signatory, Date]
Agreed and accepted for and on behalf of [name of Licence Applicant]
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APPENDIX XXIII:

CLUB
[MANDATORY]

LICENSING

CONTRACT

(for the purpose of any doubt the definitions in the 2010 Club Licensing Manual are deemed incorporated into this contract)

In connection with [name of Licence Applicant] application for a Licence for the League of Ireland
season 2010 and UEFA Club competition Season 2010/2011 the applicants authorised signatories
have agreed to enter into and be bound by the terms and conditions of this Contract with the FAI on
behalf of the Licensee;
1) We confirm we have read and fully understand the current FAI Club Licensing Manual,
Application Pack, Confidentiality Agreement and Contract and agree to abide by and comply with
the requirements and conditions of the Licensing System contained therein.
2) We confirm we have authority to enter into this agreement on behalf of the licence applicant by
virtue of our own statutes, constitutions and rules and are the persons entitled hereunder to sign
contact herein.
3) We confirm that all Licensing Documents submitted by us to the FAI acting as Licensor will be
complete, accurate, up to date, duly certified where necessary and submitted in a timely manner.
We accept that the Licensing Bodies will base their decisions on the documentation submitted by
us to the FAI Club Licensing Department as part of this application only and that previous
submissions, documents or information provided by us to the FAI for any other reason or as part
of any other application will not be deemed to have fulfilled any of the Licensing Requirements
herein unless otherwise agreed in writing between the parties herein.
4) We confirm that we fully authorise the Licensing Manager and Licensing Decision Making Bodies
to examine all documentation pertaining to our application for a Licence and appeal (if applicable)
and to seek clarification, further evidence, explanations and all other information from any
relevant public authority or private body relevant to the issuance of the licence and appeal (if
applicable) and in accordance with Irish law.
5) We recognise that we are legally bound by the rules, statutes and regulations of FIFA, UEFA, the
FAI and the National League. We further acknowledge that this contract shall be governed by
these rules. We understand that the FAI Rules regarding Arbitration will not apply to any
licensing decisions.
We agree to respect at all times the statutes, regulations and decisions of FIFA, UEFA, FAI and
national league as well as to recognize the jurisdiction of the CAS in Lausanne as provided in
articles 59 to 63 of the UEFA Statutes.
6) We understand that the FAI Club Licensing Committee is empowered to take a first instance
decision on our licence application and that the FAI Club Licensing Appeals Body is empowered
to take a final and binding decision on whether a licence is issued. We accept the powers of
these bodies as outlined in 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 of the Manual and agree to be bound by the
decisions of these bodies that affect us as the License Applicant.
7) We confirm that we are legally based in the territory of the FAI and will play our home matches
only within that territory (an exception to this rule is allowed in the case of Derry City FC). We
accept that a change in our designated stadium is subject to a decision of the competent body
responsible for the respective competitions (UEFA if UEFA competition).
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8) We confirm we;
• Have the right to use the name and brands of the club and agree not to change the name
of the club for advertising/promotional purposes; and
•

Agree to accept no clauses in contracts with television, sponsors or other commercial
partners that could restrict the club in its freedom of decision or affect its management.

9) We accept that only members of the FAI and can apply for and obtain a licence and that
Members who are individuals cannot apply for or obtain a licence. We further accept that licence
applicants only can appeal and be a party to appeal proceedings.
10) We accept that we must be fully responsible for and have the sole control over all the football
activities that are related to the participation in national and international football competitions, as
well as for the club licensing requirements.
11) We accept that we must be the sole beneficial owner of all the club's players' contracts and have
sole control of football activities as specified under 4.1.1.8 of the Licensing Manual.
12) We accept that we are responsible for ensuring that all players of the club in the League of
Ireland are registered with the Football Association of Ireland and, if non-amateur players, have a
written player's contract with the club.
13) We accept that if we decide to change our legal entity, which is recognised as a member of the
FAI, we must submit full details of the proposed change to the FAI Club Licensing Committee as
outlined in 4.1.1.7 of the Manual.
14) We confirm we have provided evidence (if any) with our Application Pack of any relationships
(financial or otherwise) between our club and any other legal entities that are wholly owned,
associated or affiliated to the licence applicant. We confirm we will inform the FAI of any such
relationships which are formed during the life of our licence.
15) We confirm that we will inform the licensor about any significant change, event or condition of
major economic importance and subsequent event occurred after the submission of the licensing
documentation in accordance with the rules fixed in the FAI club licensing manual.
16) We confirm our acceptance of the form of confidentiality agreement contained within the manual
herein.
17) We confirm we will only play in competitions recognized and endorsed by the FAI and will
participate in competitions at international level only with the written approval of the football
bodies (FAI, UEFA and FIFA). For the avoidance of doubt this does not relate to training
matches.
18) The Licensing Manger and UEFA or its nominated bodies will have the power to carry out spot
checks on clubs by attending at the club or grounds without prior notice and shall be entitled to
examine all documentation relating to licensing requirements and to carry out checks on any
aspect of Club Licensing Requirements.
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19) The commitments, plans and proposals addressed in the CIDP must be adhered to and cannot
be continuously rolled over in order to satisfy Licensing Requirements. It will be a matter for the
Licensing Manager to satisfy himself that genuine efforts are being made to ensure the CIPD is
progressing.

Dated this

day of

[20XX]

(must be signed no more than 3 months before the submission date)

Signed Sealed and Delivered by
[Full name of signatory, Date]:

(sign here)

Signed Sealed and Delivered by
The FAI :

(sign here)

[Full name of signatory, Date]
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